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THIS STAFF REPORT COVERS CALENDAR ITEM NO.: 4  
FOR THE MEETING OF:  October 21, 2008 
 

TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 
 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 
 
Consideration of a Resolution authorizing the Executive Director to execute an Exclusive 
Negotiations Agreement with Hines for the disposition of the North half of Caltrans 
Transfer Parcel T for the Transit Tower. 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
When Proposition H passed in 1998, the voters of San Francisco mandated that the TJPA 
implement the Transbay Transit Center Program (“Program”), including development of 
a new multi-modal Transit Center at First and Mission Streets, as rapidly as possible.  
Under the Cooperative Agreement among Caltrans, the TJPA, and the City and County of 
San Francisco, the TJPA is required to build the new Transit Center and begin bus service 
within eight years after Caltrans completes the West Approach to the Bay Bridge which 
is expected to be completed in 2008.  The TJPA’s failure to meet this deadline could 
result in the reversion to Caltrans of the 26 parcels Caltrans intends to transfer to the 
TJPA and the City for the Program.  Coupled with these deadlines is the imperative that 
the TJPA commence construction of the Transit Center at the earliest possible date to 
avoid major escalation in construction costs.   
 
As part of the transfer of Caltrans properties, Caltrans will convey to the TJPA a portion 
of Parcel T, an approximate 47,000 square-foot property directly north of the new Transit 
Center fronting on Mission, Fremont, and First Streets (“Tower Property”).  The TJPA 
plans to use the proceeds of the sale of the Tower Property and federal TIFIA loan 
proceeds (secured by the tax increment from the Tower Property and other Caltrans 
properties) for construction of the Transit Center.  Without these sources of funds, the 
TJPA cannot construct the Transit Center on the current schedule.       
 
In 2006-2007, the TJPA held a Design and Development Competition (“Competition” or 
“RFP”) to select an architect/developer team to design the Transit Center and design and 
build a tower development on the Tower Property (“Tower”).  The aim of the 
Competition was to “create a unique, world class Transit Center and Tower whose 
aesthetic, functional, and technical excellence are worthy of their position as the 
centerpiece of the Transbay Redevelopment Area and the focus of bus and rail transit for 
San Francisco, the Bay Area, and the State of California.”  Because the Transit Center 
and Tower will be large and complex structures and should compliment each other 
architecturally and functionally, the TJPA proposed that the buildings be designed in 
tandem by the same architect.  The RFP placed equal emphasis on the design of the 
Transit Center and Tower and the price offered to purchase or ground lease the Tower 
Property.   
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In its Competition materials, the TJPA requested that the responding teams propose a 
Tower of up to 1,200 feet.  In recognition of the resources a developer must commit to 
this unprecedented and ambitious project, the TJPA indicated that the winning team 
would be granted an option to acquire or ground lease the Tower Property following 
receipt of entitlements, financing, and leasing commitments, thus allowing the developer 
to minimize the financial risk of the project before committing the purchase price or rent.  
By allowing the developer of the Tower to reduce risk in this fashion, the TJPA planned 
to induce higher offers to purchase the Tower Property.  In turn, the option structure was 
intended to provide the winning team with flexibility to structure a purchase or ground 
lease of the Tower Property, to encourage creativity in the design of the Transit Center 
and Tower, and to address the TJPA’s special financial needs.   
 
In July 2007, qualified respondents submitted their bids to the TJPA.  Hines, an office 
developer teamed with Pelli Clark Pelli Architects, submitted a response to the RFP with 
a design for the Transit Center that included a 5.4-acre rooftop public park.  Hines also 
bid $350 million for the right to purchase the Tower Property under an option agreement 
based upon an approximately 1,200 foot high office building containing 1.6 million 
square feet of rentable floor area.  In September 2007, the TJPA Board selected the 
Hines/Pelli team for exclusive negotiations with the TJPA staff to be conducted under the 
terms of an exclusive negotiations agreement ("ENA").  Under the ENA, the parties were 
to negotiate a term sheet for an option agreement for the transfer of the Tower Property to 
Hines.   
 
In April 2008, the Board approved a contract with Pelli to design the Transit Center and 
rooftop park.  During negotiations for the ENA, however, Hines indicated that it could 
not obtain financing to purchase the Tower Property for $350 million until it was able to 
prelease at least 50 percent of the office space in the Tower, which Hines estimated 
would be up to five years after the receipt of entitlements.  Under that arrangement, the 
TJPA would not receive the Tower Property purchase price until as late as 2015.     
 
As detailed below, the TJPA is subject to legal and financial mandates that require the 
TJPA to commence construction of the Transit Center as soon as possible, but at the 
latest by 2010.  The TJPA’s existing financial plan requires that the TJPA receive the 
proceeds of sale of the Tower Property by 2010 so that the money could be used to build 
the Transit Center and produce a stream of tax increment to secure the TIFIA loan. 
 
Responding to the TJPA’s need for the proceeds of sale of the Tower Property in 2010, 
and after extensive negotiations with TJPA staff, Hines proposes to assume the added risk 
of purchasing the Tower Property within a short period after entitlements, regardless of 
market conditions and the status of Hines' preleasing commitments.  Hines’ proposed 
purchase price is a function of the potentially greater difficulty for Hines to finance the 
Project under a purchase and sale agreement instead of an option agreement.  Under the 
purchase and sale agreement, the terms of the sale of the Tower Property would be as 
follows (“Essential Terms”):  Hines would pay $235 million to the TJPA, consisting of 
the following: (i) $160 million in cash within 90 days following final Project entitlement 
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(the "Closing"); (ii) the net present value of $15 million in five installments over the five 
years following the Closing, (iii) up to $50 million for the rooftop public park as and 
when needed by the TJPA for construction of the park; and (iv) a participation payment 
equal to 0.5% of net operating income ("NOI") from the Project for a period of 66 years 
following Project stabilization with an estimated net present value of $10 million.  The 
$160 million closing payment, the $15 million installment payment, and the $50 million 
rooftop public park contribution would be increased at the City Rate (as defined below) 
for any Closing after July 1, 2010.  If the Closing is delayed for 5 years or more due to 
litigation or otherwise, then either party could terminate the ENA or purchase and sale 
agreement, as applicable.  
 
On September 29, 2008, the Board held a public hearing to allow Hines and TJPA staff to 
explain the status of negotiations and the Essential Terms of the current Hines proposal 
for the purchase of the Tower Property, to permit TJPA Board members an opportunity to 
ask questions of Hines and TJPA staff, and to provide public review and receive public 
discussion of the proposal.  No member of the public or the TJPA Board expressed 
opposition to any of the terms of the proposed agreement for sale of the Tower Property.  
On that basis, and for the reasons set forth below, Staff recommends that the Board 
approve the attached ENA with Hines based on the Essential Terms negotiated by the 
parties.    
 
REPORT: 
 
 The Competition 
 
To establish ground rules for its Competition, the TJPA prepared an RFP, Competition 
Manual, and Model Term Sheet (“Competition Materials”) establishing the rules and 
schedule for the Competition.  The Competition Materials indicated that the bids 
submitted by respondents to the RFP would be used as the basis for selection of a team 
for exclusive negotiations.  The Competition Materials were also clear, however, that the 
final agreement for design of the Transit Center and purchase of the Tower Property 
would be determined through negotiation, and that the TJPA would not be bound by the 
design or economic terms of the offer submitted by the team selected for exclusive 
negotiations.   
 
As part of the Competition, the TJPA impaneled a Jury to recommend a team to the TJPA 
Board of Directors for exclusive negotiations.  On July 10, 2007, three teams submitted 
proposals responding to the RFP:  Hines/Pelli, Forest City/Rogers, and Rockefeller/SOM.  
Along with its proposals for design of the Transit Center and Tower, Hines bid $350 
million for the right to purchase the Tower Property under an option agreement based 
upon receipt of a Project entitlement consistent with the proposed tower design.  On 
August 6, 2007, the three Respondents in the Competition presented their design to the 
Board at a public hearing.  The Jury reviewed and analyzed the written proposals from 
the teams.  At the Jury interviews, each team had the chance to present its proposal to the 
Jury and respond to oral questions from the Jury.  Following all presentations and 
analysis, the Jury ranked the proposals and unanimously recommended that the TJPA 
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Board select the Hines/Pelli team.  The Jury’s recommendation was based on its findings 
that the Hines/Pelli design for the Transit Center was superior to the other two proposals, 
both functionally and aesthetically; the Hines/Pelli design for the Tower was superior to 
the other proposals; and the compensation offered for the Tower Property was more than 
twice that of the next-highest respondent.  
 

Environmental Review 
 

Concurrently with the completion of the Competition, the San Francisco Planning 
Department determined that environmental review for the Tower Project will be 
conducted in conjunction with the City’s Transit Center District Plan, which 
environmental review is currently scheduled for completion in the summer of 2009.  The 
Planning Department’s intent is that the environmental review for the District Plan will 
constitute sufficient environmental analysis for the Tower Project entitlements.   
  

Negotiations 
 
On September 20, 2007, the TJPA Board accepted the Jury’s recommendation and 
selected the Hines/Pelli team for exclusive negotiations.  In November 2007, the TJPA 
Staff and Hines commenced negotiations for an ENA as a prelude to an Option 
Agreement.  During the course of the ENA negotiations, and in response to the Planning 
Department’s suggestion that the occupied space of the Tower should be only 1,000 feet 
high, Hines agreed to work with the height limit and indicated they could build the same 
amount of rentable office space as Hines proposed in response to the RFP.  
 
During negotiations, Hines asserted that it could not obtain financing to purchase the 
Tower Property for $350 million unless it were permitted to prelease at least half the 
space in its proposed office building before exercising the option to purchase.  As a 
result, Hines offered a five year option term.  In proposing this term, Hines relied on the 
TJPA’s Model Term Sheet, which stated that the developer of the Tower would not be 
expected to exercise the option until it had obtained financing and leasing commitments.  
(Model Term Sheet p. 5.)     
 
The TJPA desired that Hines would satisfy all closing conditions during the ENA term 
and be in a position to close promptly following entitlements.  Hines, however, wanted 
sufficient time to lease the Tower Project, pointing out that as a practical matter it would 
not be able to enter into such leases until it had a binding commitment by the TJPA to sell 
the Tower Property to Hines and final Tower Project entitlements.  When this difference 
in the parties’ needs became clear, the parties began to negotiate for the purchase and sale 
agreement, instead of the option agreement; so that the TJPA could be assured that it 
would receive the purchase price promptly following Tower Project entitlement.   

 
Timing of Revenue 

 
Hines’ original condition delaying payment of the purchase price to allow a five-year 
preleasing period after Tower Project entitlements posed significant difficulties for the 
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TJPA’s financing of the Transit Center, for two reasons.  First, at the time the TJPA 
selected the Hines/Pelli team for exclusive negotiations, the financing plan for the 
Program assumed that the TJPA would receive the purchase price for the Tower Property 
in 2010.  Indeed, the Purchase Price was slated to provide more than 25 percent of the 
cost of construction of the Transit Center, scheduled for completion in 2014.  A five-year 
wait following entitlements to receive the Purchase Price, in 2015, would result in a 
serious budget shortfall for the Transit Center.   
 
Second, the TJPA expects to finance the construction of the Transit Center in part with a 
TIFIA loan to be repaid with property tax increment generated from development of 
Caltrans Transfer Parcels, the first of which would be the Tower Property.  The sale and 
development of the Tower Property under Hines’ option proposal was speculative 
because at the end of the option period, as late as 2015, Hines could simply decline to 
purchase the Tower Property if it were unable to prelease the Tower Project or for other 
reasons at Hines’ option.  Bond rating agencies and the TIFIA staff will review the 
TJPA’s financial plan to determine the adequacy of the revenue stream to repay the 
TIFIA loan and the overall financial feasibility and reasonableness of the plan.  The sale 
of the Tower Property in 2010 and the early start of the flow of tax increment from the 
Tower Property should enhance the TJPA’s ability to secure the TIFIA loan.   
 
These factors induced the TJPA and Hines to change the framework of the transaction for 
transfer of the Tower Property from an option agreement to a purchase and sale 
agreement.  Under the purchase and sale agreement framework, Hines would be required 
to purchase the Tower Property within 90 days following the completion of 
environmental review and the issuance of entitlements for the Tower Project, subject to 
potential litigation delays.  The current Hines’ proposal, described in more detail below, 
will be referred to as the “Current Hines Proposal.”   
 
In contrast to the option agreement framework, once Hines executes the purchase and 
sale agreement, Hines would assume leasing and market risk and would commit to pay 
the purchase price to the TJPA regardless of economic conditions or its success in 
preleasing, although the TJPA shares some risk due to the future NOI participation 
payments.  Under the purchase and sale agreement framework, the TJPA would receive 
the vast majority of the purchase price for the Tower Property as much as five years 
earlier than under the proposed option agreement framework.  The difference between the 
Hines original proposal and the Current Hines Proposal is primarily due to the timing of 
the Hines payments and the market and leasing risks that will be assumed by Hines under 
the purchase and sale agreement.  The proposed Tower height reduction from 1,200 feet 
to 1,000 feet does not affect the rentable square feet that Hines originally proposed or the 
purchase price.  Finally, it is worth noting that the timely sale of the Tower Property 
under the purchase and sale agreement would enhance the TJPA’s ability to secure the 
TIFIA in time for use to construct the Transit Center and would create the most favorable 
conditions for early construction of the Tower and the flow of tax increment to the TJPA. 
 
Hines has indicated that if the Current Hines Proposal is not acceptable to the TJPA, 
Hines’ offer to pay $350 million for the Tower Property under an option agreement based 
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on a five-year period in which to obtain financing and preleasing is still open, although 
the parties have not discussed the amount of option consideration or other details of this 
proposal.         
 
EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENT (“ENA”): 
 
The terms of the Current Hines Proposal are contained in the attached ENA.  The key 
terms of the ENA are as follows: 
 
 Environmental Review 
 
While the ENA contains the economic terms for sale of the Tower Property if the parties 
sign a Purchase and Sale Agreement (“PSA”), the TJPA has no obligation to approve a 
PSA obligating the TJPA to sell the Tower Property until completion of environmental 
review under CEQA.  If, following environmental review, the City, the TJPA, or Hines 
requires a change in the economic terms of the transaction to comply with CEQA, the 
parties will negotiate in good faith any modification of the economic terms.  If agreement 
cannot be reached on a modification to conform to a requirement under CEQA, then the 
ENA shall be terminated.  
 
 Transaction Costs 
 
Hines will pay the TJPA’s costs to negotiate the PSA.  Hines will deposit $500,000 with 
the TJPA for such costs following execution of the ENA, and increase the deposit in 
$100,000 increments if the costs exceed $500,000. 
 

Extension of Exclusive Negotiations Per iod 
 

The exclusive negotiations period will expire upon (a) the TJPA Boards’ approval of a 
PSA, (b) six months after the TJPA Board first considers the approval of, but declines to 
approve, a PSA, or (c) if environmental review for the Tower Project is not complete by 
July 1, 2010.  The deadlines in (b) and (c) are subject to extension by mutual agreement 
of the parties, and subject to an extension of a maximum of 48 months in the event of 
litigation challenging the Tower Project or an event of force majeure.  If the parties do 
not execute a PSA during the six-month period, and the period is not extended, the ENA 
terminates.    

 
Closing 

 
The TJPA and Hines expect to enter into a binding PSA within six months after 
environmental review for the Tower Project is complete, anticipated to be the 
Summer/Fall of 2009.  The Closing would occur within 90 days after final Tower Project 
entitlement (i.e., at end of appeal period, or final resolution of any appeal, or final 
judgment if any litigation). 
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 Purchase Pr ice 

 
The total purchase price for the Tower Property would be paid in four parts: 

 
1.  $160 Million Cash at Closing 

 
Hines would pay $160 million in cash to the TJPA at the Closing.  If for any reason the 
Closing does not occur until after July 1, 2010, the $160 million payment would be 
escalated at the rate of return the City receives on investment of its funds, as published by 
the City Treasurer, but in no event will the annual increase be less than 3% or more than 
6% (the "City Rate"). 
 
  2.  Net Present Value of $15 Million in Five Annual Payments 
 
Hines would pay the net present value of $15 million (as increased at the City Rate from 
the Closing date for any Closing after July 1, 2010), in five annual installments beginning 
on the one-year anniversary of the Closing and on each of the next four anniversaries (the 
"Additional Payments").  Hines would be responsible for prepaying any unpaid balance 
of the Additional Payments on or before the date that the City issues a temporary 
certificate of occupancy for the Tower.  The Additional Payments would be guaranteed 
by a creditworthy Hines entity acceptable to the TJPA.   
 
  3.  Up to $50 Million for the Rooftop Park Payments  
 
Hines would pay the TJPA the cost of the park on the roof of the Transit Center (the 
"Park Payments") up to $50 million.  (The total cost of the park is expected to exceed $50 
million.)  The Park Payments would pay for the increased costs of the Transit Center 
resulting from the inclusion of the rooftop park and will be secured on the later of (i) the 
Closing for the Tower Property, and (ii) the dates that the TJPA enters into contracts for 
the construction of the Transit Center and park.  The Park Payments would be guaranteed 
by the same creditworthy Hines entity that guarantees the $15 million of Additional 
Payments and would be secured by a letter of credit or deposit of funds in escrow.  The 
Park Payments would be due at the time the TJPA is invoiced for park costs under its 
subcontracts for construction.  Until Closing, the $50 million cap would be escalated at 
the City Rate for any delays in the Closing past July 1, 2010.  The $50 million Park 
Payments cap would not be escalated further after Closing.   
 
  4.  NOI Participation Payments 
 
Beginning when the Tower is 80 percent leased, with rents having commenced, but not 
later than 10 years after Tower Project entitlements, Hines would pay to the TJPA 0.5% 
of the Tower’s annual Net Operating Income (NOI) for 66 years (the "Participation 
Payment").  The expenses used to calculate NOI would not include debt service or Mello-
Roos fees.  There would be no cap on the amount of the Participation Payments.  In 
nominal dollars, the probable yield to TJPA would be at least $100 million.  If the Tower 
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performs well, then the TJPA’s revenue would be higher.  Hines would have the right to 
prepay the projected Participation Payments, but (i) this right cannot be exercised before 
the fifth anniversary of the start of the payments, and (ii) the prepayment amount will be 
the net present value of the anticipated income stream of Participation Payments for the 
remainder of the 66-year term, as determined through arbitration by a panel of three 
appraisers selected by the parties. 
  
In present value terms, the value of the Participation Payments (in 2010 dollars), as 
estimated by Keyser Marston Associates based on reasonable absorption rates and rental 
values, would be approximately $10 million.  The actual yield from the Participation 
Payments could be more or less depending on market conditions and the success of the 
Tower Project.     
 
In sum, TJPA staff estimates that the purchase price under the Current Hines Proposal is 
approximately $235 million as follows: $160 million at Closing, $15 million Additional 
Payments, $50 million for the Park Payments, and approximately $10 million (net present 
value) for the Participation Payments.   
 
 Adjustments for Entitlements 
 
The Current Hines Proposal purchase price is based on receipt of Tower Project 
entitlements for a Tower that is 1,000 feet high and includes 1.6 million rentable square 
feet of office space.  If the final Project entitlements permit a different density, the $160 
million closing payment, the $15 million Additional Payments, and the $50 million Park 
Payments cap (but not the Participation Payments) will be adjusted in accordance with a 
formula that will be attached to the ENA presented to the TJPA Board in October.   
 
 Replacement of Pelli 
 
If Hines believes that it is necessary to replace Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects, it shall give 
the TJPA notice and an opportunity to work out any differences among the parties.  If 
replacement is necessary, Hines shall select as a replacement a design firm of at least 
substantially equivalent industry renown, reputation and experience as Pelli in designing 
urban tower projects, subject to the prior written consent of the TJPA, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. 
 
 Replacement of Hines Entity or Met Life 
 
The Hines entity purchasing the Tower Property is Hines Transbay Tower LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company.  If Hines wishes to replace that entity with another 
Hines entity, the replacement entity must have similar skills and resources as the original 
entity.  Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is Hines’ equity partner in the Tower 
Project.  If Hines wants to replace Met Life with another equity partner, it must do so 
with an entity of similar skill and resources to Met Life and such that Hines and the 
replacement for Met Life have a combined a net worth of at least $250 million. 
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Termination or Default 
 
In the event Hines terminates the ENA for any reason other than a TJPA default, insists 
upon terms more favorable to Hines than the Essential Terms, or defaults on any of its 
fundamental obligations under the ENA, then Hines would pay the TJPA a $2 million 
termination fee.  In the event the TJPA terminates the ENA for any reason other than 
Hines’ default, insists upon terms more favorable to the TJPA than Essential Terms, or 
defaults on any of its fundamental obligations under the ENA, then Hines may seek 
damages from the TJPA capped at $2 million and a refund of any deposit for transaction 
costs.  As long as the TJPA complies with its obligations to request transfer of Parcel T 
from Caltrans under the Cooperative Agreement, the TJPA’s inability to transfer title to 
Hines as a result of Caltrans’ failure to transfer Parcel T to the TJPA would not constitute 
a default by the TJPA.   
 
 Right of First Refusal 
 
As a disincentive for the TJPA to withdraw from negotiations with Hines in order to 
negotiate with another developer, if the TJPA and Hines fail to reach agreement on a PSA 
within six months after completion of environmental review and Hines is not in default, 
the TJPA shall not sell the Tower Property to any other developer within six months after 
the completion of environmental review.  Moreover, for 18 months after environmental 
review is complete Hines shall have a right of first refusal to purchase the Tower 
Property on the terms offered by another developer for the Tower Property.  If within the 
18-month period Hines declines to exercise its right of first refusal and the TJPA sells the 
Tower Property to another developer, Hines will be entitled to any excess of the sale 
price over Hines’ offer of $235 million. 
 
 Rights to Plans 
 
Graphics and plans developed by Pelli and Hines for the Tower Project shall remain 
Hines’ property, and graphics and plans for the Tower Project developed by the TJPA 
shall remain the TJPA’s property.  The parties may use each other’s graphics and plans 
only by written permission from the other party, with the sole exception of use for 
advertising or promotions or in connection with the entitlement and public review 
processes for the Tower Project.  If the ENA is terminated, then the TJPA may buy 
Hines’ graphics and plans at Hines’ cost. 
 
 Guaranty and Deposit 
 
Upon execution of the ENA, Hines will issue a guaranty of its performance under the 
ENA in the sum of $2 million.  Upon execution of the PSA, Hines will pay to the TJPA a 
nonrefundable Performance Deposit of $10 million, which may be applied to the 
purchase price, or retained by the TJPA if Hines defaults under the PSA.  
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RECOMMENDATION: 
 
The TJPA Staff has engaged in extensive negotiations with Hines to arrive at favorable 
terms for an ENA under the PSA framework.  Staff recommends that the TJPA Board 
approve the ENA, based on the following:   
 

Purchase Price 
 
The amount of the purchase price for the Tower Property is crucial for the success of the 
Transbay Program and should receive great weight in evaluating the Current Hines 
Proposal.   
 

1. As demonstrated in the attached memorandum from the TJPA’s Real Estate 
Economics consultant Keyser Marston Associates, the difference between the $235 
million Hines would pay the TJPA under the Current Hines Proposal and the $350 
million Hines would have paid under the option agreement is attributable to the 
additional cost to Hines of holding the property for five years until the project is pre-
leased and construction financing can be secured, estimated to be $110 -$127 million.  
According to Keyser Marston’s analysis, the cost of the $235 million payment in 2010 
under the purchase and sale agreement is approximately equivalent to the cost to Hines of 
the $350 million under the option agreement, payable in 2015.   
 

2. The $235 million Current Hines Proposal purchase price also greatly exceeds 
the bid prices from the other two finalists in the Competition, which were based on an 
option agreement and not a purchase and sale agreement.  The Forest City option bid 
price was $145 million and the Rockefeller option bid price was $129 million.  Adjusted 
to 2010 dollars, the most likely year in which entitlements would be achieved, the bid 
prices would be $165 million and $147 million respectively at an assumed City 
investment rate of 4.5%.   

3. The price of $235 million also appears to be a favorable price considering the 
sales of comparable property in San Francisco.  At nearly $5,000 per square foot of land 
and $147 per square foot of rentable office space, the purchase price of $235 million 
would be at the top of prices paid for office development land in San Francisco. 
 
The degree of certainty and timing of receipt of the purchase price for the Tower Property 
should also receive great weight.  Under Hines $350 million offer, Hines would have the 
right to decline to exercise the option and avoid paying the purchase price altogether.  
Moreover, Hines would not pay the purchase price until 2015.  In contrast, under the 
Current Hines Proposal, the TJPA would benefit from the greater certainty of receiving 
the purchase price, and would further benefit by receiving those funds, absent litigation, 
in 2010, within the timeframe necessary to remain on schedule for construction of the 
Transit Center, obtain a TIFIA loan, and use both sources of funds for construction of the 
Transit Center.  These advantages of the Current Hines Proposal have significant value to 
the TJPA.   
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The likely delay in the TJPA's receipt of revenues if the TJPA terminates negotiations 
with Hines and disposes of the Tower Property by alternative methods would be at least 
one year, meaning that the TJPA would not receive any revenue from the Tower Property 
until 2011 or later.  As indicated above, the timely receipt of these funds is crucial for the 
overall financing of the Program.  A delay of one or more years in the start of 
construction of the Transit Center would likely result in a substantial escalation of the 
construction costs of the Transit Center, now estimated to be $1.189 billion.   
 

Architect 
 
In conducting the Competition, the Board emphasized that the Tower should be an iconic 
building that would be a credit to San Francisco and the region and that would 
compliment the Transit Center in design and function.  The Competition Jury and this 
Board found that the Hines/Pelli design for the Transit Center and Tower met these 
criteria and was superior to the submissions of the other respondents to the RFP.  
Moreover, if Hines builds the Tower, the architect for the Tower and the Transit Center 
would be the same, enhancing the functional and aesthetic compatibility of the two 
structures.  The parties’ negotiations on the purchase price of the Tower Property have 
not undermined these findings.  Accordingly, in addition to the favorable price Hines will 
pay for the Tower Property, proceeding with Hines/Pelli for the Tower Project would be 
in the best interests of the Program.   
 
 Termination Fee and Performance Deposit 
 
The ENA contains incentives for Hines to perform in addition to Hines’ interest in 
developing a financially successful project.  Hines would owe the TJPA $2 million if 
Hines terminates or defaults under the ENA.  Moreover, if Hines terminates or defaults 
under the PSA, the TJPA would retain the $10 million Performance Deposit.  
 
 Other Benefits  
 
Hines is required to pay the TJPA’s costs to negotiate the PSA and bear all pre-
development costs, at no cost to the TJPA.  The TJPA’s liability for default under the 
ENA is limited to $2 million.  Hines is required to maintain liability insurance and to 
indemnify the TJPA for any damage to the Tower Property, to the TJPA, or to third 
persons caused by Hines use of the Tower Property or actions under the ENA or PSA.      
 
   
ENCLOSURES: 

 
1. Exclusive Negotiations Agreement 
2. Keyser Marston Associates Memorandum 



 -1- FinalENA.doc 
 

THIS TRANSBAY TRANSIT TOWER EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENT 
(this “Agreement”) dated for reference purposes as of ______________, 2008, is between the 
TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY, a joint powers authority created under California 
Government Code Sections 6500 et seq. (“TJPA”), and HINES TRANSBAY TOWER LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (“Hines”). 

TRANSBAY TRANSIT TOWER EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE WITH REFERENCE TO THE FOLLOWING FACTS 
AND CIRCUMSTANCES: 

A. The TJPA is responsible for implementing the Transbay Transit Center Program 
(“Program”), which includes (i) on the site of the existing Transbay Terminal, the construction of 
(a) a new Transit Center building (the “Transit Center”), and (b) a high-rise building (the 
“Transit Tower”) adjacent to the Transit Center and on the property bounded by the Transit 
Center and Mission, Fremont, and First Streets (the “Tower Property”), (ii) a rail tunnel and rail 
systems to extend Caltrain from Fourth and King Streets to the Transit Center, (iii) a new 
underground Fourth and Townsend Street Caltrain Station, (iv) modifications to the existing 
surface station at Fourth and King Streets, (v) temporary bus terminals, (vi) ramps connecting the 
Bay Bridge to the Transit Center, and (vii) permanent bus storage facilities. 

B. Under the Cooperative Agreement among the TJPA, the California State 
Department of Transportation (“Caltrans”), and the City and County of San Francisco (“City”) 
effective July 11, 2003 (the "Cooperative Agreement"), Caltrans has agreed to transfer the Tower 
Property to the TJPA at the TJPA’s request. 

C. In June 2006, the TJPA Board of Directors (“TJPA Board”) commenced a Design 
and Development Competition for the Transit Center and Tower (“Competition”).  The TJPA’s 
purpose in sponsoring the Competition was to select a design and development team consisting 
of a lead designer (“Lead Designer”) and a developer (the “Developer,” and together with the 
Lead Designer, the “Team”) for exclusive negotiations with the TJPA for a Design Agreement 
(the “Design Agreement”) between the Lead Designer and the TJPA for the design of the Transit 
Center and bus ramps, and a Disposition and Development Option Agreement (“Option 
Agreement”) between the Developer and the TJPA for the purchase or ground lease of the Tower 
Property and the design and development of the Transit Tower.  Because the Transit Center and 
Tower will be large and complex structures, the TJPA required that the buildings be designed in 
tandem by the same Lead Designer. 

D. To aid in the selection of the most qualified Team, the TJPA: (1) retained an 
independent Competition Manager, who prepared a Competition Manual establishing the rules 
and schedule for the Competition and managed the Competition; and (2) impaneled a jury of 
distinguished design, transportation, and real estate development professionals (the “Jury”) to 
review the written submittals of the Teams, interview and rank the Teams, and present its 
recommendation to the TJPA Board for the final selection of a Team for exclusive negotiations. 
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E. On February 23, 2007, the TJPA’s Competition Manager distributed a Request for 
Proposals (“RFP”) to the Teams participating in the Competition.  To respond to the RFP, the 
Teams were required to prepare a design for the Transit Center and a design and development 
proposal for the Transit Tower, including proposed financial terms for the purchase or ground 
lease of the Tower Property.  On April 12, 2007, the TJPA furnished the Teams with a Model 
Term Sheet and Pro Forma Templates, as amended, to provide a framework for each Team’s 
proposal for the Transit Tower (attached as Exhibit A

F. On July 10, 2007, the Teams submitted their proposals responding to the RFP to 
the TJPA.  The Jury convened in San Francisco to review and analyze the written proposals from 
the Teams from July 31, 2007 through August 3, 2007.  At the Jury interviews, each Team had 
the chance to present its proposal to the Jury and respond to oral questions from the Jury.  
Following all presentations and analysis, the Jury deliberated, scored and ranked the proposals, 
and recommended that the TJPA Board select the highest ranked Team for exclusive 
negotiations (i) between the TJPA and the Lead Designer for the Design Agreement, and (ii) 
between the TJPA and the Developer for a term sheet (as contemplated by the RFP) and the 
Option Agreement. 

).   

G. Hines submitted a response (the “Proposal”) to the TJPA’s RFP Model Term 
Sheet in the form attached hereto as Exhibit B

H. On September 20, 2007, the TJPA Board, in reliance on the Proposal submitted 
by Hines, accepted the Jury’s recommendation, determined that Hines and Pelli Clarke Pelli 
Architects (the “Hines Team”) was the most qualified of the Teams that had participated in the 
Competition, and selected the Hines Team for the exclusive negotiations described in Recital F. 

. 

I. The RFP and Proposal contemplated that the Option Agreement would provide 
for closing on the Tower Property, and payment of the purchase price, after certain conditions set 
forth in the Model Term Sheet were satisfied, including pre-leasing, financing and the receipt of  
entitlements for the Tower Project.  Subsequent to the Proposal, the TJPA determined that, due 
to the Program’s financial requirements, the TJPA required payment for the Tower Property at 
the earliest possible date and requested that the parties proceed under a purchase and sale 
agreement rather than an option agreement, eliminating the  pre-leasing and financing conditions.  
Elimination of the pre-leasing and financing conditions substantially increases the level of risk to 
Hines.  However, to accommodate the TJPA’s requirements, Hines agreed to proceed on the 
basis of a purchase and sale agreement (the “Purchase Agreement”) rather than an Option 
Agreement, and to eliminate the pre-leasing and financing conditions and provide for an earlier 
closing on the Tower Property, on condition that certain terms in the Proposal (including, 
without limitation,  the calculation and payment terms of the purchase price), be modified as 
more particularly set forth herein in consideration for Hines’ assumption of such increased risk.   

J. The TJPA has determined that, at this time, it cannot enter into the Purchase 
Agreement or any other binding agreement to convey the Tower Property for the Tower Project 
(as defined in Section 1.2(b) below) before completion of environmental review to support such 
transaction in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”).  
Accordingly, Hines and the TJPA will incur significant costs and invest significant personnel 
time and other resources with respect to the Tower Project before the parties may enter into a 
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binding Purchase Agreement for the conveyance of the Tower Property to Hines.  Hines is not 
willing to incur such costs without certain rights and remedies in the event the Purchase 
Agreement is not entered into between Hines and the TJPA, as more particularly set forth in this 
Agreement.   

K. The TJPA and Hines now wish to enter into this Agreement to set forth the terms 
and conditions under which they are willing to negotiate the Purchase Agreement, which is 
subject to the approval of the TJPA Board as provided in Section 1.3

L. Upon the TJPA Board’s approval of this Agreement by resolution, the TJPA’s 
execution of this Agreement will be duly and validly authorized by the TJPA Board and the 
person executing this Agreement on behalf of the TJPA will be authorized to so execute it.  The 
TJPA will provide a copy of such resolution to Hines promptly following adoption.   

. 

ACCORDINGLY, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of 
which are hereby acknowledged, the TJPA and Hines agree as follows: 

1. Exclusive Right

 1.1 

. 

Diligent and Good Faith Negotiations; Negotiation Rights

(a) During the Exclusive Negotiation Period defined in 

. 

Section 2 below and 
subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the TJPA and Hines, acknowledging that 
time is of the essence, agree to negotiate diligently and in good faith with each other and seek to 
complete a Purchase Agreement, which shall include (a) the “Set Terms and Additional Terms” 
Hines submitted to the TJPA as part of its Proposal, as clarified or modified by the terms and 
conditions set forth on Exhibit C attached hereto (the “Pre-Negotiated Terms”), and (b) such 
additional or different terms as may be mutually acceptable to the parties in accordance with this 
Agreement, including but not limited to the provisions of Section 1.3(c)

(b) The TJPA grants to Hines the exclusive right to negotiate the Purchase 
Agreement during the Exclusive Negotiation Period (“Exclusive Right”) and agrees not to solicit 
any other proposals or negotiate with any other developer with respect to the conveyance of the 
Tower Property or any part of or interest in or development of the Transit Tower during the 
Exclusive Negotiation Period without Hines’s prior written consent, which may be given, 
withheld or conditioned in the sole discretion of Hines.  If any written proposal or statement of 
proposed terms with respect to the conveyance of the Tower Property or any part of or interest in 
or development of the Transit Tower is received by the TJPA during the Exclusive Negotiation 
Period, the TJPA shall:  (i) promptly return all copies of such proposal or statement to the person 

 below.  To the extent 
that any of the Pre-Negotiated Terms or any specific provisions of this Agreement are 
inconsistent or conflict with any part of the Proposal (including, without limitation, the “Set 
Terms and Additional Terms”), the Pre-Negotiated Terms and/or this Agreement shall supersede 
the inconsistent or conflicting term(s) in the Proposal. The Pre-Negotiated Terms and the 
Proposal (including, without limitation, the “Set Terms and Additional Terms” and as modified 
by the Pre-Negotiated Terms) are collectively defined in this Agreement as the “Essential 
Terms.”   
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or entity submitting it, accompanied by a statement that the TJPA is bound by this Agreement; 
and (ii) promptly deliver to Hines copies of the proposal or statement and of the TJPA response 
to the person or entity submitting it.   

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, from and after execution by both parties of 
the Purchase Agreement (if any) and during the term of the Purchase Agreement, the TJPA may 
accept and retain any such proposals or statements and talk with other prospective buyers of the 
Tower Property, provided that so long as Hines is not in default beyond all applicable notice 
and/or cure periods under the Purchase Agreement, (A) the TJPA shall disclose to any 
prospective buyers, prior to any such discussions, the existence and primacy of the Purchase 
Agreement; (B) the TJPA shall not allow any parties other than Hines to perform any physical 
due diligence on the Tower Property; and (C) the TJPA shall not enter into any binding 
agreement for the sale of the Tower Property with any other person or entity.   Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, from and after execution by both parties of the Purchase Agreement (if any) and 
during the term of the Purchase Agreement, Hines shall continue to diligently seek in good faith 
all Tower Project Regulatory Approvals (as defined in Section 3.1(a) below) and take such 
actions as may be necessary by Hines to purchase the Tower Property in accordance with the 
Purchase Agreement, and Hines shall not transfer or assign its interests in the Tower Property or 
the Tower Project other than in the same manner as Hines may assign its rights and obligations 
under this Agreement pursuant to Section 7.2

1.2 

 below.  The obligations of the parties set forth in 
this subsection (c) shall survive the termination of this Agreement if the parties enter into the 
Purchase Agreement.   

Subject of Negotiations

The negotiations conducted under this Agreement shall be based on the development 
opportunity described in the RFP.  Specifically, subject to the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, the Exclusive Right shall encompass negotiations for Hines to: 

. 

(a) Negotiate the Purchase Agreement based on the Essential Terms.  Without 
limiting the foregoing, the Purchase Agreement shall provide that the closing of the sale of the 
Tower Property and final delivery of possession of the Tower Property to Hines shall be 
conditioned upon Hines having secured all necessary Tower Project Regulatory Approvals to 
permit the construction of the Tower Project.  The Purchase Agreement shall also provide that 
the closing for the Tower Property shall occur, if at all, no later than ninety (90) days following 
the latter to occur of (i) the expiration of all applicable statute of limitations periods after the 
Environmental Certification Date or (ii) the expiration of all applicable statute of limitations 
periods after the Regulatory Approval Date, as both are defined in Section 2.1 below, provided 
that if a Legal Challenge is commenced with respect to the Environmental Certification or the 
Tower Project Regulatory Approvals within the applicable statute of limitations period, then 
either the TJPA or Hines shall have the right to extend the closing for the Tower Property in the 
same manner as Hines’ right to extend the Exclusive Negotiation Period pursuant to Section 4.2

(b) Within thirty (30) days following the Effective Date of this Agreement (as 
defined in 

 
of this Agreement.   

Section 2.1 below), Hines shall propose and submit an application to the City’s 
Planning Department for environmental review for the Tower Project (with a height of 1000' and 
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a targeted building size of 1,600,000 square feet of Gross Floor Area) and for the Tower Project 
Regulatory Approvals  then required to be sought under Section 5.1(e), and shall diligently 
thereafter continue to refine and develop the plans for the Tower Project and prepare, sign and 
submit such materials and pay such fees as may be necessary to obtain all Tower Project 
Regulatory Approvals on or immediately following the Environmental Certification Date, 
subject to delay caused by Force Majeure (as defined in Section 14.9(d)).  The transit tower 
project, as generally described in the Essential Terms and modified by Hines during further 
design work and the entitlement process, is referred to in this Agreement as the “Tower Project”.  
Throughout the term of this Agreement, Hines shall refine and modify the design of the Tower 
Project in response to and consistent with the environmental review, design and entitlement 
processes, provided that Hines shall only be required to perform design work to the extent, as 
and when necessary to comply with the requirements of the environmental review process or to 
comply with the requirements of the process necessary to obtain the Tower Project Regulatory 
Approvals within the time frame provided in this paragraph, as each such process is described in 
Section 5.1(e)

1.3 

.  Hines shall not, without the TJPA’s prior written consent, which consent shall 
not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed, propose or agree to  material 
modifications to the Tower Project as described in the Essential Terms that would (i) alter the 
proposed uses of the Tower Project; (ii) materially decrease or increase the proposed height of 
the Tower Project; (iii) materially reduce or increase the density of development contemplated 
on the Tower Property; (iv) materially increase the cost of developing the Transit Center, the 
rooftop park on the Transit Center, or any infrastructure needed to serve the Transit Center; (v) 
delay development of, or limit or restrict the availability of infrastructure to, the Transit Center, 
including the rooftop park; (vi) impose limits or controls on the timing, phasing, or sequencing 
of the development of the Transit Center, including the rooftop park; or (vii) materially change 
the location, or reduce the size of, Mission Square.  Nothing in the foregoing shall: (I) affect or 
limit the rights and responsibilities of the City’s Planning Department or Board of Supervisors 
with respect to the Tower Project Regulatory Approvals, recognizing that the Essential Terms 
include a mechanism to adjust the Tower Property purchase price based upon changes to the 
height or density of the Tower Project as approved by the Tower Project Regulatory Approvals; 
or (II) limit Hines’ right to seek changes to the Tower Project not described in clauses (i) through 
(vii) above and that do not affect the Essential Terms.   

Threshold Conditions and Limitations

(a) 

. 

TJPA Discretion.  Hines acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement 
sets forth the negotiation terms for the negotiation of the Purchase Agreement.  Hines further 
acknowledges and agrees that, by entering into this Agreement or entering into negotiations 
under this Agreement, the TJPA is not committing itself or agreeing to enter into the Purchase 
Agreement, to accept Hines’s Proposal, to convey the Tower Property or any other real property, 
to approve any design for the Transit Tower, to approve land use entitlements, or to undertake 
any other acts or activities relating to the subsequent independent exercise of discretion by the 
TJPA.  This Agreement does not constitute the disposition of property.  Except for the TJPA’s 
obligations expressly set forth in this Agreement (by which the TJPA is fully bound), including, 
without limitation, the obligation to negotiate exclusively with Hines for the Purchase 
Agreement as provided in this Agreement, the TJPA’s obligations with respect to the Deposit set 
forth in Section 3.3, and the TJPA’s obligations set forth in Section 8.6, no legal obligation from 
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the TJPA to Hines will exist unless and until the parties have negotiated, executed and delivered 
one or more mutually acceptable agreements.   

(b) Hines Discretion.  By entering into this Agreement, Hines does not 
commit itself to enter into the Purchase Agreement.  The parties recognize that Hines must first 
perform due diligence investigations pursuant to Section 1.4

 

 below and negotiate the terms of the 
Purchase Agreement diligently and in good faith in accordance with the terms of this Agreement 
before exercising its discretion to enter into the Purchase Agreement.  The negotiation of the 
Purchase Agreement shall not impose any obligation on Hines, except as otherwise expressly 
provided in this Agreement. 

(c) Changes to Essential Terms.  Notwithstanding Sections 1.3(a) and (b) or 
anything else in this Agreement to the contrary other than Section 1(d) below, both parties shall 
adhere to the Essential Terms in their negotiations of the Purchase Agreement, and the Purchase 
Agreement (if any) will be consistent with and conform to the Essential Terms, and may include 
other additional terms and conditions not inconsistent with the Essential Terms mutually agreed 
by the parties in their sole discretion.  Subject to Section 1.3(d) below, and without binding the 
TJPA Board to approve a Purchase Agreement, if the environmental review process finds one or 
more significant effects on the environment that would result from the Tower Project as then 
proposed and that could be feasibly mitigated (taking into consideration the economic effects of 
the proposed mitigation measures on the Tower Project), or if the Tower Project Regulatory 
Approvals are issued subject to conditions that materially affect the Tower Project and in either 
instance such mitigation measures or approval conditions are not within the reasonable 
expectation of the parties as of the Effective Date of this Agreement (based on commercially 
reasonable expectations for a project of this size and complexity, and with the understanding that 
fees and/or exactions that are not currently in place or contemplated by the parties are not within 
the reasonable expectation of the parties), then the TJPA and Hines shall negotiate in good faith 
to reach mutually acceptable modifications to the Essential Terms and Purchase Agreement as 
may be needed to accommodate such mitigation measures or conditions of approval.  If the 
parties fail to reach mutually acceptable modifications to the Essential Terms pursuant to the 
preceding sentence, Hines may in its sole discretion elect to terminate this Agreement pursuant 
to Section 8.5 below, by payment of the Termination Fee (as defined in such section).  The 
parties have agreed to the Essential Terms with the understanding that the Tower Project will be 
subject to mitigation measures consistent with a office tower project in San Francisco of the size 
and complexity of the Tower Project, and therefore the parties do not expect to make changes to 
the Essential Terms unless such changes are required to comply with a particular mitigation 
measure, or to address a condition of approval not within the reasonable expectation of the 
parties as of the Effective Date.  Without limiting the foregoing, changes in the height or density 
of the Tower Project are already contemplated by the Essential Terms, with corresponding 
changes in the purchase price, and therefore shall not be deemed a material modification that 
requires a change to the Essential Terms.  Subject to the foregoing and to the TJPA’s right to 
approve, reject or conditionally approve the Purchase Agreement following environmental 
review under Section 1.3(d) below, the TJPA Board’s discretionary review of the Purchase 
Agreement shall be limited to a determination that the Purchase Agreement is consistent with the 
Essential Terms and to review and consideration for approval, conditional approval or rejection 
of any additional or different terms and conditions included in the Purchase Agreement that are 
not included in the Essential Terms. 
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(d) CEQA.  Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1.3(c)

 

, to comply fully 
with the requirements of CEQA, the TJPA Board, before it approves the Purchase Agreement, if 
any, or the Tower Project, shall retain the absolute discretion to: (i) modify the Essential Terms  
or the previously-endorsed Purchase Agreement to the extent necessary to mitigate a significant 
effect on the environment, (ii) subject to the agreement of the parties, select other feasible 
alternatives to avoid a significant effect on the environment, (iii) balance the benefits against any 
significant effect on the environment before taking final action if such significant effect on the 
environment cannot otherwise be avoided, or (iv) determine not to proceed with the Purchase 
Agreement, or the Tower Project.  If the TJPA Board determines that modifications are required 
to the Essential Terms, the previously-endorsed Purchase Agreement, or the Tower Project to 
mitigate a significant effect on the environment, then it shall consult with Hines and select the 
mitigation measure that is adequate to address the significant effect on the environment and that  
has the least adverse impact on the previously-endorsed Purchase Agreement or the Tower 
Project, including the economic structure of the previously-endorsed Purchase Agreement or the 
Tower Project.   Hines shall not have any obligation hereunder to agree to any modification to 
the Essential Terms or to the previously-endorsed Purchase Agreement by the TJPA Board, and 
any modification by the TJPA Board of the Essential Terms or of the previously-endorsed 
Purchase Agreement shall not be binding upon Hines unless and to the extent Hines affirmatively 
agrees to such modification during its good faith negotiations under this Agreement.  If Hines 
does not affirmatively agree to any such modification to the previously-endorsed Purchase 
Agreement by the TJPA Board, then Hines may elect in its sole discretion to terminate this 
Agreement without payment of the Termination Fee, by delivering written notice to the TJPA of 
such election, whereupon this Agreement and the obligations of the parties hereunder shall 
terminate.   

1.4 Due Diligence Review.  Hines shall diligently and in good faith pursue its 
environmental/soils and title (including, if Hines elects to obtain one, an ALTA survey of the 
Tower Property) due diligence review of the Tower Property during the Due Diligence Period (as 
defined below).  The “Due Diligence Period” shall commence on the Effective Date and end, 
with respect to title matters, sixty (60) days thereafter and shall end, with respect to the 
environmental or soils condition of the Property, sixty (60) days after the date on which, 
pursuant to Section 6(c) below, either Hines obtains permission from CalTrans to enter the 
Tower Property for the purpose of performing commercially reasonable tests, surveys and 
inspections of the environmental and soils condition of the Tower Property, or a Right of Entry 
Agreement is entered into with the TJPA (as applicable).  Prior to the expiration of the applicable 
Due Diligence Period and based on such title and environmental/soils due diligence review, 
Hines may elect in its sole discretion to terminate this Agreement without payment of the 
Termination Fee (as defined in Section 8.5 below), by delivering written notice to the TJPA of 
such election (the “Due Diligence Termination Notice”) stating in reasonable detail the title or 
environmental/soil condition(s) of the Tower Property that Hines disapproves; provided, 
however, that the TJPA, at its sole option and expense, may (but shall have no obligation to) 
elect by written notice to Hines, delivered within ten (10) business days after receipt of the Due 
Diligence Termination Notice, to cure or remedy, or commence to cure or remedy, any such 
disapproved condition(s), in which event the TJPA shall have a period of ninety (90) days after 
the TJPA's receipt of the Due Diligence Termination notice in which to attempt to effectuate 
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such cure or remedy, subject to any extensions agreed to by the parties (the “Due Diligence Cure 
Period”); provided, if the TJPA cannot reasonably cure the disapproved condition(s) within such 
ninety (90) day period, then the TJPA shall have the right to extend the Due Diligence Cure 
Period while it diligently seeks such cure (the "Tolling Period"), and Hines' obligations under 
this Agreement shall cease during the Tolling Period and all performance dates hereunder shall 
be extended by one day for each day of the Tolling Period.  If the TJPA elects to cure or remedy 
the disapproved condition(s), it shall notify Hines in writing when it has either completed the 
cure or remedy, or that it has abandoned its efforts to cure or remedy the disapproved 
condition(s).  If the TJPA does not elect in writing to cure or remedy the disapproved 
condition(s) within ten (10) business days after receipt of the Due Diligence Termination Notice, 
or if the TJPA so elects but then fails to complete such cure or remedy prior to the end of the 
Due Diligence Cure Period, then this Agreement and the obligations of the parties hereunder 
shall terminate.  If Hines fails to deliver the Due Diligence Termination Notice to the TJPA on or 
before the expiration of the applicable Due Diligence Period, or if the TJPA cures or remedies 
the disapproved condition(s) specified in the Due Diligence Termination Notice to Hines' 
satisfaction, in Hines' reasonable discretion, prior to expiration of the applicable Due Diligence 
Cure Period, then this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.  The parties acknowledge 
that the TJPA will not hold fee title to the Tower Property during the Due Diligence Period, and 
Hines shall not and need not raise this as an objection during the Due Diligence Period.  

 
At Hines' request, but before the parties enter into the Purchase Agreement, the 

TJPA shall provide to Hines reasonable access to the Tower Property under a Right of Entry 
Agreement for a period of not less than sixty (60) days in order to permit Hines to verify in good 
faith that the environmental condition of the Tower Property has not changed since the end of the 
applicable Due Diligence Period or Due Diligence Cure Period.  In the event of Hines discovers 
an environmental condition that did not previously exist at the end of the applicable Due 
Diligence Period or Due Diligence Cure Period (the "New Environmental Condition"), Hines 
shall notify the TJPA of the New Environmental Condition in reasonable detail and provide 
copies of all surveys, reports, results and related information in Hines' possession or control to 
substantiate (i) the existence and the scope of the New Environmental Condition, and (ii) the 
actual, third party cost to remediate the New Environmental Condition (the "Remediation 
Amount").  The parties agree to act diligently and in good faith to seek bids and/or estimates 
from not less than two qualified contractors to determine and reach agreement on the 
Remediation Amount.  If the Remediation Amount does not exceed Ten Million Dollars 
($10,000,000), then the TJPA shall elect, at the TJPA's sole discretion, either to remediate the 
New Environmental Condition on or before the Closing (with a contractor and scope of work 
reasonably agreed to by the parties and with a reasonable extension of the Closing Date, if 
required, to complete the remediation), or grant to Hines a credit against the Purchase Price in 
the Remediation Amount.  If the Remediation Amount is equal to or more than Ten Million 
Dollars, then Hines may terminate this Agreement without any payment of the Termination Fee 
by Hines and the provisions of Section 8.6 shall not apply in such instance; provided, (A) the 
TJPA shall have the right, but not the obligation, to prevent such termination by granting to 
Hines a credit against the Purchase Price in the Remediation Amount agreed to by Hines (as 
opposed to the Remediation Amount determined by arbitration, as set forth below),and (B) Hines 
shall have the right, but not the obligation, to enter the Purchase Agreement and proceed to 
Closing with a credit against the Purchase Price in the amount of Ten Million Dollars 
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($10,000,000) and perform the remediation at its sole cost following the Closing.  The TJPA and 
Hines' rights under clauses (A) and (B) above may be exercised, if at all, by written notice to the 
other party within sixty (60) days following the determination of the Remediation Amount.  If 
neither party exercises such right, then this Agreement shall terminate without payment of the 
Termination Fee by Hines and the provisions of Section 8.6

 
 shall not apply. 

Any credit against the Purchase Price hereunder shall be made against the 
$15,000,000 Post-Closing Installment Payments, as described in Exhibit C

  

, and not the amounts 
payable by Hines at Closing.   

If the parties are not able to agree on the Remediation Amount after receiving two 
or more qualified bids or estimates and after good faith negotiations for a period of not less than 
30 days, then the Remediation Amount shall be established by arbitration, using arbiter(s) with 
not less than 5 years experience in the valuation of environmental remediation issues, conducted 
under the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association at the request 
of either the TJPA or Hines.   

1.5. City Park Contribution.  As provided in the Essential Terms, the Purchase 
Agreement will provide that one component of the Purchase Price for the Tower Property will be 
the City Park Contribution (as defined in Exhibit C).  During the Exclusive Negotiations Period 
(as defined in Section 2.1 below), at such time as the TJPA has finalized each contract or 
subcontract for work to be paid in whole or part with the City Park Contribution, the TJPA shall 
deliver to Hines the applicable contract or subcontract, together with the TJPA’s calculation of 
the portion of such contract that will be included in the City Park Contribution.  If Hines disputes 
the TJPA’s determination as to the City Park Contribution with respect to any such contract or 
subcontract, then the parties shall negotiate in good faith to attempt to agree on the amount of the 
application against the City Park Contribution before the expiration of the Exclusive 
Negotiations Period.  The timing and amount of payments for the City Park Contribution shall be 
as set forth in the Purchase Agreement, and as described in Exhibit C

 

.   Upon the TJPA's request, 
Hines agrees to cooperate with the TJPA to review and comment on contracts and subcontracts 
for construction of the Transit Center relating to the City Park (as described in the Proposal), 
including, but not limited to, the scope of work and cost estimates under those contracts and 
subcontracts relating to the City Park, to achieve an agreement with the TJPA as to those 
elements of the contracts that are either directly related to the City Park and/or necessary to 
accommodate the City Park.   

2. Term
2.1 

.   
Exclusive Negotiation Period.  The term of this Agreement shall begin 

on the date when each of the following has occurred ( the “Effective Date”): (i) the parties have 
duly executed and delivered this Agreement, (ii) the TJPA Board has approved this Agreement 
in its sole discretion, and (iii) Hines has timely delivered the Deposit as defined and provided in 
Section 3.2 below.  The term of this Agreement shall expire on the date that is the last to occur 
of:  (i) six (6) months after the date (the “Environmental Certification Date”) on which any and 
all environmental review required by CEQA with respect to the Tower Project is completed and 
certified by the City’s Planning Commission, unless extended in accordance with Section 4 
below or terminated in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement; (ii) six (6) months 
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after the date (the “Regulatory Approval Date”) on which the last of any and all of the required 
Tower Project Regulatory Approvals have been issued with respect to the Tower Project, unless 
extended in accordance with Section 4 below or terminated in accordance with the provisions of 
this Agreement; and (iii) six (6) months ( the “Six Month Period”) after the date on which the 
Purchase Agreement as negotiated by Hines and the TJPA staff is considered by the TJPA Board 
and the TJPA Board authorizes execution of the Purchase Agreement or does not at such meeting 
authorize execution of the Purchase Agreement as presented and does not extend the term of this 
Agreement for a period of longer than six (6) months.  The foregoing extensions, as applicable, 
shall be subject to further extension in accordance with Section 4 below and to termination in 
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.  The term of this Agreement shall be referred 
to as the “Exclusive Negotiation Period”.  In the event that the TJPA Board does not authorize 
execution of the Purchase Agreement after it is first presented to the TJPA Board as set forth in 
clause (iii) above, then the parties agree to negotiate in good faith during the Six Month Period to 
address, in a mutually acceptable manner, any problems or concerns identified by members of 
the TJPA Board and if a revised Purchase Agreement is not agreed upon by the Parties and 
approved by the TJPA Board within the Six Month Period then this Agreement shall expire at the 
end of the Six Month Period, subject to Hines’ rights under Section 8.6 below.  Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, in no event shall this Agreement or the Exclusive Negotiation Period extend 
beyond: (i) if the Environmental Certification Date or the Regulatory Approval Date has not 
occurred by July 1, 2010, then July 1, 2010, or (ii)  if the Environmental Certification Date has 
occurred by July 1, 2010, then the Upset Date as set forth in Section 4.2

 

 below if a Legal 
Challenge has been asserted; unless, in either instance, the parties otherwise mutually agree in 
writing to so extend the Exclusive Negotiation Period in their sole and absolute discretion. 

2.2 Primary Milestones.  If on or before the relevant Outside Dates set forth 
in the Negotiation Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit D (the “Negotiation Schedule”), Hines 
and the TJPA staff have mutually agreed to a Purchase Agreement, then the TJPA staff will 
present the Purchase Agreement to the TJPA Board for its endorsement (but not approval) at the 
TJPA Board’s next regular meeting for which an agenda has not already been established.  The 
TJPA staff will present the Purchase Agreement to the TJPA Board for, and shall recommend, 
approval at the TJPA Board’s next regular meeting for which an agenda has not already been 
established following the last to occur of the following:  (i) Hines and TJPA staff have mutually 
agreed to the Purchase Agreement, and (ii) the Environmental Certification Date has occurred, 
and (iii) Hines has signed the Purchase Agreement.  Either party may extend the date for 
presentation of the Purchase Agreement for TJPA Board consideration and approval for a 
reasonable time, by written notice to the other, if a Legal Challenge has been filed within the 
applicable statute of limitations before such presentation date.  If by the expiration of the 
respective Outside Dates set forth in the Negotiation Schedule (subject to any extensions under 
Sections 4 or 13.9), the parties have not mutually endorsed or agreed to a Purchase Agreement, 
this Agreement shall terminate and neither party shall have any further rights or obligations 
except with respect to the Deposit under Section 3.3, the rights and obligations under Section 
8.6, and those additional matters that by their express terms survive termination hereunder, and 
the TJPA may, in its sole discretion, negotiate with another Team participating in the 
Competition for a Purchase Agreement and/or Option Agreement, hold another Competition, 
terminate the Tower Project, or hold or dispose of the Tower Property in any way permitted by 
law.  
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3. TJPA Costs; Hines Deposits

3.1 

. 

TJPA Costs

(a) 

. 

Tower Entitlement Costs.  In consideration for the right to negotiate 
exclusively with the TJPA, Hines shall pay or cause to be paid when due:  (1) all costs associated 
with applying for, obtaining and maintaining all Regulatory Approvals (as defined below) 
required solely to permit the conveyance of the Tower Project and development of the Tower 
Property as contemplated by this Agreement (the “Tower Project Regulatory Approvals”) that 
Hines pursues during the Exclusive Negotiation Period in accordance with this Agreement, 
including but not limited to the fees required in connection with the filing of the environmental 
review application for the Tower Project, (2) all costs associated with obtaining all Tower 
Project Regulatory Approvals and (3) the incremental costs of additional environmental review 
directly attributable solely to the Tower Project, in excess of the costs of environmental review 
for the Transit Center, the Transit Center District Plan, or any other project within the Transit 
Center District Plan area, to the extent that the City determines such additional review is required 
under CEQA.  “Regulatory Approvals” shall be defined in this Agreement as all discretionary 
authorizations, approvals, entitlements and plan amendments (and related review of the proposed 
project in compliance with CEQA) by any local, State or Federal governmental agency having 
jurisdiction over the proposed project, to permit the conveyance and/or development of the 
proposed project as contemplated by this Agreement, but excluding site, demolition, grading or 
building permits, permits relating to the use of the public right of way, and subdivision 
approvals, if any, sought by Hines.  The Tower Project Regulatory Approvals specifically 
exclude the Transit Area Regulatory Approvals (as defined in Section 3.1(b)).  The costs which 
Hines is obligated to pay under this Section 3.1(a) are referred to here as the “Tower Entitlement 
Costs”.  Hines acknowledges and agrees that it currently has no right to acquire the Tower 
Property or develop the Tower Project, and it shall incur the Tower Entitlement Costs before 
execution of the Purchase Agreement at its sole risk and without the right to reimbursement (but 
subject to Sections 8.4(a) and 8.6 below).  The TJPA shall not be responsible for the Tower 
Entitlement Costs except as provided in Sections 8.4(a) and 8.6

(b) 

 below. 

Transit Area Entitlement Costs

(c) 

.  Hines shall not be responsible under this 
Agreement for any costs (“Transit Area Entitlement Costs”) associated with Regulatory 
Approvals for the Transit Center, the Transit Center District Plan, or any other project within the 
Transit Center District Plan area (the “Transit Area Regulatory Approvals”), provided that,  to 
the extent contributions to Transit Area Entitlement Costs are required by the City of other 
private developers of property within the Transit Center District Plan area, Hines will pay the 
City or reimburse the TJPA for Hines’s fair share of such costs, as developer of the Tower 
Project, on the same basis as other developers within the Transit Center District Plan area.  
Tower Entitlement Costs and Transit Area Entitlement Costs sometimes are collectively defined 
in this Agreement as “Entitlement Costs.” 

Transaction Costs.  In addition to any Entitlement Costs that Hines may be 
required to pay under Sections 3.1(a) and (b) and subject to the provisions of this subsection, and 
in consideration for the right to negotiate exclusively with the TJPA, Hines shall pay or cause to 
be paid to the TJPA all of the reasonable costs and expenses actually incurred by the TJPA 
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(“Transaction Costs”) in negotiating and seeking TJPA Board approval of the Purchase 
Agreement.  Transaction Costs shall include the fees and expenses of (i) Approved Consultants 
(as defined in Section 3.3), (ii) attorney time by attorneys at the City Attorney’s Office, and (iii) 
the cost of employee compensation, including salary, benefits and employer paid taxes, for 
TJPA, City and Redevelopment Agency staff, for the time spent negotiating the Purchase 
Agreement.  Transaction Costs shall exclude fees and costs (A) that are customarily regarded as 
being paid or reimbursed by any permit application or processing fee of the kind to be paid 
directly or indirectly by Hines to the City, (B) for services performed before the Effective Date 
of this Agreement, and (C) litigation costs related to the Purchase Agreement or to the 
negotiations between the TJPA and Hines.  Hines acknowledges and agrees that it has no right to 
acquire the Tower Property or develop the Tower Project, and it shall incur the Transaction Costs 
at its sole risk and without the right to reimbursement.  Transaction Costs shall not: (I) exceed 
the commercially reasonable costs for the particular services provided; (II) include 
reimbursement for time of the staff of the TJPA, the City and the Redevelopment Agency except 
as described in clause (iii) above; (III) for outside consultants, exceed the customary fees 
charged by such consultants to major public agencies for similar work; (IV) for staff of the City 
Attorney’s Office, include any amount in excess of the rates charged by the City Attorney’s 
Office to the TJPA for work performed for the TJPA in circumstances where such charges are 
not paid or reimbursed by parties other than the TJPA; (V) exceed the amount approved in the 
Budget provided for in Section 3.3

3.2 

; (VI) include any expenses incurred in connection with 
applying for, obtaining, or satisfying conditions imposed upon the issuance of, the Regulatory 
Approvals for the Tower Project, the Transit Center, the Transit Center District Plan, or any 
other project within the Transit Center District Plan area; or (VII) include any expenses incurred 
in connection with complying with the requirements of CEQA in connection with this 
Agreement, the Tower Project Regulatory Approvals, the Transit Area Regulatory Approvals, 
the Tower Project, the Transit Center, the Transit Center District Plan, or any other project 
within the Transit Center District Plan area. 

Transaction Costs Deposit

No later than ten (10) business days after the date the TJPA delivers to Hines a copy of 
the TJPA Board resolution approving this Agreement and copies of this Agreement duly 
executed by the TJPA, Hines shall pay to the TJPA the sum of Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($500,000) in cash as a Transaction Costs Deposit (“Deposit”).  The Deposit shall be applied by 
the TJPA to the Transaction Costs in accordance with 

. 

Section 3.3

3.3 

. 

Payment of Transaction Costs

(a) 

.  

Authorization and Payment of Transaction Costs.  Before applying any 
portion of the Deposit, the TJPA shall deliver to Hines for Hines’s approval, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, (a) a list of TJPA’s third-party consultants (upon Hines’s approval of 
such list, all such consultants being defined collectively as the “Approved Consultants”), and (b) 
a budget for all eligible Transaction Costs defined in Section 3.1(c) (the “Budget”).  The TJPA 
shall deliver to Hines on a monthly basis a summary (a “Transaction Cost Report”) of the 
TJPA’s expenditures during the previous month compared to the approved Budget.  The 
summary shall also show the application of the Deposit to the Transaction Costs until the 
Deposit is depleted, which application may be made without Hines’s prior approval so long as it 
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is consistent with the approved Budget and, if not consistent with the approved Budget, shall 
only be made with Hines’s prior written consent which shall not be unreasonably withheld.  The 
summary shall include a description of the services performed, the number of hours worked and 
rates charged, and costs reimbursed.  The TJPA shall provide such supporting documentation as 
Hines may reasonably request to verify that the Transaction Costs were incurred under the 
approved Budget and this Agreement; provided that the description of the services performed for 
the TJPA by the TJPA’s outside counsel and the City Attorney may be general in nature and 
shall not require the TJPA to disclose privileged attorney-client communications or attorney 
work-product.  The TJPA and Hines shall cooperate with one another to develop a summary 
format that satisfies the reasonable informational needs of Hines to justify expenditures for the 
Transaction Costs in accordance with this Agreement.  The TJPA shall maintain records, in 
reasonable detail, with respect to any Transaction Costs paid from the Transaction Costs Deposit, 
for a period of one year after the end of the Exclusive Negotiation Period, and, upon written 
request of Hines, will make such records available for inspection, copying and audit by Hines.  
The TJPA shall maintain the Deposit in a separate fund, and shall invest such amount in such 
manner as the TJPA, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate, subject to the TJPA’s right to draw 
down on the Deposit to pay Transaction Costs under this Agreement.  Any interest earned on the 
Deposit shall also be maintained in such fund and separately accounted for and shall be available 
to the TJPA or Hines in accordance with this Agreement.  The Deposit and any other monies 
paid to the TJPA for the Transaction Costs shall not be an offset against the purchase price for 
the Tower Property and shall not be deemed “Gross Sales Proceeds” under the Cooperative 
Agreement. 

(b) Excess Transaction Cost Amounts.  If the initial sum of Five Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($500,000) is insufficient to pay the Transaction Costs, the TJPA shall notify 
Hines before incurring any additional Transaction Costs, and the parties shall negotiate in good 
faith, based on reasonable estimates, a reasonable additional deposit necessary to pay the 
remaining Transaction Costs, and any such additional deposit thereafter shall be included within 
the definition of “Deposit” hereunder; provided, however, that the additional deposit will not 
exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), and provided further that if such additional 
deposit (or subsequent additional deposits, each not to exceed $100,000) become insufficient to 
pay Transaction Costs, then the TJPA shall notify Hines in the same manner and on the same 
terms and conditions as with respect to the initial Deposit and the parties shall negotiate in good 
faith one or more additional deposits consistent with this paragraph.  If the parties fail to agree on 
any additional deposit for the remaining Transaction Costs, after using good faith efforts to do 
so, then each of Hines and TJPA shall have the right to terminate this Agreement without cost or 
penalty (other than Hines’ payment of the Termination Fee) by written notice to the other.  
Without limiting the foregoing, the parties understand and agree that the TJPA shall have no 
obligations under this Agreement, including but not limited to the obligation to continue to 
negotiate, if and to the extent the Transaction Costs exceed the Deposit (as it may be increased 
by one or more additional deposits of not more than $100,000 each pursuant to this paragraph) 
and the parties have not agreed upon an additional deposit.  Any extension of the Exclusive 
Right under Section 4 of this Agreement, other than automatic extensions contemplated by 
Section 4, shall be conditioned upon the parties’ mutual agreement as to any additional 
Transaction Costs Deposit the TJPA determines will be reasonably necessary to cover the 
Transaction Costs of continuing the negotiations through the period of the extension and that will 
exceed the Deposit previously made.  If this Agreement terminates under this Section, the rights 
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and remedies of Hines set forth in Section 8.4 and Section 8.6

(c) 

 shall not apply and shall not 
survive the termination.   

Return of Deposit Upon Agreement

(d) 

.  If the parties succeed in negotiating 
and entering into the Purchase Agreement, then the amount of the Deposit (together with any 
additional deposit and any interest actually paid thereon as provided in this Agreement) 
remaining in the account after payment of the TJPA’s outstanding Transaction Costs, if any, 
shall at Hines’s sole option be returned to Hines or applied to any deposit required under the 
Purchase Agreement as designated by Hines. 

Return of Deposit in Other Circumstances.   If:  (i) this Agreement is 
terminated under Section 1.4, Section 3.3(b) or Section 8.5; or (ii) if the Purchase Agreement is 
not approved, executed and delivered by the TJPA as contemplated by this Agreement for any 
reason other than a default by Hines or a failure by Hines to negotiate the Purchase Agreement in 
good faith; then, upon termination or expiration of this Agreement the TJPA shall return the 
unused portion of the Deposit (together with unused interest actually paid thereon as provided in 
this Agreement) to Hines after all Transaction Costs have been ascertained and paid.  The 
foregoing notwithstanding, if:  (i) this Agreement is terminated under Section 1.4, Section 3.3(b) 
or Section 8.5; or (ii) the Purchase Agreement is not approved, executed and delivered by the 
TJPA as contemplated by this Agreement; and, in any such instance specified in clauses (i) 
through (ii), the TJPA is then in default under this Agreement beyond any applicable notice and 
cure periods (including, without limitation, for failure by the TJPA to negotiate the Purchase 
Agreement in good faith) and such default is not a result of a default by Hines; then, upon 
termination or expiration of this Agreement, the TJPA shall return the entirety of the Deposit, 
without deduction and together with unused interest actually paid thereon as provided in this 
Agreement, to Hines.  Nothing in this Section 3.3(d) shall affect the provisions of Section 8.2 
regarding the return of the Deposit and other sums or the rights of the TJPA upon a default by 
Hines or the provisions of Section 8.4

(e) 

 regarding the return of the Deposit and other sums or the 
rights of Hines upon a default by TJPA. 

Survival of Certain Obligations.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
contained in this Agreement, all of the foregoing provisions of this Section 3

4. 

 shall survive any 
termination of this Agreement, including, without limitation, a termination for default by either 
party. 

Extension of Exclusive Negotiation Period

 4.1 

.  

Extension by Agreement.  Except for any extension following a Legal Challenge 
as set forth in Section 4.2

 

 below, the Exclusive Negotiation Period shall not be extended unless a 
written agreement executed by the TJPA and Hines extending the Exclusive Negotiation Period 
is approved by the TJPA Board in its sole discretion. 

4.2 Legal Challenge.  If the parties, despite having negotiated in good faith in 
accordance with this Agreement, are unable to meet the required Outside Date for approval of 
the Purchase Agreement set forth in the Negotiation Schedule due to a Legal Challenge (as 
defined below), then Hines shall have the right, at its option, to extend the Exclusive Negotiation 
Period upon the following terms and conditions. 
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(a) Definitions

 

.  As used in this Section, the following terms shall have the 
meanings set forth below: 

“Legal Challenge” means any action or proceeding before any court, tribunal, or 
other judicial, adjudicative or legislative decision-making body, including any administrative 
appeal, brought by a third party that seeks to challenge the validity of any action taken by the 
City, Hines or the TJPA with respect to this Agreement, the Purchase Agreement, the Tower 
Project, the Transit Center or the Transit District Plan, including, but not limited to, certification 
of the EIR, the approval by the TJPA of the Purchase Agreement or the performance of any 
action required or permitted to be performed by the TJPA hereunder, or the validity of any 
Regulatory Approval that is required for the conveyance or development of the Tower Property.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Legal Challenge shall not include any action or proceeding 
brought by Hines or its Affiliates, or any of their respective Agents, or any other third party 
directly and intentionally assisted by Hines or its Affiliates or Agents, or any action brought after 
the applicable statute of limitations has expired.   

 
“Upset Date” means the date that is forty-eight (48) months after the required 

completion date for approval of the Purchase Agreement set forth in the Negotiation Schedule. 
 
(b) Legal Challenge Extension Notice.  By the required Outside Date for 

TJPA Board approval of the Purchase Agreement set forth in the Negotiation Schedule, Hines 
shall give the TJPA written notice of Hines’s election to extend the Exclusive Negotiation Period 
under this Section 4.2 (the “Legal Challenge Extension Notice”).  The date for the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period shall be extended under the following circumstances: (1) at the time notice is 
given and at the beginning of the extension period there is no event of default on the part of 
Hines under this Agreement and no event that with the giving of notice or the passage of time, or 
both, would constitute such a default, provided that regarding the latter, Hines shall be given any 
applicable cure period under this Agreement before losing the right to extend under this Section;  
(2) Hines has paid, and continues to pay, any additional Transaction Costs as required by 
Sections 3.1 and 3.3; and (3) in no event shall the Exclusive Negotiation Period extend beyond 
the Upset Date other than as may be provided in Section 2

 

 of this Agreement.  If Hines does not 
give the Legal Challenge Extension Notice as provided above, this Agreement shall 
automatically expire at the end of the Exclusive Negotiation Period. 

With respect to any Legal Challenge, the parties shall each proceed with due 
diligence and shall cooperate with one another to defend the action or proceeding or take other 
measures to resolve the dispute that is the subject of such action or proceeding, and each party 
shall pay for its own Attorneys’ Fees and Costs (as defined in Section 13.6

 

), without 
reimbursement.  If the TJPA and Hines are both named defendants or respondents in any Legal 
Challenge, then the parties shall endeavor to enter into a joint defense agreement to protect any 
confidential and privileged communications among them regarding the defense of the Legal 
Challenge. 

If the Exclusive Negotiations Period is extended due to a Legal Challenge, 
nothing in this Agreement shall limit the right of the parties from diligently negotiating in good 
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faith, subject to the provisions of this Agreement, any change to the proposed business terms of 
the Purchase Agreement that the parties determine in good faith are needed as a result of the 
outcome of such Legal Challenge. 

 
(c) No Further Extensions.  Under no circumstances shall an extension 

attributable to a Legal Challenge extend beyond the Upset Date unless such limitation is 
expressly waived in writing by both parties, in their respective sole and absolute discretion, and 
approved by the TJPA Board, in its sole and absolute discretion.  Nothing in Section 4

 

 shall limit 
the parties’ respective rights and remedies (including, without limitation, the right to terminate) 
in the event of a default by the other party as provided in this Agreement. 

5. Obligations of Hines

5.1 

. 

Obligations

In addition to any other obligations under this Agreement, Hines agrees that it shall 
perform the following: 

.  

(a) Hines, at its sole expense (subject to Sections 3.3, 8.4(a) and 8.6

(b) In making any entry onto the Tower Property during the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period, neither Hines nor any of its Agents, contractors, or representatives shall 
interfere with or obstruct the permitted, lawful use of the Tower Property by Caltrans, the TJPA, 
or any transit operators using the Tower Property, or the conduct of their business operations 
thereon, and Hines shall comply with all reasonable conditions for such entry required by 
Caltrans or the TJPA. 

), shall 
use diligent and good faith efforts to negotiate a Purchase Agreement based on and consistent 
with the Essential Terms. 

(c) Hines shall not replace Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects as the Lead Designer 
for the Tower Project for any reason other than default under the agreement between Hines and 
Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects without the prior written consent of the TJPA, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.  If Hines intends to terminate Pelli Clark Pelli 
Architects for default, Hines shall first consult with the TJPA to see if the matter can be resolved 
without termination.  Upon exercising any such termination for default, Hines shall replace Pelli 
Clarke Pelli Architects with a design firm of at least substantially equivalent industry renown, 
reputation and experience, in designing urban tower projects, subject to the prior written consent 
of the TJPA, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.   

(e) Hines shall use reasonable diligence to apply for and seek issuance of the 
Tower Project Regulatory Approvals in the order and manner and at the times that such 
applications and such efforts to seek approval would customarily be undertaken by a developer 
of the Tower Project, so as to obtain all Tower Project Regulatory Approvals as soon as possible 
on or after the Environmental Certification Date, subject to Force Majeure. 
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5.2 Indemnity

Hines shall indemnify, protect, defend and hold harmless the TJPA, the City and the State 
of California, including, but not limited to, all of their boards, commissions, departments, 
agencies and other subdivisions, including, without limitation, all of the officers, employees, 
agents, contractors and representatives of the TJPA, the City and the State of California, and 
their respective heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns, and each of them 
(collectively and individually, the “Indemnified Parties”) from and against any and all claims, 
demands, losses, liabilities, damages (excluding consequential damages), costs and expenses 
(including, without limitation, reasonable Attorneys’ Fees and Costs (as defined in 

. 

Section 13.6), 
and consultants’ fees and costs) of whatever kind or nature incurred by the Indemnified Parties 
(“Losses”) arising out of: (i) the death of any person or any accident, injury, loss or damage 
whatsoever caused to any person or to the property of any person that may occur on or adjacent 
to the Tower Property that is caused by any acts or omissions of Hines or its Affiliates, agents, 
contractors or representatives during the Exclusive Negotiation Period (provided, however, that 
Hines shall have no obligation regarding any defect of or in, or dangerous or existing condition 
at or near, the Tower Property not caused by Hines or its Affiliates, agents, contractors or 
representatives), (ii) the entry during the Exclusive Negotiation Period by Hines, its Affiliates, 
agents, contractors or representatives upon the Tower Property (provided, however, that Hines 
shall have no obligation regarding any defect of or in, or dangerous or existing condition at or 
near, the Tower Property not caused by Hines or its agents, contractors or representatives), 
except that the provisions of any Right of Entry Agreement between Hines and the TJPA under 
Section 6(c) below, if one is entered into by the parties, shall control over the related provisions 
of this Section 5.2, and (iii) any release of Hazardous Materials (as defined below) first brought 
onto the Tower Property by Hines or its agents, contractors or representatives during the 
Exclusive Negotiation Period; except only to the extent of Losses resulting from the acts or 
omissions of any of the Indemnified Parties or their agents, contractors or representatives.  For 
purposes hereof, “Hazardous Material” means any material that, because of its quantity, 
concentration or physical or chemical characteristics, is deemed by any federal, state or local 
governmental authority to pose a present or potential hazard to human health or safety or to the 
environment.  Hazardous Material includes, without limitation, any material or substance defined 
as a “hazardous substance,” or “pollutant” or “contaminant” under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (“CERCLA”, also commonly 
known as the “Superfund” law), as amended, (42 U.S.C. Sections 9601 et seq

The foregoing indemnity is subject to the following terms and conditions: 

.) or under Section  
25281 or 25316 of the California Health & Safety Code; any “hazardous waste” as defined in 
Section  25117 or listed under Section 25140 of the California Health & Safety Code; any 
asbestos and asbestos containing materials whether such materials are part of the structure of any 
existing improvements on the Tower Property, or are naturally occurring substances on, in or 
about the Tower Property; and petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction, and natural gas or 
natural gas liquids. 

(a) The indemnity shall include, without limitation, reasonable Attorneys’ 
Fees and Costs and fees of consultants and experts, laboratory costs, and related costs, as well as 
the indemnified party’s costs of investigating any Loss. 
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(b) Hines agrees to defend the Indemnified Parties against any claims, that are 
actually within the scope of the indemnity provisions of this Agreement even if such claims may 
be groundless, fraudulent or false.  The TJPA or another Indemnified Party against whom any 
claim is made that may be within the scope of the indemnity provisions of this Agreement shall 
provide notice to Hines of such claim within a reasonable time after learning of such claim, and 
thereafter shall cooperate with Hines in the defense of such claim, provided that any failure to 
provide such notice shall not affect Hines’s obligations under any such indemnity provisions 
except to the extent Hines is materially prejudiced by such failure.  The foregoing 
notwithstanding, if any claim is made that is within the indemnity provisions of this Agreement 
in part, but not in whole, Hines shall provide indemnity and defense only with respect to those 
claims that are within the scope of such indemnity provisions. 

(c) The insurance requirements and other provisions of any permit to enter or 
other agreement with the TJPA shall not limit Hines’s indemnification obligations under this 
Agreement, provided that any Right of Entry Agreement entered into under Section 6(c) shall 
control over related provisions of this Section 5.2,

(d) The indemnification obligations of Hines set forth in this Agreement or 
the Right of Entry Agreement shall survive any termination of this Agreement as to any acts or 
omissions occurring before such date. 

 and provided further that TJPA and the other 
Indemnified Parties shall first seek recovery under any applicable insurance policies before 
making any claim under the indemnification obligations hereunder. 

(e) The agreement to indemnify set forth in this Agreement is in addition to, 
and in no way shall be construed to limit or replace, any other obligations or liabilities that Hines 
may have to the TJPA in this Agreement, any Right of Entry Agreement or applicable law. 

(f) Hines shall, at its option, be entitled to control the defense, compromise, 
or settlement of any indemnified matter through counsel of Hines’s own choice; provided that in 
all cases the TJPA and/or the City shall be entitled to participate in such defense, compromise, or 
settlement at its own expense but without increasing the amount of indemnified Losses and 
without taking any action that prejudices Hines.  But if Hines shall fail, within a reasonable time 
following notice from TJPA alleging such failure, to take reasonable and appropriate action to 
defend such suit or claim, the TJPA shall have the right promptly to use the City Attorney or to 
hire outside counsel to carry out such defense until such time (if any) as Hines assumes the 
defense through Hines’s counsel, which expense shall be due and payable to the TJPA by Hines 
within ten (10) business days after receipt by Hines of an invoice therefor. 

5.3 Insurance

(a) Required Coverage.  Hines, at no cost to the TJPA, shall procure and keep 
in effect at all times during the Exclusive Negotiation Period, as it may be extended, the 
following insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damages to tangible property that 
may arise from or in connection with work performed under this Agreement by Hines, its 
representatives, agents, employees, consultants, subcontractors or joint venture partners: 

. 
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(1) Commercial general liability insurance with limits not less than 
Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) each occurrence combined 
single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including 
contractual liability, independent contractors, broad-form property 
damage, fire damage legal liability (of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000)), personal injury, products and completed 
operations, and explosion, collapse and underground (XCU). 

(2) Worker’s Compensation Insurance with Employer’s Liability 
limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each accident 
for Hines employees. 

(3) Comprehensive automobile liability insurance with limits not less 
than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each occurrence combined 
single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including 
owned and non-owned and hired vehicles, if Hines uses 
automobiles in connection with its use of the Tower Property. 

(b) Term.  Should any of the required insurance be provided under a claims-
made form, Hines shall maintain such coverage continuously throughout the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period and, without lapse, for a period of three (3) years beyond the expiration or 
termination of such period, to the effect that, should occurrences during the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period give rise to claims made after expiration or termination of this Agreement, 
such claims shall be covered by such claims-made policies. 

(c) Aggregate Limits.  Should any of the required insurance be provided 
under a form of coverage that includes a general annual aggregate limit or provides that claims 
investigation or legal defense costs be included in such general annual aggregate limit, either the 
general aggregate limit must apply separately to this project or the general aggregate limit shall 
be twice the required occurrence or claims limits specified above.  The obligations under this 
subsection shall survive any termination of this Agreement. 

(d) Endorsements.  All liability insurance policies shall be endorsed to 
provide the following: 

(1) Name as additional insured the TJPA and the City, but only as to 
matters as to which, and only to the extent to which, Hines is 
obligated to indemnify the TJPA and the City under Section 5.2. 

(2) That such policies are primary insurance to any other insurance 
available to the additional insureds, but only as to matters as to 
which, and to the extent to which, Hines is obligated to indemnify 
the TJPA and the City under Section 5.2.  Such policies shall also 
provide for severability of interests and that an act or omission of 
one of the named insureds which would void or otherwise reduce 
coverage shall not reduce or void the coverage as to any other 
insured, and shall afford coverage for all claims based on acts, 
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omissions, injury or damage which occurred or arose (or the onset 
of which occurred or arose) in whole or in part during the policy 
period.  

(3) Provide thirty (30) days’ advance written notice to the TJPA of 
cancellation, non-renewal or reduction in coverage (or ten (10) 
days’ advance written notice in case of nonpayment of premium), 
mailed to the address for the TJPA set forth in this Agreement. 

(e) Insurers.   Each insurance policy required under this Section shall be 
issued by an insurance company duly authorized to do business in the State of California and 
with a current rating of A-:VIII or better by Bests Key Rating Guide. 

(f) Evidence of Coverage.  Hines shall deliver to the TJPA certificates of 
insurance in form satisfactory to the TJPA, evidencing the coverage required hereunder.  Hines 
shall provide the TJPA with certificates thereafter at least ten (10) business days before the 
expiration dates of expiring policies.  In the event Hines shall fail to procure such insurance, or 
to deliver such certificates, the TJPA may upon not less than five (5) business days notice to 
Hines, procure, at its option, without waiving any rights or remedies which the TJPA may have 
for Hines’s default hereunder, the same for the account of Hines, and the cost thereof shall be 
paid to the TJPA within five (5) business days after delivery to Hines of bills therefor. 

(g) No Limitation on Other Obligations.  Hines’s compliance with the 
provisions of this Section shall in no way relieve or decrease Hines’s other obligations under this 
Agreement.  In addition, nothing in this Section or in Section 5.2 shall limit the obligation of 
Hines under Section 6(c) below to procure and maintain such insurance or provide such 
indemnification as the TJPA may require for a permit to enter any portion of the Tower Property 
now or later owned, leased or otherwise controlled by the TJPA, nor shall anything in this 
Section or in Section 5.2 be deemed to limit the insurance coverage or indemnification that the 
TJPA may require under the Purchase Agreement. 

6. Obligations of the TJPA. 

Subject to the provisions of Section 8, the TJPA agrees as follows: 

(a) Subject to the public review process and any required CEQA review and 
governmental approvals, as further provided in this Agreement, the TJPA (i) shall use diligent 
and good faith efforts to diligently negotiate the Purchase Agreement consistent with the 
Essential Terms; (ii) shall, at Hines’ option, submit to the TJPA Board for endorsement any 
Purchase Agreement that is mutually agreed to by Hines and the TJPA staff as provided in 
Section 2.2 above, and (iii) shall submit for approval by the TJPA Board within thirty (30) days 
following the Environmental Certification Date any Purchase Agreement that is mutually agreed 
to by Hines and the TJPA staff as set forth in Section 2 above.  The TJPA Board shall promptly 
consider and make determinations, as set forth in Section 1.3 above, as to the Purchase 
Agreement. 

(b) The TJPA shall make available non-confidential or non-privileged studies 
and other documents regarding the physical condition of the Tower Property and in the TJPA’s 
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possession as necessary for Hines’s due diligence investigations of the Tower Property, provided 
that the TJPA makes no representations or warranties whatsoever regarding the completeness or 
accuracy of such information and Hines must perform its own independent analysis.   

(c) Until Caltrans conveys the Tower Property in fee to the TJPA, the TJPA 
shall reasonably cooperate with Hines in obtaining Caltrans’ permission for access to the Tower 
Property for the purpose of performing tests, surveys and inspections, and obtaining data 
necessary or appropriate to negotiate the Purchase Agreement and to obtain all Tower Project 
Regulatory Approvals, to the extent that Hines’s elects to conduct any such tests, surveys and 
inspections during the Exclusive Negotiation Period consistent with this Agreement.  After 
Caltrans conveys the Tower Property, Hines expressly agrees and acknowledges that irrespective 
of the execution of this Agreement by the TJPA, neither Hines nor any of its employees, officers, 
directors, agents, contractors, consultants, architects and engineers (collectively, “Agents

(d) The TJPA, as prospective or actual property owner, shall reasonably 
cooperate with Hines in providing information and assistance in the filing, processing and 
obtaining of Tower Project Regulatory Approvals that Hines pursues during the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period consistent with its obligations under this Agreement, and, to the extent 
required by law, join with Hines as a co-applicant in the filing for such Tower Project Regulatory 
Approvals, but neither the TJPA or the City shall be required to: (i) satisfy any conditions for any 
Regulatory Approval, except as may be specifically provided in the Purchase Agreement and 
agreed to by the TJPA or the City, as applicable, each in its respective sole and absolute 
discretion, or (ii) advocate, promote, or lobby any Regulatory Agency or any City official for any 
Regulatory Approval or for approval of the Tower Project or the Purchase Agreement.  Any such 
advocacy, promotion, or lobbying shall be done by Hines at Hines’s sole cost and expense. 

”) shall 
have the right to enter or access the Tower Property until a separate agreement between Hines 
and the TJPA is executed, which agreement shall memorialize the terms and conditions of any 
entry and access of the Tower Property (including, but not limited to, insurance requirements and 
indemnification obligations) by Hines and its Agents (“Right of Entry Agreement”).  Under the 
Right of Entry Agreement, among other things, Hines shall give prior written notice to the TJPA 
of any entry for inspections and testing and comply with such reasonable insurance and 
indemnification requirements as the TJPA may impose with respect to such inspections and 
testing. 

(e) The TJPA shall use all reasonable efforts to obtain title to the Tower 
Property from Caltrans under the Cooperative Agreement referred to in Recital B on or before 
the date the TJPA is prepared to begin demolition of the existing Transbay Terminal (the 
"Demolition Date"), but in no event later than the date provided in the Purchase Agreement for 
the closing of the escrow for the sale of the Tower Property to Hines pursuant to the Purchase 
Agreement (the “Acquisition Date”).  Failure on the part of the TJPA to diligently take such 
actions as may be required by the TJPA under the Cooperative Agreement to obtain title to the 
Tower Property from Caltrans by the Demolition Date, but in no event later than the Acquisition 
Date, shall be a default under this Agreement by the TJPA.  Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary set forth herein, the TJPA's acquisition of the Tower Property from the State of 
California shall be a condition precedent to Hines' obligation to enter into the Purchase 
Agreement. 
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7. Non-Assignment. 

7.1 Definitions. 

For purposes of this Section and where such initially capitalized terms are elsewhere used 
in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings given below: 

“Affiliate” with respect to a specified Person means any person that directly, or 
indirectly through one or more intermediaries, Controls, is Controlled by or is under 
Common Control with, the Person specified. 

“Control” means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or 
cause the direction of the day-to-day management and policies of a Person, whether 
through the ownership of voting securities or membership interests, by status as a  
general partner under a limited partnership agreement, by appointment as a manager or 
managing member under an LLC operating agreement, by fund management contract or 
other similar arrangement, in each case subject to such reasonable limitations or 
requirements of consent of direct or indirect holders of interests in the applicable entity as 
are within the range of such limitations or requirements customary for an entity of same 
type and composition as the controlled Person.  “Controlled,” “Controlling Interest” and 
“Controlling” have correlative meanings.  “Common Control” means that two Persons 
are both Controlled by the same other Person or Persons. 

“Person” means any individual, partnership, corporation (including, but not 
limited to, any business trust), limited liability company, joint stock company, trust, 
unincorporated association, joint venture or any other entity or association, the United 
States, or federal, state or political subdivision thereof. 

7.2 Restrictions on Assignment. 

(a) Exclusive Right is Personal to Hines.  The TJPA and Hines acknowledge 
and agree that the TJPA is entering into this Agreement and granting the Exclusive Right to 
Hines on the basis of the particular experience, financial capacity, skills and capabilities of Hines 
and its managing member.  The Exclusive Right is personal to Hines and is not assignable 
(whether by agreement or operation of law) without the prior written consent of the TJPA, which 
may be given, withheld or conditioned in the TJPA’s sole and absolute discretion.  Any 
attempted assignment of this Exclusive Right may, at the TJPA’s option, be considered a breach 
of this Agreement and, if Hines does not cure such breach within thirty (30) days after receipt of 
written notice from the TJPA of such breach, shall be an event of default and give rise to the 
TJPA’s remedies in Section 8.2.  The foregoing notwithstanding, Hines may assign its rights and 
obligations under this Agreement to a Person who is Controlled by Hines Interests Limited 
Partnership, a Delaware limited partnership (“HILP”), and membership interests and indirect 
interests in Hines may be transferred to an Affiliate of HILP or an Affiliate of MetLife, Inc., so 
long as the managing member in Hines is and remains an Affiliate of HILP. 

(b) Notice of Changes in Members.  Subject to Section 8.1(d) below, Hines 
shall promptly notify the TJPA if Hines Transbay Associates LP, a Texas limited partnership 
("Hines Member"), or MetLife Properties Ventures, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
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("MetLife Member"), cease to be members in Hines.  Any replacement of Hines Member must 
be to an Affiliate of Hines Member with similar skills and resources or access to resources to 
perform the obligations to have been performed by Hines Member.  If MetLife Member is 
replaced by an entity that is not an Affiliate of MetLife Member, then Hines shall  replace such 
member with an entity of sufficient skills and resources or access to resources to perform the 
obligations to have been performed by MetLife Member; provided, the parties agree that Hines 
shall have satisfied this requirement if the combined Tangible Net Worth (as defined in 
Exhibit G) of the members of Hines is equal to or greater than Two Hundred Fifty Million 
Dollars ($250,000,000).  At the time of Hines' notification of the replacement of Hines Member 
or MetLife Member, Hines shall provide to the TJPA reasonable evidence to verify the foregoing 
requirements with respect to the Tangible Net Worth of the members of Hines. 

8. Default and Remedies; Termination. 

8.1 Events of Default by Hines. 

The occurrence of any of the following shall constitute an event of default on the part of 
Hines, after the TJPA gives notice of the default specifying in reasonable detail the basis for the 
determination of the default: 

(a) Failure to pay any sums when due under this Agreement within fifteen 
(15) days following delivery of written notice of such failure by the TJPA.  If there is any good 
faith dispute about whether a sum is due, no failure to pay until such dispute is resolved shall be 
deemed a default under this Agreement. 

(b) Failure to negotiate diligently or “in good faith” or to perform or abide by 
any other provision of this Agreement if such failure is not cured within thirty (30) days after the 
TJPA gives written notice to Hines.  If the default cannot reasonably be cured within thirty (30) 
days, then Hines shall not be in default under this Agreement if Hines commences to cure the 
default within the thirty (30)-day period and diligently and in good faith continues to cure the 
default; provided that in no event shall the cure period extend beyond the later of (i) nine (9) 
months after the date the notice of default was given or (ii) expiration of the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period.  Failure of Hines to negotiate the Purchase Agreement “in good faith” shall 
mean Hines’ insistence upon (A) modifications to the Essential Terms that are materially more 
favorable to Hines or more burdensome to the TJPA, or (B) new terms that are not specifically 
addressed in the Essential Terms and are directly contradictory to the Essential Terms and that 
are materially more favorable to Hines or more burdensome to the TJPA than the Essential 
Terms they contradict, and (C) in the case of either (A) or (B) above, if, when considering all 
such modifications or new terms together with the Essential Terms, the resulting overall 
transaction is materially more favorable to Hines or more burdensome to the TJPA. 

(c) Any material breach of any representation and warranty made by Hines 
under Section 9 or any other provision of this Agreement if such breach is not cured within thirty 
(30) days after the TJPA gives written notice to Hines. 

(d) Any assignment or attempted assignment in violation of Section 7.2 if 
such assignment is not cured within thirty (30) days after the TJPA gives written notice to Hines 
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either by a reassignment reversing the prohibited assignment or by a further assignment to a 
Person to which an assignment could have been made consistent with the provisions of this 
Agreement. 

(e) Either (i) the filing by Hines of a petition to have any member adjudicated 
insolvent and unable to pay its debts as they mature or a petition for reorganization or 
arrangement under any bankruptcy or insolvency law, or a general assignment by Hines for the 
benefit of creditors, or (ii) the filing by or against Hines of any action seeking reorganization, 
arrangement, liquidation, or other relief under any law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, or 
reorganization or seeking appointment of a trustee, receiver, or liquidator of Hines or any 
substantial part of the assets of Hines, if such petition is not dismissed within sixty (60) days. 

(f) The debarment or prohibition of Hines from doing business with any 
federal, state or local governmental joint powers authority, or any debarment or prohibition of 
any Affiliate of Hines from doing business with any federal, state or local governmental entity, 
but only to the extent such debarment or prohibition of the Affiliate results from actions by 
persons involved in the Tower Project or negotiations under this Agreement or otherwise 
prevents the acquisition of the Tower Property by Hines. 

(g) Failure to procure or maintain any of the insurance coverage required 
hereunder so that there is a lapse in required coverage if such breach is not cured within ten (10) 
days after the TJPA gives written notice to Hines. 

8.2 Remedies of the TJPA. 

(a) Remedies.  In the event of a default by Hines, the TJPA may, at its sole 
option, terminate this Agreement and the Exclusive Right upon written notice to Hines following 
any applicable cure period under this Agreement; provided that the TJPA may terminate this 
Agreement for default only after the TJPA Board holds a noticed public meeting regarding such 
matter.  This remedy is not exclusive, but shall be cumulative with any and all rights and 
remedies now or later provided under this Agreement, or by law or in equity.  Upon any such 
termination, neither party shall have any further rights or obligations to the other under this 
Agreement except as provided in this Agreement (including, without limitation, the obligation to 
pay all accrued but unpaid Transaction Costs under Section 3.3).  Notwithstanding anything to 
the contrary contained in this Agreement, any damages remedy by the TJPA against Hines under 
this Agreement shall be limited to actual damages, excluding consequential and incidental 
damages; provided, in no event shall Hines’ liability exceed Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000).  
Any damages payments by Hines shall not be deemed "Gross Sales Proceeds" under the 
Cooperative Agreement.  

(b) Reports and Studies.  If the TJPA terminates this Agreement due to an 
event of default by Hines or Hines’ exercise of rights under Section 8.5, or if this Agreement 
expires and, in either case, the TJPA is not then in default under this Agreement, then subject to 
the proprietary rights of their authors, the rights of Hines under Section 11 (including any 
payment obligations under Section 11(d)) and any confidentiality agreements and privileges 
recognized by applicable law, Hines shall deliver to the TJPA copies of any and all reports, 
studies, document lists and plans regarding the redevelopment of the Tower Property in Hines’s 
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possession or prepared by or on behalf of Hines, including, without limitation, Hines Designs (as 
defined in Section 11(a)).  Hines shall deliver such documents within thirty (30) days after 
written demand from the TJPA, which obligation shall survive the termination or expiration of 
this Agreement. Hines has no objection to the TJPA using those documents for any purpose 
relating to the Tower Property, Tower Project, or the Transit Center after expiration or 
termination of this Agreement due to an event of default by Hines, provided that:  (i) the TJPA 
shall release Hines and Hines’s Affiliates from any cost, expense or liability arising out of the 
TJPA’s use of such documents; (ii) the TJPA shall cause any other Person to whom it gives a 
right to rely on such documents to similarly release in writing Hines and Hines’s Affiliates; (iii) 
each such document shall be prominently marked with a legend stating that no party other than 
Hines or the TJPA is entitled or permitted to, or should, rely on such document; and (iv) the 
TJPA shall indemnify, defend and hold Hines and Hines’s Affiliates harmless from any cost, 
expense or liability arising out of the use of such documents by the TJPA or any other Person to 
whom the TJPA gave the right to rely on such documents, excluding Persons whom Hines has 
expressly and specifically permitted to rely on such documents.   

(c) Non-Liability of Directors and Officers of Hines.  No member of Hines or 
any director, officer, agent or employee of Hines or any of its members will be personally liable 
to the TJPA in an event of default by Hines or for any amount that may become due to the TJPA 
or on any obligations under the terms of this Agreement. 

8.3 Defaults by the TJPA. 

If, during the Exclusive Negotiation Period, the TJPA fails to negotiate diligently or “in 
good faith” or to perform any of its other obligations under this Agreement, or if, during the 
Exclusive Negotiation Period, the TJPA solicits other proposals or negotiates with any other 
party regarding the conveyance of the Tower Property or development of the Transit Tower 
(excluding the City, the Redevelopment Agency, Caltrans or any party from which Regulatory 
Approvals may be sought), then Hines may give written notice thereof to the TJPA specifying in 
reasonable detail the basis for the determination of the default.  Upon such notice, the TJPA shall 
not be in default under this Agreement if the TJPA cures such failure within thirty (30) days after 
the date the notice of default was given.  If the default cannot reasonably be cured within thirty 
(30) days, then the TJPA shall not be in default under this Agreement if the TJPA commences to 
cure the default within the thirty (30)-day period and diligently and in good faith continues to 
cure the default; provided that in no event shall the cure period extend beyond the later of (i) nine 
(9) months after the date the notice of default was given or (ii) expiration of the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period.  Failure of the TJPA to negotiate the Purchase Agreement “in good faith” 
shall mean, subject to Section 1.3(d), the TJPA’s insistence upon (A) modifications to the 
Essential Terms that are materially more favorable to the TJPA or more burdensome to Hines, or 
(B) new terms that are not specifically addressed in the Essential Terms and are directly 
contradictory to the Essential Terms and that are materially more favorable to the TJPA or more 
burdensome to Hines than the Essential Terms they contradict, and (C) in the case of either (A) 
or (B) above, if, when considering all such modifications or new terms together with the 
Essential Terms, the resulting overall transaction is materially more favorable to the TJPA or 
more burdensome to Hines. 
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8.4 Remedies of Hines. 

(a) Termination.  In the event of a default by the TJPA, Hines may, at its sole 
option, terminate this Agreement upon written notice to the TJPA following any applicable cure 
period under this Agreement and without payment of the Termination Fee (as defined in Section 
8.5 below).  Subject to the limitations set forth below, this remedy is not exclusive, but shall be 
cumulative with any and all rights and remedies now or later provided under this Agreement or 
by law or in equity, including, without limitation, the rights and remedies in Section 8.6 below.  
Upon any such termination, the TJPA shall return the entire Deposit (with any interest actually 
paid thereon as provided in this Agreement) without deducting any Transaction Costs and shall 
pay Hines its reasonable out-of-pocket costs incurred from and after the Effective Date  in 
connection with this Agreement and the Tower Project (including, without limitation, 
Entitlement Costs, but excluding any lobbying costs or expenses) and neither party shall have 
any further rights or obligations to the other under this Agreement except as provided in Section 
8.6 or otherwise in this Agreement.  

(b) Non-liability of TJPA/City Officials.  No member, official, agent or 
employee of the TJPA or the City will be personally liable to Hines, or any successor in interest 
(if and to the extent permitted under this Agreement), in an event of default by the TJPA or for 
any amount that may become due to Hines or any assignee or successor or on any obligations 
under the terms of this Agreement. 

(c) Limitation on Damages Against the TJPA/City.  Notwithstanding anything 
to the contrary contained in this Agreement, any damages remedy by Hines against the TJPA 
under this Agreement shall be limited to actual damages, excluding consequential and incidental 
damages; provided, in no event shall the TJPA’s liability exceed Two Million Dollars 
($2,000,000) (except that there shall be no limit on the TJPA’s liability with respect to the 
TJPA’s obligations and liabilities under Section 8.6 below and/or Hines’ remedies in the event of 
a breach by the TJPA of its  obligations under Section 8.6 below).  The City shall not be liable in 
damages to Hines for any breach of this Agreement by the TJPA, and Hines waives its right to 
sue the City for damages, including for the TJPA’s alleged failure to meet an obligation under 
Section 6. 

(d) Hines’s Sole Risk.  Subject to the foregoing provisions of this Section 8.4 
and to Section 8.6 below and the other provisions of this Agreement, Hines acknowledges and 
agrees that it is proceeding at its own risk and expense until such time as the parties have 
mutually agreed on the terms of the Purchase Agreement or, subject to Section 1.3, that such 
Purchase Agreement has been approved by the TJPA Board.  Hines further understands and 
agrees that there is no assurance that it will receive all necessary Tower Project Regulatory 
Approvals, and it is proceeding at its own risk and expense until such time as such Tower Project 
Regulatory Approvals may be obtained.  Finally, Hines understands and agrees that the 
conveyance of the Tower Property will be on an as is (as of the date of the closing), where is (as 
of the date of the closing), with all faults (as of the date of the closing) basis and without any 
representations or warranties by the TJPA, subject to the Closing conditions and cure rights set 
forth in Exhibit C.   
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8.5 Termination by Hines. 

Hines may terminate this Agreement, by at least sixty (60) days advance written notice to 
the TJPA, at any time for any reason, in Hines’ sole discretion, upon payment of a termination 
fee (the “Termination Fee”) in the amount of Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) as and when 
provided below.  Upon the TJPA’s receipt of a written notice of termination from Hines, the 
parties agree to negotiate in good faith for an additional period of sixty (60) days to determine 
whether the parties can proceed further under this Agreement, and during such sixty (60) day 
period all obligations of Hines and the TJPA hereunder shall be suspended and all time periods 
hereunder (other than such 60 day negotiation period) shall be tolled.  If following such sixty 
(60) day period Hines decides to terminate this Agreement, then Hines may send a final notice of 
termination together with the Termination Fee.  Upon the TJPA’s receipt of such final notice of 
termination and the Termination Fee, this Agreement shall terminate and the TJPA shall 
immediately cease to incur any additional Transaction Costs for which Hines shall be responsible 
under this Agreement.  Any Termination Fee payment by Hines shall not be deemed "Gross 
Sales Proceeds" under the Cooperative Agreement. 

8.6 Surviving Rights and Obligations; Restriction on Sale and Right of First 
Refusal.  

(a) Conditions Precedent to Post-Termination Resale Restrictions and Right 
of First Refusal.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, if the  Purchase 
Agreement is not executed and delivered by both parties before expiration of the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period (as it may be extended under this Agreement) for any reason other than: 
(i) termination of this Agreement by Hines under Section 1.4 or Section 8.5 (including but not 
limited to a termination by Hines under Section 8.5 because of its failure to obtain financing, but 
excluding termination due to a default by the TJPA); (ii) a default by Hines and the termination 
of this Agreement by the TJPA under Section 8.2(a), including Hines' refusal to execute and 
deliver a previously-endorsed Purchase Agreement upon satisfaction of the conditions set forth 
in this Agreement; or (iii) at termination pursuant to Section 3.3(b) following Hines’ refusal or 
failure to pay Transaction Costs as set forth in Section 3.3;  then the TJPA shall have the 
obligations, and Hines shall have the rights, set forth in this Section 8.6.  But if this Agreement 
terminates for any reason specified in clauses (i) through (iii) above, then the provisions of this 
Section 8.6 shall not apply and any rights of Hines or obligations of the TJPA under this Section 
8.6 shall not survive the termination of this Agreement.   The parties shall not include the 
provisions of this Section 8.6 in the Purchase Agreement. 

(b) Prohibition on Conveyance of Tower Property.  If the conditions 
precedent set forth in subsection (a) above are met for this Section to apply, then the TJPA shall 
not convey, or agree to convey, the Tower Property or any material part of or estate or other 
interest in the Tower Property (including any right to exclusively possess or occupy) to any 
Person other than Hines before the date that is six (6) months after expiration of the Exclusive 
Negotiation Period, as it may be extended in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement; 
provided that the foregoing shall not prevent the TJPA from conveying the Tower Property or 
any material part or any estate or other interest in the Tower Property to another public agency so 
long as the conveyance is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Section 8.6. 
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(c) Right of First Refusal.  If the conditions precedent set forth in subsection 
(a) above are met for this Section to apply, then at any time within eighteen (18) months after the 
expiration or termination of the Exclusive Negotiation Period (the “First Refusal Period”) the 
TJPA Board approves, endorses or executes, a binding term sheet, option agreement, purchase 
and sale agreement, or any other agreement or document, or a non-binding term sheet containing 
all essential deal terms and signed by a third party prospective purchaser or tenant (any and all of 
the foregoing collectively, the “Sale Documents”), for the conveyance of the Tower Property or 
any material portion of or material interest in the Tower Property to a third party for 
development (such third party, or its successor, being defined as the “Proposed Purchaser,” and 
such conveyance being defined as a “Third Party Approved Sale”, and all references in this 
Section 8.6 to the “Tower Property” shall mean the portion of, or interest in, the Tower Property 
to be conveyed under the Sale Documents and all references to “sale,” “sell” or “convey” shall 
include lease), Hines shall have, and the TJPA hereby grants to Hines, the irrevocable right of 
first refusal to purchase the Tower Property from the TJPA on all of the terms, covenants and 
conditions provided in this Section 8.6.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, any conveyance to a 
governmental or public entity, including but not limited to a reversion to Caltrans, shall not be 
deemed a “Third Party Approved Sale” and the governmental or public entity shall not be a 
“Proposed Purchaser” so long as the restrictions set forth in this Section 8.6 apply to the 
governmental or public entity following the conveyance and the governmental or public entity 
assumes them in writing. 

(i) TJPA to Give Notice.  During the First Refusal Period, the TJPA 
shall give written notice to Hines of any proposed Third Party Approved Sale promptly after the 
TJPA Board approves, endorses or executes the Sale Documents, which Sale Notice shall 
include the exact form of Sale Documents approved, endorsed or executed by the TJPA Board 
(such written notice, together with the Sale Documents, being collectively defined as the “Sale 
Notice”).  The Sale Notice also shall set forth in full and complete detail the price and all of the 
terms and conditions of the Third Party Approved Sale. 

(ii) Exercise of Right of First Refusal.  Hines shall be entitled to 
exercise its right of first refusal by giving written notice (an “Exercise Notice”) of its exercise of 
such right of first refusal to the TJPA within sixty (60) days after Hines’s receipt of the Sale 
Notice.  The failure of Hines to give an Exercise Notice within such sixty (60) day period shall 
be deemed a waiver of its right of first refusal as to the Third Party Approved Sale to which the 
Sale Notice applied.  The foregoing notwithstanding, if the final transaction to be completed by 
the TJPA in connection with that Sale Notice either (A) is inconsistent with the Sale Notice, (B) 
is less favorable in any material respect to the TJPA than the terms set forth in the Sale Notice, or 
(C) includes additional material terms not included in the Sale Notice that, when considered with 
the terms in the Sale Notice, cause the resulting overall transaction to be materially more 
favorable to the Prospective Purchaser or materially less favorable to the TJPA (any transaction 
described in (A), (B) or (C) above being defined as a “Non-Comparable Transaction”), then the 
TJPA shall give a second Sale Notice (a “Revised Sale Notice”) to Hines at least sixty (60) days 
prior to the closing of the Non-Comparable Transaction setting forth the revised or additional 
terms on which the Non-Comparable Transaction is to be closed, and Hines shall again have the 
right to exercise its right of first refusal by giving an Exercise Notice to the TJPA within sixty 
(60) days after Hines’s receipt of the Revised Sale Notice. 
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(iii) Effect of Hines’s Exercise.  Hines’s exercise of its right of first 
refusal in accordance with the provisions of this Section 8.6 shall create a binding obligation for 
the purchase and sale of the Tower Property, or the negotiation thereof consistent with the term 
sheet (if applicable), on the terms and subject to the conditions specified in the Sale Notice or 
Revised Sale Notice, as applicable.  If Hines exercises its right of first refusal, the parties 
promptly shall take all actions consistent with the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as 
applicable, for the negotiation of final purchase and sale documents (if applicable) and for the 
transfer of title to the Tower Property as set forth in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as 
applicable; provided, Hines shall have the right to proceed with a title company specified by 
Hines but shall not otherwise have a right to deviate from the terms and provisions of the Sale 
Documents.  Negotiations shall proceed (if applicable) and escrow shall close within the time 
period specified in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable.  Hines shall pay the 
purchase price specified in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable, to the TJPA as 
and when provided in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable, and the TJPA shall 
transfer title to the Tower Property in the condition specified in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale 
Notice, as applicable, under a deed as provided in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as 
applicable.  Hines and the TJPA shall execute any and all instructions and other documents 
necessary in order to consummate the transfer of title to the Tower Property, the payment of 
sales proceeds and the closing of the escrow as set forth in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale 
Notice, as applicable.  The other provisions of this Section 8.6 to the contrary notwithstanding, 
Hines shall not be required to perform any obligation to be performed by or on behalf of the 
Proposed Purchaser under the Third Party Approved Sale to the extent that such obligations 
could be performed by the Proposed Purchaser but could not reasonably be performed by Hines 
due to unique circumstances that pertain to the Proposed Purchaser but not to Hines; provided 
that if the failure to perform such obligations would materially alter the benefit of the bargain to 
be gained by the TJPA under the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable, the parties 
agree to seek in good faith an alternative obligation that would compensate the TJPA for the loss 
of the original obligation that Hines cannot reasonably perform (e.g., if the consideration for the 
purchase of the Tower Property included the conveyance of property to the TJPA, then Hines’ 
alternative obligation would be to pay to the TJPA the fair market value of such property in 
cash), and if the parties cannot reach agreement on the alternative obligation, then the alternative 
obligations shall be established by an arbitration conducted under the Commercial Arbitration 
Rules of the American Arbitration Association at the request of either the TJPA or Hines. 

(iv) Effect of Hines’s Failure to Exercise.   

(A) Hines’s failure to exercise its right of first refusal in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section 8.6(c) shall constitute an irrevocable and 
unconditional waiver by Hines of its right of first refusal as to (and only as to) the portion of or 
interest in the Tower Property identified in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable.  
If Hines so waives its right, then the TJPA may thereupon proceed to:  (i) enter into the Sale 
Documents with the Proposed Purchaser (A) within twelve (12) months after the earlier to occur 
of the last day for Hines to exercise its right of first refusal or the date on which Hines gives the 
TJPA written notice that it elects not to exercise its right of first refusal for the sale of the Tower 
Property to the Proposed Purchaser (I) on terms consistent with the Sale Notice or Revised Sale 
Notice, as applicable, and no less favorable in any material respect to the TJPA than the terms set 
forth in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable, and (II) without additional 
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material terms not included in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable, that, when 
considered with the terms in the Sale Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable, cause the 
resulting overall transaction to be materially more favorable to the Prospective Purchaser or 
materially less favorable to the TJPA ((I) and (II) collectively being defined as “Comparable 
Terms”), or (B) at any time on or after expiration of the First Refusal Period; and (ii) close 
escrow for the transfer of title to the Tower Property (or such portion thereof or interest therein 
as may be included) to the Proposed Purchaser, within the time period set forth in the Sale 
Documents (including any extension periods permitted in the Sale Documents), or at any time on 
or after expiration of the First Refusal Period, on Comparable Terms.  If the TJPA (i) proposes to 
enter into a contract or close escrow on a Non-Comparable Transaction with a Proposed 
Purchaser, (ii) is unable to enter into a contract with the Proposed Purchaser within twelve (12) 
months after the earlier to occur of the last day for Hines to exercise its right of first refusal or 
the date on which Hines gives the TJPA written notice that it elects not to exercise its right of 
first refusal, (iii) is unable to close escrow for the transfer of title to the Tower Property to the 
Proposed Purchaser, within the time period set forth in the Sale Documents and on Comparable 
Terms, or (iv) proposes to sell the Tower Property under another purchase offer, then Hines’s 
right of first refusal under this Section 8.6(c) shall be revived and the TJPA shall give a new Sale 
Notice or Revised Sale Notice, as applicable, and proceed as required by the provisions of this 
Section 8.6(c) before so proceeding. 

(B) If Hines fails to exercise its right of first refusal in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section 8.6(c), and if the TJPA conveys the Tower 
Property to a Prospective Purchaser under the Sale Documents which were entered into before 
the expiration of the First Refusal Period, then the TJPA shall pay to Hines all “Excess 
Consideration” (as defined below) the TJPA receives for such conveyance promptly upon receipt 
by the TJPA.  “Excess Consideration” shall mean the net purchase price paid by the Prospective 
Purchaser and any other monetary or non-monetary consideration actually received by the TJPA 
or other seller of the Tower Property under any and all Sale Documents that is in excess of the 
net purchase price and other monetary and non-monetary consideration that would have been 
payable by Hines to the TJPA for the Tower Property under (I) the Purchase Agreement agreed 
upon by Hines and the TJPA (if any exists and was presented to the TJPA Board for review and 
approval, regardless of whether it was approved by the TJPA Board before expiration or earlier 
termination of the Exclusive Negotiation Period), or (II) if no Purchase Agreement so exists, the 
purchase price formula included as part of the Essential Terms, as applied to the FAR 
development rights applicable to the Tower Project or Tower Property as of the closing of such 
conveyance, in each case less the TJPA’s reasonable costs of sale for the Third Party Approved 
Sale and any amounts paid by the TJPA to Hines for the Hines Designs. 

(v) Effect of Failure of the TJPA to Follow Required Procedures.  Any 
sale of the Tower Property by the TJPA without it first complying with the terms and provisions 
of this Section 8.6 shall be null and void and of no force or effect. 

(vi) Further Assurances.  Within three (3) business days after the 
effective date of the acquisition of the Tower Property by the TJPA from Caltrans, the TJPA and 
Hines shall execute, acknowledge and cause to be recorded in the Official Records  a 
memorandum of Hines’s right of first refusal with respect to the Tower Property (the 
“Memorandum of Right of First Refusal”) in the form attached hereto as Exhibit E and 
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incorporated herein.  Upon the waiver, expiration or termination of Hines’ right of first refusal 
per the terms of this Agreement (including, without limitation, at the time of any payment to 
Hines of any Excess Consideration to which Hines is entitled), Hines shall within three (3) 
business days following the TJPA’s request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to the TJPA a 
memorandum of the termination in the form attached hereto as Exhibit F and incorporated 
herein.  

(d) Survival.  This Section 8.6 shall survive the expiration or any earlier 
termination of this Agreement if the conditions precedent set forth in subsection (a) are satisfied. 

9. Representations and Warranties of Hines. 

9.1 Representations and Warranties. 

Hines represents, warrants, and covenants as follows: 

(a) Valid Existence; Good Standing; Joint Venture Relationships.  Hines is a 
limited liability company.  Hines is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the 
State of Delaware.  Hines has all requisite power and authority to own its property and conduct 
its business as presently conducted.  Hines has made all filings and is in good standing in the 
jurisdiction of the State of California.  The sole managing member of Hines is Hines Transbay 
Associates LP.  Each member of Hines has made all filings and is in good standing in the 
jurisdiction of the State of California to the extent required by applicable law and in the state of 
their respective incorporation.  As of the date hereof, Hines has not entered into any other joint 
venture arrangements with respect to the acquisition or development of the Tower Property. 

(b) Authority.  Hines has all requisite power and authority to execute and 
deliver this Agreement and to carry out and perform all of the terms and covenants of this 
Agreement. 

(c) No Limitation on Ability to Perform.  Neither Hines’s operating 
agreement, nor the organization documents of Hines’s managing member, nor any other 
agreement or law in any way prohibits, limits, or otherwise affects the right or power of Hines to 
enter into and perform all of the terms and covenants of this Agreement.  Neither Hines nor any 
individual member of Hines is a party to or bound by any contract, agreement, indenture, trust 
agreement, note, obligation or other instrument that could prohibit, limit or otherwise affect the 
same.  No consent, authorization or approval of, or other action by, and no notice to or filing 
with, any governmental authority, regulatory body or any other person or entity is required for 
the due execution, delivery and performance by Hines of this Agreement or any of the terms and 
covenants contained in this Agreement.  There are no pending or threatened suits or proceedings 
or undischarged judgments affecting Hines or its managing member before any court, 
governmental agency, or arbitrator which might materially adversely affect the enforceability of 
this Agreement, the ability of Hines to perform the transactions contemplated by this Agreement 
or the business, operations, assets or condition of Hines or its managing member. 

(d) Valid Execution.  The execution and delivery of this Agreement by Hines 
have been duly and validly authorized by all necessary action.  This Agreement will be a legal, 
valid, and binding obligation of Hines, enforceable against Hines in accordance with its terms.  
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Hines has provided to the TJPA a written resolution of Hines authorizing the execution of this 
Agreement. 

(e) Defaults.  The execution, delivery, and performance of this Agreement 
(i) do not and will not violate or result in a violation of, contravene or conflict with, or constitute 
a default under (A) any agreement, document or instrument to which Hines or any member is a 
party or by which Hines or its managing member may be bound or affected, (B) any law, statute, 
ordinance, regulation, or (C) the articles of organization or the operating agreement of Hines, and 
(ii) do not and will not result in the creation or imposition of any lien or other encumbrance upon 
the assets of Hines or its managing member. 

(f) Meeting Financial Obligations; Material Adverse Change.  Hines and its 
managing member are meeting their respective current liabilities as they mature; no federal or 
state tax liens have been filed against any of them; and neither Hines nor its managing member is 
in default or claimed default under any agreement for borrowed money.  Hines shall immediately 
notify the TJPA of any material adverse change in the financial condition of Hines or its 
managing member that would prevent performance of Hines’s obligations under this Agreement. 

(g) Conflicts of Interest.  Hines is familiar with and does not know of any 
facts that constitute a violation of Sections 87100 et seq. of the California Government Code, 
which provides that no member, official or employee of the TJPA, may have any personal 
interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement nor shall any such member, official, or employee 
participate in any decision relating to this Agreement which affects her or his personal interest or 
the interests of any corporation, partnership, or association in which she or he is interested 
directly or indirectly. 

(h) Skill and Capacity.  Hines has the skill, resources, and financial capacity 
to acquire the Tower Property consistent with the Hines Proposal.  Hines shall employ or 
contract with such Persons as may be necessary or appropriate to enable Hines to perform its 
obligations under this Agreement in a timely manner. 

(i) Not Prohibited from Doing Business.  Neither Hines nor its managing 
member (nor any Affiliates of any of the foregoing) have been debarred or otherwise prohibited 
from doing business with any local, state or federal governmental agency to the extent such 
debarment or prohibition would prevent acquisition of the Property. 

(j) Business Licenses.  Hines has obtained all licenses required to conduct its 
business in San Francisco and is not in default of any fees or taxes due to the City and County of 
San Francisco (the “City”). 

(k) No Claims.  Hines does not have any claim, and subject to  the express 
rights and remedies granted or reserved to Hines under this Agreement (including, without 
limitation, under Sections 8.4, 8.6 and 11), Hines shall not make any claim, against the TJPA or 
the City, or against the Tower Property, or any present or future interest of the TJPA or the City 
in the Tower Property, directly or indirectly, by reason of the TJPA’s or the City’s exercise of 
discretion, decision and judgment as set forth and to the extent contemplated in this Agreement. 
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9.2 Continued Accuracy. 

If at any time during the Exclusive Negotiation Period any event or circumstance occurs 
that would render inaccurate or misleading any of the foregoing representations or warranties, 
Hines shall immediately notify the TJPA thereof.  If Hines does not cure such inaccuracy within 
thirty (30) days from the date on which Hines was obligated to notify the TJPA, Hines shall be in 
breach of this Agreement and the TJPA shall have the rights and remedies provided in 
Section 8.2. 

9.3 Survival. 

 The representations and warranties in this Section shall survive any termination of this 
Agreement. 

10. Notices. 

A notice or communication under this Agreement by either party to the other shall be 
sufficiently given or delivered if dispatched by hand or by registered or certified mail, postage 
prepaid, addressed as follows: 

(a) In the case of a notice or communication to the TJPA: 

 
Transbay Joint Powers Authority 
201 Mission Street, Suite 1960 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Attn: Executive Director Maria Ayerdi-Kaplan 
Reference:  Transit Tower 
Telefacsimile: (415) 597-4615 
Telephone: (415) 597-4620 
 
With a copy to: 
 
Office of the City Attorney 
Room 234, City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Attn: Charles Sullivan 
Reference:  Transit Tower 
Telefacsimile: (415) 554-4755 
Telephone: (415) 554-4735 
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And to: 
 
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP 
396 Hayes Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Attn: Andrew W. Schwartz 
Reference:  Transit Tower 
Telefacsimile: (415) 552-5816 
Telephone: (415) 552-7272 
 

(b) And in the case of a notice or communication sent to Hines: 
 

Hines 
101 California Street, Suite 1000 
San Francisco, CA  94111 
Attn: Mr. Paul E. Paradis, Senior Vice President 
Telefacsimile: (415) 398-1442 
Telephone: (415) 982-6200 
 
Hines 
101 California Street, Suite 1000 
San Francisco, CA  94111 
Attn: Mr. Cameron M. Falconer, Vice President 
Telefacsimile: (415) 398-1442 
Telephone: (415) 982-6200 
 
MetLife Properties Ventures, LLC 
c/o Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
425 Market Street, Suite 1050 
San Francisco, California  94105 
Attention:  Regional Director 
 
With a copy to: 
 
Ellman, Burke, Hoffman & Johnson 
601 California Street, 19th

San Francisco, CA 94108 
 Floor 

Attention:  Jay Paxton 
Telefacsimile: (415) 495-7587  
Telephone:  (415) 777-2727 

 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
425 Market Street, Suite 1050 
San Francisco, California  94105 
Attention:  Associate General Counsel 
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For the convenience of the parties, copies of notice may also be given by telefacsimile. 

Every notice given to a party hereto, under the terms of this Agreement, must state (or 
must be accompanied by a cover letter that states) substantially the following: 

(a) the Section of this Agreement under which the notice is given and the 
action or response required, if any; 

(b) if applicable, the period of time within which the recipient of the notice 
must respond thereto; 

(c) if approval is being requested, shall be clearly marked “Request for 
Approval under the Transbay Transit Tower Exclusive Negotiations Agreement”; and 

(d) if a notice of a disapproval or an objection that requires reasonableness, 
shall specify with particularity the reasons therefor. 

Any mailing address or telefacsimile number may be changed at any time by giving 
written notice of such change in the manner provided above at least ten (10) days before the 
effective date of the change.  All notices under this Agreement shall be deemed given, received, 
made, or communicated on the date the notice is actually delivered to the office of the person to 
whom it is addressed or, if mailed, on the delivery date or attempted delivery date shown on the 
return receipt.  A party may not give official or binding notice by telefacsimile.  The effective 
time of a notice shall not be affected by the receipt, before receipt of the original, of a 
telefacsimile copy of the notice. 

11. Intellectual Property Rights to Plans. 

(a) All graphics, images, drawings, logos, models, films, simulations, artwork, 
copy, posters, billboards, photographs, videotapes, audio tapes, systems designs, software, 
reports, diagrams, surveys, source codes, intellectual property rights, design, plans, specifications 
and copyrights or any other original works of authorship and design of the Tower Project 
prepared by or on behalf of Hines from and after the date of the Proposal or otherwise not 
submitted to the TJPA during the competition, including but not limited to all contracts and 
warranties relating to all of the foregoing (collectively, “Hines Designs”), shall remain the 
property of Hines, provided that the Hines Designs shall not be used by Hines at any other 
location.  Except as provided in Section 8.2(b) above or in this Section 11 below, the TJPA shall 
be prohibited from using the Hines Designs without the written permission of Hines except in 
furtherance of the Transit Center project. 

(b) All graphics, images, drawings, logos, models, films, simulations, artwork, 
copy, posters, billboards, photographs, videotapes, audio tapes, systems designs, software, 
reports, diagrams, surveys, source codes, intellectual property rights, design, plans, specifications 
and copyrights or any other original works of authorship and design of the Tower Project or the 
Transit Center prepared by or on behalf of the TJPA or prepared by Pelli Clarke Pelli before the 
date of the Proposal and submitted to the TJPA during the competition, including all iconic 
representations of the Transbay Transit Center Building or the Tower Project (collectively, 
“TJPA Designs”), shall remain the property of the TJPA.  Hines shall be prohibited from using 
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the TJPA Designs without the written permission of the TJPA except in furtherance of the Tower 
Project. 

(c) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in Section 11(a) or (b) 
above, both Hines and the TJPA shall have the right to use graphics and representations of the 
Tower Project as presented by Pelli Clarke Pelli in the Proposal, and as revised during the term 
of this Agreement, in any advertising or promotional material or in connection with the 
entitlement and public review processes.  Further, nothing in the foregoing limits the TJPA’s or 
the City’s public document disclosure obligations under the Public Records Act or other 
applicable public disclosure laws.  Neither Hines nor the TJPA shall consent to the use by any 
third party of graphics and/or representations of both the Tower Project and the Transbay Transit 
Center Building, without the prior written consent of the other party.  The TJPA shall be entitled 
to any royalties paid by any third party for use of graphics and/or representations of both the 
Tower Project and the Transbay Transit Center Building, provided that Hines shall have no 
obligation to seek or collect any such royalties.   

(d) If Hines terminates this Agreement pursuant to Section 1.4 or Section 8.5 
(but excluding termination due to a default by the TJPA) or if the parties do not enter into the 
Purchase Agreement before the end of the Exclusive Negotiation Period notwithstanding the lack 
of a default by either party, then the TJPA shall have the right to purchase from Hines all right, 
title and interest in and to the Hines Designs, for a purchase price equal to all costs incurred by 
Hines to obtain or develop the Hines Designs.  If Hines exercises its right of first refusal pursuant 
to Section 8.6, then the TJPA shall transfer the Hines Designs back to Hines at or prior to the 
closing of the sale of the Tower Property to Hines for no additional consideration other than the 
consideration paid for the Tower Property (including the Hines Designs) pursuant to the Sale 
Documents, provided that if the Sale Documents do not include a transfer of the Hines Designs 
from the TJPA to the Proposed Purchaser, then Hines shall pay the TJPA a purchase price to buy 
back the Hines Designs that is equal to the purchase price that the TJPA previously paid to Hines 
for the Hines Designs, plus any additional costs incurred by the TJPA to further develop the 
Hines Designs.  At the TJPA’s written request to Hines at any time after any such termination of 
this Agreement by Hines, Hines shall provide the TJPA with its calculation of the purchase price 
for the Hines Designs, together with such back-up documentation of the costs as the TJPA may 
reasonably require.  If the TJPA exercises its right to purchase the Hines Designs pursuant to this 
Section 11(d), then Hines has no objection to the TJPA using the Hines Designs for any purpose 
relating to the Tower Property, Tower Project, or the Transit Center from and after such 
purchase, provided that:  (i) the TJPA shall release Hines and Hines’s Affiliates from any cost, 
expense or liability arising out of the TJPA’s use of such documents; (ii) the TJPA shall cause 
any other Person to whom it gives a right to rely on such documents to similarly release in 
writing Hines and Hines’s Affiliates; and (iii) the TJPA shall indemnify, defend and hold Hines 
and Hines’s Affiliates harmless from any cost, expense or liability arising out of the use of such 
documents by the TJPA or any other Person to whom the TJPA gave the right to rely on such 
documents, excluding Persons whom Hines has expressly and specifically permitted to rely on 
such documents in its sole discretion.  If the TJPA terminates this Agreement due to a default by 
Hines, then Hines shall transfer to the TJPA, without payment by the TJPA and without waiving 
any other rights or remedies of the TJPA, all of Hines’ right, title and interest in and to the Hines 
Designs.  The parties agree to execute any such documents as may be necessary to effectuate the 
transfer of the Hines Designs in accordance with this Section, and upon any such transfer, Hines 
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or the TJPA (as applicable) agrees to deliver copies, and where available, originals, of all of the 
Hines Designs to the other party. 

(e) The terms of this Section 11 shall survive the expiration or termination of 
this Agreement. 

12. Press Releases; Press Conferences. 

(a) Press Releases.  Hines shall not issue, or authorize any other Person to 
issue, any written press release, advertisement (individually and collectively, “Press Release”) to 
any media outlet (including, but not limited to, newspapers, radio and television stations and web 
sites) relating to the terms and provisions of the Purchase Agreement or this Agreement (“Press 
Matters”) without the prior written consent of the TJPA except for communications in the 
ordinary course of business and presentations to civic and trade organizations.  The sole purpose 
of the TJPA’s review shall be to determine whether the Press Release would be adverse to the 
TJPA’s interests.  Hines shall provide the TJPA with a draft copy of the Press Release no less 
than two (2) business days before the proposed release of the Press Release; provided, however, 
that if the TJPA does not respond within the time period specified herein, the Press Release may 
be issued.  If after review of the Press Release, the TJPA reasonably believes that revisions or 
changes to the Press Release are advisable, Hines shall work with the TJPA in good faith to 
incorporate appropriate revisions or changes into the Press Release.  In the event the TJPA 
reasonably believes that due to the nature of the Press Release, the Press Release cannot be 
revised or changed, irrespective of whether the Press Release may further Hines’s interests, or if 
the TJPA reasonably believes that such Press Release would be adverse to the TJPA’s interests, 
then the Press Release shall not be issued.  

(b) Press Conferences.  Hines shall not hold any press conference relating to 
Press Matters without first extending an invitation to the TJPA to have a TJPA representative 
present at such press conference.  Hines shall provide the TJPA with no less than two (2) 
business days prior written notice of the date and time of any proposed press conference.  Such 
notice shall also state in detail the purpose of the press conference and the topics to be discussed 
at such press conference (“Conference Summary”).  The sole purpose of the TJPA’s review of 
the Conference Summary shall be to determine whether such press conference is accurate or 
would be adverse to the TJPA’s interests.  The TJPA agrees to promptly review the Conference 
Summary and advise Hines of any comments; provided, however, if the TJPA does not respond 
within the time period specified herein, the Press Conference shall not proceed.  If after review 
of the Conference Summary, the TJPA reasonably believes that revisions or changes to the 
Conference Summary are advisable, Hines shall work in good faith with the TJPA to incorporate 
such revisions or changes at the press conference.  In the event the TJPA reasonably believes that 
irrespective of whether the press conference may further Hines’s interests, such press conference 
would be adverse to the TJPA’s interests, then the press conference shall not proceed. 

(c) Designation of Representatives.  The TJPA shall designate one (1) staff 
person to receive and communicate with Hines about any Press Release or Conference Summary 
(“Media Contact”), and the TJPA may waive, in its reasonable discretion, upon reasonable 
written or telephonic request by Hines to the Media Contact, any notice periods otherwise 
required under this Section. 
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(d) Non-Applicability to Disputes.  In the event of any material dispute or 
controversy between the TJPA and Hines, the provisions of this Section 12 shall not be 
applicable to any Press Release or press conference pertaining, in whole or in part, to such 
dispute or controversy.   

14. General Provisions. 

14.1 Amendments. 

This Agreement may be amended or modified only by a written instrument executed by 
the TJPA and Hines. 

14.2 Severability. 

If any provision of this Agreement, or its application to any person or circumstance, is 
held invalid by any court, the invalidity or inapplicability of such provision shall not affect any 
other provision of this Agreement or the application of such provision to any other person or 
circumstance, and the remaining portions of this Agreement shall continue in full force and 
effect, unless enforcement of this Agreement as so modified by and in response to such 
invalidation would be unreasonable or grossly inequitable under all of the circumstances or 
would frustrate the fundamental purposes of this Agreement.  Without limiting the foregoing, if 
any applicable federal or state law prevents or precludes compliance with any material term of 
this Agreement, the parties shall promptly modify, amend, or suspend this Agreement, or any 
portion of this Agreement, to the extent necessary to comply with such provisions in a manner 
which preserves to the greatest extent possible the benefits to each of the parties to this 
Agreement and to Hines before such conflict with federal or state law.  But if such amendment, 
modification, or suspension would deprive the TJPA or Hines of the substantial benefits derived 
from this Agreement or make performance unreasonably difficult or expensive, then the affected 
party may terminate this Agreement upon written notice to the other party.  In the event of such 
termination, neither party shall have any further rights or obligations under this Agreement 
except as otherwise provided herein. 

14.3 Non-Waiver. 

No waiver made by either party with respect to the performance, or manner or time of 
performance, or any obligation of the other party or any condition to its own obligation under 
this Agreement will be considered a waiver with respect to the particular obligation of the other 
party or condition to its own obligation beyond those expressly waived to the extent of such 
waiver, or a waiver in any respect in regard to any other rights of the party making the waiver or 
any other obligations of the other party. 

14.4 Successors and Assigns; Third Party Beneficiary. 

This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and bind the respective successors and 
assigns of the TJPA and Hines, subject to the limitations on assignment by Hines set forth in 
Section 7 above.  The City is an intended third party beneficiary of this Agreement, provided that 
no approval of the City shall be required to amend this Agreement.  Except as provided above 
with respect to the City, this Agreement is for the exclusive benefit of the parties hereto and not 
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for the benefit of any other person and shall not be deemed to have conferred any rights, express 
or implied, upon any other Person. 

14.5 Governing Law. 

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the 
State of California.  As part of the consideration for the TJPA’s entering into this Agreement, 
Hines agrees that all actions or proceedings arising directly or indirectly under this Agreement 
may, at the sole option of the TJPA, be litigated in courts located within the County of San 
Francisco, State of California, and Hines expressly consents to the jurisdiction of any such local, 
state or federal court, and consents that any service of process in such action or proceeding may 
be made by personal service upon Hines wherever Hines may then be located, or by certified or 
registered mail directed to Hines at the address set forth in this Agreement. 

14.6 Attorneys’ Fees and Costs. 

If either party fails to perform any of its respective obligations under this Agreement or if 
any dispute arises between the parties hereto concerning the meaning or interpretation of any 
provision of this Agreement, then the defaulting party or the party not prevailing in such dispute, 
as the case may be, shall pay any and all costs and expenses incurred by the other party on 
account of such default or in enforcing or establishing its rights under this Agreement, including, 
without limitation, court costs and reasonable Attorneys’ Fees and Costs.  Any such Attorneys’ 
Fees and Costs incurred by either party in enforcing a judgment in its favor under this Agreement 
shall be recoverable separately from and in addition to any other amount included in such 
judgment, and such Attorneys’ Fees and Costs obligation is intended to be several from the other 
provisions of this Agreement and to survive and not be merged into any such judgment.  For 
purposes of this Agreement, the reasonable fees of attorneys for the TJPA shall be based on the 
fees regularly charged by private attorneys with the equivalent number of years of experience in 
the subject matter area of the law for which the TJPA’s attorneys’ services were rendered who 
practice in the City of San Francisco.  “Attorneys’ Fees and Costs” means any and all attorneys’ 
fees, costs, expenses and disbursements, including, but not limited to, expert witness fees and 
costs, travel time and associated costs, transcript preparation fees and costs, document copying, 
exhibit preparation, courier, postage, facsimile, long-distance and communications expenses, 
court costs and the costs and fees associated with any other legal, administrative or alternative 
dispute resolution proceeding, fees and costs associated with execution upon any judgment or 
order, and costs on appeal. 

14.7 Interpretation of Agreement. 

(a) Exhibits.  Whenever an “Exhibit” is referenced, it means an attachment to 
this Agreement unless otherwise specifically identified.  All such Exhibits are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

(b) Captions.  Whenever a section, article or paragraph is referenced, it refers 
to this Agreement unless otherwise specifically identified.  The captions preceding the articles 
and sections of this Agreement have been inserted for convenience of reference only.  Such 
captions shall not define or limit the scope or intent of any provision of this Agreement. 
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(c) Words of Inclusion.  The use of the term “including,” “such as” or words 
of similar import when following any general term, statement or matter shall not be construed to 
limit such term, statement or matter to the specific items or matters, whether language of non-
limitation is used.  Rather, such terms shall be deemed to refer to all other items or matters that 
could reasonably fall within the broadest possible scope of such statement, term, or matter. 

(d) References.  Wherever reference is made to any provision, term or matter 
“in this Agreement,” “herein” or “hereof” or words of similar import, the reference shall be 
deemed to refer to any and all provisions of this Agreement reasonably related thereto in the 
context of such reference, unless such reference refers solely to a specific numbered or lettered, 
section or paragraph of this Agreement or any specific subdivision thereof. 

(e) Recitals.  In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the recitals 
and any of the remaining provisions of this Agreement, the remaining provisions of this 
Agreement shall prevail. 

(f) No Presumption Against Drafter.  This Agreement has been negotiated at 
arm’s length and between persons sophisticated and knowledgeable in the matters dealt with 
herein.  In addition, each party has been represented by experienced and knowledgeable legal 
counsel.  Accordingly, any rule of law (including California Civil Code Section 1654) or legal 
decision that would require interpretation of any ambiguities in this Agreement against the party 
that has drafted it is not applicable and is waived.  The provisions of this Agreement shall be 
interpreted in a reasonable manner to effect the purposes of the parties and this Agreement. 

14.8 Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement (including the Exhibits) contains all the representations and the entire 
agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement.  Any prior 
correspondence, memoranda, agreements, warranties or representations relating to such subject 
matter are superseded in total by this Agreement.  No prior drafts of this Agreement or changes 
from those drafts to the executed version of this Agreement shall be introduced as evidence in 
any litigation or other dispute resolution proceeding by either party or any other person and no 
court or other body shall consider those drafts in interpreting this Agreement. 

14.9 Time for Performance. 

(a) Expiration.  All performance dates (including cure dates) expire at 
5:00 p.m., San Francisco, California time, on the performance or cure date. 

(b) Weekends and Holidays.  A performance date that falls on a Saturday, 
Sunday or City holiday is deemed extended to the next working day. 

(c) Days for Performance.  All periods for performance specified in this 
Agreement in terms of days shall be calendar days, and not business days, unless otherwise 
expressly provided in this Agreement. 

(d) Time of the Essence.  Time is of the essence with respect to each 
provision of this Agreement, including, without limitation, each milestone set forth in the 
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attached Negotiation Schedule.  The foregoing notwithstanding, all milestones set forth in the 
Negotiation Schedule (but not other dates set forth in this Agreement) shall be subject to the 
effects of Force Majeure, to be postponed one day for each day the accomplishment of the 
milestone is delayed by a Force Majeure provided that (i) the Outside Date for the 
Environmental Certification Date or the Regulatory Approval Date shall not be extended except 
for a Legal Challenge as set forth in Section 4.2, and (ii) in no event shall any delay due to Force 
Majeure continue for more than six (6) months.  For the purposes of this Agreement, the term 
“Force Majeure” shall mean a matter outside of Hines’ reasonable control, that has occurred 
through no fault of Hines, and that reasonably prevents Hines from achieving a milestone set 
forth in the Negotiation Schedule, and may include: strikes; lockouts; labor disputes; acts of 
God; inability to obtain services, labor, or materials; government moratoria; civil commotions; 
riots; acts of criminals; fire or other casualty.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following shall 
be excluded from Force Majeure:  (1) any third-party agreement or approval with or by Hines’ or 
its Affiliates, contractors, agents, consultants, members, employees, officers, or any of the 
foregoing; (2) Hines’ inability to obtain financing, increases in construction costs, or any 
changes in market conditions; and (3) a Legal Challenge, which shall be governed by the 
provisions of Section 4.2.  In the event of the occurrence of a Force Majeure event, the time or 
times for performance will be extended for the period of the delay, provided that (i) within thirty 
(30) days after the beginning of any such delay, Hines shall have first notified the TJPA in 
writing of the cause or causes of such delay and claimed an extension right for Force Majeure, 
and (ii) Hines cannot, through commercially reasonable efforts, make up for the delay within the 
time period remaining prior to the applicable milestone date. 

14.10 Counterparts. 

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an 
original, but all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

14.11 Approvals and Consents. 

Unless this Agreement otherwise expressly provides or unless the law requires, all 
approvals, consents or determinations to be made by or on behalf of (i) the TJPA under this 
Agreement shall be made by the TJPA’s Executive Director and (ii) Hines under this Agreement 
shall be made by Paul E. Paradis (the “Hines Representative”) or such other employee or agent 
of Hines as Hines may designate to act as Hines Representative for a particular matter.  Approval 
by Hines or the TJPA to or of any act or request by the other shall not be deemed to waive or 
render unnecessary approval to or of any similar or subsequent acts or requests. 
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14.12 Real Estate Commissions. 

Hines and the TJPA each represents to the other that it engaged no broker, agent or finder 
in connection with this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby.  In the event any 
broker, agent or finder makes a claim, the party through whom such claim is made agrees to 
indemnify the other party from any Losses arising out of such claim. 

14.13 Survival. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, any indemnity or other 
obligation that arises and was not satisfied before termination shall survive any termination of 
this Agreement, except to the extent otherwise provided herein.  In the event of any termination 
of this Agreement (other than a termination by Hines due to a default by the TJPA), Hines shall 
furnish copies of studies and reports to the TJPA as provided in Section 8.2(b).  Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the provisions of Sections 3, 5.2, 8, 9, and 11 shall 
survive a termination of this Agreement as provided in such sections.   

14.14 Confidentiality of Trade Secret, Personal, Financial and Other Proprietary 
Information. 

The parties enter into this Agreement with the understanding that during the negotiations 
the TJPA may request that Hines provide certain information that is proprietary in order for the 
TJPA to verify financial, operational or trade secret information that is relevant to the negotiation 
of the Purchase Agreement and that will serve the public interest in assisting the TJPA to 
negotiate effectively.  Hines shall not be required to provide any such information.  But to the 
extent that Hines in its sole discretion agrees to provide any such information requested by the 
TJPA, and if Hines reasonably designates any such information as confidential or proprietary, 
then the TJPA shall not disclose such information publicly without Hines’ consent, except to the 
extent that the TJPA is compelled to make such a disclosure under applicable law.  The TJPA 
agrees to notify Hines of any public records request that involves information that Hines has 
designated as confidential or proprietary under this Agreement.  Hines agrees to bear all the costs 
of any litigation that is filed to determine the applicability of the public records law to documents 
submitted by Hines and designated as confidential or proprietary under this Section.  Hines 
acknowledges that the final draft of the Purchase Agreement proposed for endorsement and/or 
approval by the TJPA Board will be made available to the public. 

 14.15 Non-Discrimination and Equal Benefits. 

The Purchase Agreement shall include non-discrimination and equal benefits provisions 
that are required by applicable laws.   
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14.16 Relationship of the Parties. 

The subject of this Agreement is a private development with neither party acting as the 
agent of the other party in any respect.  None of the provisions in this Agreement shall be 
deemed to render the TJPA a partner in Hines’s business, or joint venturer or member in any 
joint enterprise with Hines.    

14.17 Defined Terms.   

Initially capitalized terms shall have the meaning given such terms in this Agreement. 

14.18 Guaranty.  Concurrently with Hines’ execution of this Agreement, Hines Real 
Estate Holdings, L.P., a Texas limited partnership, or another creditworthy affiliate of Hines or 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company with a Tangible Net Worth (as defined in Exhibit G) of 
not less than Fifty Million Dollars (the "Net Worth Requirement") reasonably acceptable to the 
TJPA (any such entity executing the guaranty being defined as the (“Guarantor”), shall execute 
and deliver to the TJPA a Guaranty of Hines’ obligations under this Agreement, in the form 
attached to this Agreement as Exhibit G (the “Guaranty”). Hines shall provide a replacement 
guaranty if the New Worth Requirement is not satisfied at any time, as more particularly set forth 
in the Guaranty.  The Guaranty shall provide that the total obligations of the Guarantor 
thereunder shall be limited to the sum of Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.).  The Guaranty shall 
terminate on the earlier to occur of (i) sixty (60) days following the expiration or earlier 
termination of this Agreement, provided that the Guaranty shall continue with respect to any 
indemnity or other obligation of Hines that arises and was not satisfied before termination or 
expiration of this Agreement (excluding any continuing obligations for the period from and after 
termination or expiration of this Agreement) and with respect to any obligation that survives any 
such termination or expiration of this Agreement by its terms, or (ii) the effective date of the 
Purchase Agreement (if any) and delivery by Hines to the TJPA of the performance deposit in 
the amount of Ten Million Dollars ($10,000,000) as required by the Purchase Agreement, all as 
more particularly provided in the Guaranty.  Any payment under the Guaranty and forfeiture of 
the performance deposit under the Purchase Agreement shall not be deemed "Gross Sales 
Proceeds" under the Cooperative Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the TJPA and Hines have duly executed and delivered this 
Agreement as of the date first written above. 

 
 
TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY: 
 
 
By: _____________________________________ 
  Maria Ayerdi-Kaplan 
  Executive Director 
 
TJPA Board Resolution No. ___________, 
Adopted on ______________, 2008 
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[Signatures continued on next page.] 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP 
 
 
___________________________________ 
 Andrew W. Schwartz 
 Counsel for TJPA 
 
HINES: 
 
HINES TRANSBAY TOWER LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 

By: HINES TRANSBAY ASSOCIATES LP, 
a Texas limited partnership, 
Managing Member 
 
By: Hines Transbay GP LLC, 

a Delaware limited liability company, 
General Partner 

 
By: Hines Interests Limited Partnership, 

a Delaware limited partnership, 
Sole Member 

 
By: Hines Holdings, Inc., 

a Texas corporation, 
General Partner 

By:       
Name:       
Title:         

 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Ellman, Burke, Hoffman & Johnson, 
a California professional law corporation 

___________________________________ 
 Jay L. Paxton 
 Counsel for Hines 
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EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATIONS AGREEMENT 
 

LIST OF EXHIBITS 
 
 
EXHIBIT A  Model Term Sheet and Pro Formas, as amended 
EXHIBIT B  Hines’s Proposal 
EXHIBIT C  Pre-Negotiated Terms 
EXHIBIT D  Negotiation Schedule 
EXHIBIT E  Memorandum of Right of First Refusal 
EXHIBIT F  Memorandum of Termination of Right of First Refusal 
EXHIBIT G  Form of Guaranty 
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EXHIBIT C 
PRE-NEGOTIATED TERMS 

 
1. Purchase Price. 

1.1 The Purchase Price for the Tower Property has been divided into three 
components as follows:   

(a) An Initial Cash Payment of $175,000,000*, payable as and when 
described in clauses (i) and (ii) below.  If Closing occurs after July 1, 2010, then the Initial Cash 
Payment shall be increased by the amount of interest that accrues on the Initial Cash Payment 
from July 1, 2010 through the Closing Date at a rate (the “Escalation Rate”) equal to the “City 
Rate” (the rate of return the City receives on investment of its funds, as published monthly on the 
City and County of San Francisco’s website, as adjusted during the applicable period) in effect 
from July 1, 2010 to each payment date, provided, however, that the Escalation Rate shall not be 
more than 6% per annum or less than 3% per annum.   Hines will pay the Initial Cash Payment 
as follows: 

(i) $160,000,000* (increased as provided above if Closing 
occurs after July 1, 2010) will be payable in cash at the Closing of the Tower Property 
acquisition. 

(ii) The remaining $15,000,000* (increased as provided above 
if Closing occurs after July 1, 2010) will be payable in five annual installment payments of 
$3,000,000* each (each, an “Installment Payment”) beginning on the one-year anniversary of the 
Closing.  Each Installment Payment shall be increased by interest accrued, at the Escalation Rate, 
on such Installment Payment from the Closing Date through the date such Installment Payment is 
paid.  All outstanding Installment Payments shall become due and payable on or before the 
issuance by the City of the first temporary certificate of occupancy for the Tower Property.  The 
City shall have the right to withhold the issuance of the temporary certificate of occupancy until 
all outstanding Installment Payments have been made.  Hines’ obligation to make the Installment 
Payments will be guaranteed at Closing by a Guaranty (the “Post Closing Payments Guaranty”) 
from one or more creditworthy affiliates of either of Hines Real Estate Holdings or Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Company with a net worth of not less than One Hundred Million Dollars and 
reasonably acceptable to the TJPA (the “Post Closing Payments Guarantor”). 

(b) A TJPA participation of 0.5% of Net Operating Income (defined as 
mutually agreed by the parties and set forth in the Purchase Agreement, but which shall not 
include any reduction or offset for the payment of debt service or Mello Roos payments, if 
applicable) produced from the Tower Project (the “NOI Participation”) beginning on the earlier 
of: (i) ten (10) years after Closing; or (ii) such time as at least 80% of the rentable area of the 
Tower Project is leased to tenants who are paying rent; and ending 66 years thereafter (the 
“Participation Term”).  There will be no cap on the NOI Participation.  The Purchase Agreement 
shall give Hines the right to prepay the NOI Participation after a 5-year lock-out period 
(commencing on the start date of the Participation Term), without penalty or premium, with the 
prepayment amount equal to the present value of the anticipated income stream of the NOI 
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Payments for the remainder of the Participation Term, as determined by a baseball arbitration 
process as mutually agreed by the parties and set forth in the Purchase Agreement.   

(c) Contribution toward the City Park, as described in the Proposal, in 
the amount of the City Park Contribution (as defined in clause (i) below).     

(i) The “City Park Contribution” is defined as the incremental 
cost actually incurred by the TJPA to construct the City Park, as proposed in the Proposal or as 
actually built, that exceeds the cost that would have been incurred to instead construct a 
conventional, un-occupied roof on the Transit Center, up to a maximum amount of $50,000,000* 
(with the $50,000,000 maximum amount increased by interest accrued on such amount from July 
1, 2010 through the Closing at the Escalation Rate).  The City Park Premium shall include, 
without limitation, structural upgrades to the Transit Center to accommodate the City Park, the 
increased cost of any building systems resulting from the City Park, and the rooftop 
improvements for the City Park. 

(ii) The City Park Contribution is payable as and when the 
TJPA is required to pay costs to third parties for the City Park pursuant to contracts or 
subcontracts (but before such costs are actually paid by the TJPA and reasonably in advance so 
that the TJPA will not incur any late charge or delinquency) and the TJPA shall give reasonable 
notice to Hines before such payments are due.  For purposes of the increased costs to the 
structure of and the building systems in the Transit Center, the TJPA will be deemed to have 
incurred those costs as and when they are due and payable under the construction contract for the 
Transit Center.  For the rooftop improvements, the Purchase Agreement shall provide that, when  
the TJPA is prepared to enter into a construction contract or subcontract for one or more 
components of the City Park, the TJPA shall notify Hines and deliver to Hines a copy of such 
contract or subcontract, which notification shall include a statement of the amount to be applied 
toward the City Park Contribution.  In the event that Hines disputes the amount of the application 
against the City Park Contribution or the timing of any payment, then the parties shall negotiate 
in good faith for a period of thirty (30) days to attempt to agree on the amount of the application 
against the City Park Contribution and the timing of the payment(s), unless a payment amount is 
due to the contractor in which case Hines shall make the payment and reserve rights against the 
TJPA.  If the parties cannot agree within such time period, then either party may pursue such 
remedies as may be available at law or in equity, provided that (A) any amount in dispute that is 
ultimately determined in the TJPA’s favor shall bear interest at the lower of ten percent (10%) 
per annum or the maximum rate permitted by law from the date on which such disputed amount 
is due and payable to the TJPA until it is actually paid to the TJPA, (B) any amount in dispute 
that is ultimately determined in Hines’ favor shall bear interest at the lower of ten percent (10%) 
per annum or the maximum rate permitted by law from the date on which such disputed amount 
was received by the TJPA to the date such payment amount is reimbursed to Hines, and (C) 
Hines shall be responsible for all costs and expenses, including any late fees or penalties, 
resulting from Hines' delayed payment, and such payment amounts shall not be included as part 
of the City Park Contribution.  At Closing, Hines shall pay any portion of the City Park 
Contribution that the TJPA has then incurred as an obligation to pay (as set forth above), as 
evidenced by third party contracts, invoices or paid receipts for all amounts claimed from Hines, 
and shall pay additional portions of the City Park Contribution as and when the such costs are 
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actually incurred and are due and payable by the TJPA (as set forth above), as documented by 
the TJPA through third party contracts, invoices or paid receipts provided to Hines. 

(iii) The City Park Contribution will be guaranteed at Closing 
by the Post Closing Payments Guarantor under the Post Closing Payments Guaranty.  In 
addition, to secure Hines’ obligation to pay the City Park Contribution, Hines shall at the time 
the TJPA has notified Hines in writing that the TJPA has finalized and is prepared to enter into 
the first contract or subcontract for work to be paid with the City Park Contribution (subject only 
to commitment of funds by Hines), provide one of the following at Hines’ election and Hines' 
sole expense: (x) provide to the TJPA an irrevocable standby letter of credit in a form reasonably 
approved by the TJPA in the amount of the City Park Contribution less the portion of the City 
Park Contribution paid at Closing (the “Required Amount”), or (y) escrow funds in the Required 
Amount with a commercial third party escrow agent reasonably acceptable to the TJPA (with all 
fees paid by Hines and with interest on escrowed funds and any risk of loss on such escrowed 
funds accruing to Hines) under an escrow agreement, the form of which will be agreed to by the 
parties, in their respective reasonable discretion, and attached as an exhibit to the Purchase 
Agreement.  If the parties have not agreed on the amount of the City Park Contribution at the 
time such letter of credit or escrowed funds are required, then Hines shall provide a letter of 
credit from a bank reasonably acceptable to the TJPA or escrow funds in the Required Amount 
as determined by the TJPA.  The Purchase Agreement, the letter of credit or the escrow 
agreement, as applicable, will provide a mechanism by which the TJPA may draw upon the letter 
of credit or escrowed funds, without Hines' right to prevent such draw (provided, Hines shall 
have any rights at law and in equity to challenge any such draw after it has occurred if such draw 
was made without Hines' consent), to pay portions of the City Park Contribution as and when 
due and to the extent that such portions are not paid directly by Hines.  The letter of credit or 
escrowed funds may be reduced by Hines as and when additional City Park Contribution 
amounts are paid by Hines directly (as opposed to by a draw by the TJPA directly upon the letter 
of credit or escrowed funds) in the amount of such payments by Hines.  Any letter of credit or 
escrow agreement shall not limit or decrease the obligation under the Purchase Agreement or the 
Guaranty to pay the full City Park Contribution as and when required under the Purchase 
Agreement or the Post Closing Payments Guaranty. 

(iv) In the event that Hines fails to pay any portion of the City 
Park Contribution as and when due, then (A) Hines shall be responsible for all claims, demands, 
losses, liabilities, damages, costs and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable 
attorneys’ fees and costs, and consultants’ fees and costs) of whatever kind or nature incurred by 
the TJPA in connection with such failure, including, but not limited to, late fees and penalties, 
which amounts shall not be included as part of the City Park Contribution, and (B) the TJPA 
shall have all rights and remedies available at law and in equity, and shall have the right to 
exercise such remedies in any order, including but not limited to rights to demand payment under 
the Post Closing Payments Guaranty.  

(v) The TJPA will agree in the Purchase Agreement to 
cooperate with Hines if Hines elects, at Hines’ sole option, to satisfy all or a portion of its 
obligation for the City Park Contribution through the creation of a Mello-Roos District that 
includes the Tower Project only, provided that the time period for any City Park Contribution 
payments hereunder shall not be extended as a result of any such Mello-Roos District. 
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1.2 The stated dollar amounts in Section 1.1 above that are indicated with an 
asterisk are “baseline amounts” and assume the modified Preferred Design of a Tower Project 
with a height of 1,000’ and a targeted building size of 1,600,000 square feet of Gross Floor Area 
as defined in San Francisco Planning Code section 102.9.  These baseline amounts shall be 
adjusted, on a pro rata basis, to reflect the FAR development rights actually obtained under the 
Tower Project Regulatory Approvals.  Schedule 1 sets forth a formulaic approach to valuing the 
Tower Project’s FAR development rights, consistent with the “Disposition Proposal for Scenario 
1 – Respondent’s ‘preferred design’ – Fee Simple Purchase” from the Proposal but modified to 
adjust the assigned values to $76.25/FAR (SF Planning Code Sec. 102.9 “Gross Floor Area”) at 
the base of the Transit Tower, adding $2/FAR per floor in sequence up through the 50th Floor, 
whereupon the pricing remains constant at $176.25/FAR for all floors from the 51st Floor 
upwards.  The Purchase Price for the Tower Property (other than the NOI Participation) will be 
the sum of the value of all individual floors in the Tower Project approved by the City, with the 
value for each individual floor determined by multiplying the assigned value for such floor by 
the Gross Floor Area approved by the City for such floor. 

2. Timing of Purchase Agreement Execution.  Hines shall execute the Purchase 
Agreement promptly after the later of (i) the date on which Hines and the TJPA staff have 
mutually agreed to a Purchase Agreement, and (ii) the Environmental Certification Date.  The 
TJPA shall execute the Purchase Agreement promptly after the later of (i) the date on which the 
TJPA Board has approved a Purchase Agreement that was mutually agreed to by Hines and the 
TJPA staff, and (ii) the Environmental Certification Date.      

3. Performance Deposit.  Hines shall pay a $10,000,000 cash Performance Deposit 
(which shall replace the Guaranty under the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement) upon signing the 
Purchase Agreement, to ensure that Hines satisfies the conditions to Closing on the purchase of 
the Tower Property.  The Performance Deposit shall be 100% non-refundable (except in the 
event of a failure to close due to TJPA’s default or failure of a closing condition for the benefit 
of Hines as provided in the Purchase Agreement), but will be credited against the purchase price 
payable at Closing. 

4. Closing Conditions.  The Closing of the sale of the Tower Property and final 
delivery of possession of the Tower Property to Hines shall be conditioned upon Hines having 
secured all necessary Tower Project Regulatory Approvals to permit the construction of the 
Tower Project.  Hines may waive this condition in Hines’ sole discretion, by written notice to the 
TJPA.  All other conditions to closing contemplated by the “Site Delivery” paragraph of the 
Model Term Sheet would no longer apply.  The Purchase Agreement shall include an obligation, 
not simply a right, of Hines to purchase the Tower Property, on and subject to the terms and 
conditions of the Purchase Agreement.  Hines’ failure to close on or before the Closing following 
receipt of all Tower Project Regulatory Approvals for any reason other than a default by the 
TJPA or failure of a condition for the benefit of Hines as provided in the Purchase Agreement 
shall be an event of default under the Purchase Agreement.   

5. Timing of Closing.  The Closing for the Tower Property shall occur, if at all, no 
later than ninety (90) days following the latter to occur of (i) the expiration of all applicable 
statute of limitations periods for challenging the EIR after the Environmental Certification Date 
or (ii) the expiration of all applicable statute of limitations periods for challenging the Tower 
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Project Regulatory Approvals after the Regulatory Approval Date, as both are defined in Section 
2.1 of the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement, provided that if a Legal Challenge is filed with 
respect to the Environmental Certification or the Tower Project Regulatory Approvals within the 
applicable statute of limitations period, then Hines and the TJPA shall each have the right to 
extend the Closing for the Tower Property in the same manner and subject to the same 
limitations as set forth in Section 4.2 of the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement.   

6. Deletion of Lease Terms.  All terms in the Proposal (including the Model Term 
Sheet) that relate to the Ground Lease structure are deleted as non-applicable, including without 
limitation terms related to maintenance, operation and improvement of the Tower Property after 
the Closing (except to the extent related to access and systems links and shared use with the 
Transit Center). 

7. References to Option Agreement.  All references to Option Agreement in the 
Proposal (including the Model Term Sheet) shall be deemed references to the Purchase 
Agreement described in the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement and this Exhibit. 

8. Non-Assignment.  Hines may not transfer or assign any of its rights under the 
Purchase Agreement other than in the same manner as Hines may assign its rights and 
obligations under the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement pursuant to Section 7.2 of the Exclusive 
Negotiations Agreement; provided, however, the foregoing will not prevent Hines from creating 
a sole purpose entity that it controls to take title to the property.  All post-closing payment 
obligations shall run with the Tower Property land, and shall not be subordinated to any debt.  
All post-closing payments other than the NOI Participation Payments shall be guaranteed by the 
Post Closing Payments Guaranty. 

9. As-Is Sale.    The TJPA shall transfer the Tower Property to Hines on an as is (as 
of the date of the Closing), where is (as of the date of the Closing), with all faults (as of the date 
of the Closing) basis and without any representations or warranties by the TJPA;  provided, 
however, that it shall be a condition to Hines’ obligation to close on the purchase of the Tower 
Property that (i) there is no material adverse change in the environmental or soils condition of the 
Tower Property (including but not limited to the presence of hazardous materials) from that 
which existed at the expiration of the applicable Due Diligence Period or Due Diligence Cure 
Period under the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement, (ii) there are no material new title 
encumbrances on the Tower Property (except as contemplated by this Exclusive Negotiations 
Agreement or otherwise approved by Hines in its sole discretion) other than those which existed 
at the expiration of the applicable Due Diligence Period or Due Diligence Cure Period under the 
Exclusive Negotiations Agreement, and (iii) there will be no buildings or improvements, 
including building foundations, on the surface of the Tower Property, and the Tower Property 
will be clear of debris (however, the paved parking areas, curbs, signs, and similar improvements 
in existence at the end of the Due Diligence Period or Due Diligence Cure Period may remain); 
provided, further, that the Purchase Agreement will provide the TJPA, with a reasonable 
opportunity to cure any such failed condition prior to Closing and after receipt of written notice 
from Hines, with a corresponding extension of the Closing for a reasonable period of time as 
appropriate, provided that the TJPA may, at its sole option, also elect to “cure” any such failed 
condition by either (x) crediting against the Initial Cash Payment of the Purchase Price an 
amount equal to all costs, expenses and liabilities that Hines may incur to cure such failed 
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condition and with respect to the underlying cause(s) of such failed condition, as agreed to by the 
parties in their reasonable discretion, or (y) indemnifying Hines and its successors and assigns of 
the Tower Property, from and against all claims and losses resulting from such failed condition 
and the underlying cause(s) of such failed condition.  The TJPA shall transfer title to the Tower 
Property by quitclaim deed.   

10. Closing Costs.  Hines will pay all closing costs when due, including transfer 
taxes, recording fees, escrow charges, and title insurance premiums. 

11. Mission Square.  Hines shall, at Hines’ sole cost, make improvements to Mission 
Square (excluding designated improvements relating to the Transit Center, which shall be the 
TJPA’s responsibility, at the TJPA’s sole cost) consistent with an iconic office tower project.      
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Schedule 1 
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EXHIBIT D 
NEGOTIATION SCHEDULE 

 
 

EVENT 
 

 
TARGET DATE 

 

 
OUTSIDE DATE 

 
 
Hines submittal to the City’s Planning 
Department of an application for 
environmental review of the Tower Project 
 

 
30 days following the Effective 
Date of the Agreement  

 
60 days following the 
Effective Date of the 
Agreement 

 
Completion of Purchase Agreement for 
Submission to the TJPA Board 
 

 
90 days following the Effective 
Date of the Agreement 

 
Expiration of ENA 
Term 

 
TJPA Board Review and Consideration of 
Purchase Agreement for Endorsement (at  
Hines’ option) 
 

 
Next regular meeting of TJPA 
Board for which agenda has not 
yet been set following 
submission of the Purchase 
Agreement 
 

 
60 days following 
submission to TJPA 
Board 

 
The Environmental Certification Date and 
the Regulatory Approval Date 
 

 
July 1, 2009 

 
July 1, 2010, subject to 
48 month extension for 
a Legal Challenge 

 
TJPA Board Review and Consideration of 
Purchase Agreement for Approval 
 

 
30 days following the 
Environmental Certification 
Date 
 

 
Expiration of the ENA 
Term 

 
TJPA Execution of Purchase Agreement 
 

 
30 days following the 
Environmental Certification 
Date 

 
Expiration of the ENA 
Term  

 
Closing of Tower Property 

 
90 days following expiration of 
statute of limitations for 
challenges to EIR or Tower 
Project Regulatory Approvals, 
subject to 48 month extension 
for a Legal Challenge (with 
Closing to occur within 90 days 
following successful resolution 
of the Legal Challenge) 

 
Same as target date. 
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EXHIBIT E 

MEMORANDUM OF RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL 

RECORDING REQUESTED BY: 
WHEN RECORDED, MAIL TO: 
 
Hines 
___________________ 
___________________ 
Attention:  _____________ 
 
 

 

 
MEMORANDUM OF RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL 

 

This Memorandum of Right of First Refusal (this “Memorandum”)is made as of 
_________, 200_, between TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY, a joint powers 
authority created under California Government Code Sections 6500 et seq. (“TJPA”), and HINES 
TRANSBAY TOWER LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Hines”) who hereby agree as 
follows: 

1. Right of First Refusal.  Subject to certain conditions precedent as set forth in 
Section 8.6 of that certain Transbay Transit Tower Exclusive Negotiations Agreement dated as of 
________________, 2008, by and between TJPA and Hines (the “Exclusive Negotiations 
Agreement”), TJPA grants to Hines a right of first refusal (the "ROFR") for a period of eighteen 
(18) months as more particularly described in Section 8.6 of the Exclusive Negotiations 
Agreement.  The terms and conditions of Section 8.6 of the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement  are 
incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth herein.  The ROFO shall terminate 
pursuant to the terms and conditions contained in the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement. 

2. Purpose.  This Memorandum has been prepared for the purpose of recordation 
pursuant to the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement, and shall not alter or affect in any way the 
rights and obligations of TJPA and Hines under the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement.  In the 
event of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement, 
the terms of the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement shall control. 

3. Governing Law.  This Memorandum shall be governed by, and construed in 
accordance with, the laws of the State of California. 

4. Counterparts.  This Memorandum may be executed in two or more counterparts, 
each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which taken together shall constitute one and 
the same instrument. 

5. Exhibit.  The exhibit attached hereto is incorporated herein by this reference, as 
though set forth in full herein. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Memorandum as of the date 
first hereinabove written. 

 
TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY: 
 
 
By: _____________________________________ 
  Maria Ayerdi-Kaplan 
  Executive Director 
 
TJPA Board Resolution No. ___________, 
Adopted on ______________, 2008 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP 
 
 
___________________________________ 
 Andrew W. Schwartz 
 Counsel for TJPA 
 
HINES: 
 
HINES TRANSBAY TOWER LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 

By: HINES TRANSBAY ASSOCIATES LP, 
a Texas limited partnership, 
Managing Member 
 
By: Hines Transbay GP LLC, 

a Delaware limited liability company, 
General Partner 

 
By: Hines Interests Limited Partnership, 

a Delaware limited partnership, 
Sole Member 

 
By: Hines Holdings, Inc., 

a Texas corporation, 
General Partner 

By:       
Name:       
Title:         
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EXHIBIT A 

 
TO MEMORANDUM OF RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL  

 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF OPTION PROPERTY 

 
Real property in the City and County of San Francisco, State of California, more particularly 
described as follows: 
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EXHIBIT F 

MEMORANDUM OF TERMINATION OF RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL 

RECORDING REQUESTED BY: 
WHEN RECORDED, MAIL TO: 
 
TJPA 
___________________ 
___________________ 
Attention:  _____________ 
 
 

 

 
QUITCLAIM DEED AND TERMINATION AGREEMENT 

 

FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, 
HINES TRANSBAY TOWER LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Hines”), does hereby 
remise, release, and forever quitclaim to the TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY, a joint 
powers authority created under California Government Code Sections 6500 et seq. (“TJPA”), all of 
its right, title and interest in and to that certain real property situated in the City and County of San 
Francisco, State of California more particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto arising out 
of or in connection with that certain “Right of First Refusal” as disclosed by that certain 
Memorandum of Right of First Refusal, dated ___________, recorded under Series No. 
___________, Official Records of the Recorder of San Mateo County, California.   

In addition, all rights, duties and obligations of the parties and their affiliates or assignees, 
or any person acting by or through any of the foregoing, under or pursuant to the Right of First 
Refusal are hereby terminated and are and shall be of no further force or effect.   

(Signature on following page} 
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HINES TRANSBAY TOWER LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 

By: HINES TRANSBAY ASSOCIATES LP, 
a Texas limited partnership, 
Managing Member 
 
By: Hines Transbay GP LLC, 

a Delaware limited liability company, 
General Partner 

 
By: Hines Interests Limited Partnership, 

a Delaware limited partnership, 
Sole Member 

 
By: Hines Holdings, Inc., 

a Texas corporation, 
General Partner 

By:       
Name:       
Title:         
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EXHIBIT G 
 

FORM OF GUARANTY 
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GUARANTY AGREEMENT 

This GUARANTY AGREEMENT (this “Guaranty”) dated as of __________________, is 
made by Hines Real Estate Holdings Limited Partnership,  a Texas limited partnership 
(“Guarantor”), to and for the benefit of the TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY, a 
joint powers authority created under California Government Code Sections 6500 et esq. 
(“TJPA”).  Unless otherwise defined in this Guaranty, all initially capitalized terms used in this 
Guaranty shall have the meanings given to them in the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement (as 
described in Paragraph A of the Recitals, below). 

This GUARANTY is made with reference to the following facts and circumstances: 

RECITALS 

A. The TJPA and Hines Transbay Tower LL, a Delaware limited liability company 
(together with any and all of its successors-in-interest as "Hines" under the ENA, the 
“Developer”) entered into that certain Transbay Tower Exclusive Negotiations Agreement dated 
for reference purposes as of October __, 2008 (including all exhibits and attachments thereto, 
and as amended from time to time, the “ENA”). 

B. Guarantor will derive material financial benefit from the ENA.  As an essential 
inducement for the TJPA to enter into the ENA, Guarantor is entering into this Guaranty, under 
which Guarantor agrees to guaranty payment and performance of the Developer’s obligations 
under the ENA. 

ACCORDINGLY, in consideration of the matters described in the above Recitals, and for 
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, Guarantor covenants and agrees as follows: 

1. Guaranty 

1.1 Guaranty of Obligations.  Guarantor unconditionally and irrevocably guarantees 
to the TJPA the due and punctual payment (and not merely the collectibility) and performance of 
all of the Developer's obligations under the ENA (the "Guaranteed Obligations"), as and when 
the same shall become due and/or payable and prior to the expiration of any applicable cure 
periods provided under the ENA, on the terms provided in this Guaranty.  In addition, Guarantor 
shall pay, and within fifteen (15) days after receipt of the TJPA’s written request shall reimburse 
the TJPA for, all costs and expenses (including, without limitation, collection charges and 
Attorneys’ Fees and Costs (as defined below)) incurred by the TJPA (collectively, the 
“Reimbursement Amount”) in connection with the enforcement of the TJPA’s rights, powers, 
or remedies under this Guaranty, whether or not suit is brought.  If any Guaranteed Obligations 
and/or Reimbursement Amount is not paid within fifteen (15) days after receipt of written 
demand from the TJPA, then such amounts shall  bear interest  at the lesser of ten percent (10%) 
per annum or the maximum amount permitted by law, from the date of such written demand 
through and including the date of payment of such amounts (calculated on the basis of a 365-day 
year for the actual number of days elapsed).   
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1.2 Acknowledgments by Guarantor.  Guarantor acknowledges, confirms, and agrees 
that: (a) it has received fair and adequate consideration for its execution of this Guaranty; (b) it 
will derive material financial benefit from the TJPA’s execution of the ENA; (c) the TJPA’s 
agreement to enter into the ENA and to take the actions required in connection with the ENA are 
in consideration of, and in reliance upon, Guarantor’s execution and delivery of this Guaranty; 
and (d) there are no conditions to the full effectiveness of this Guaranty other than those 
expressly set forth in this Guaranty.   

1.3 Independent Obligations; Continuing Guaranty.  This Guaranty is a primary and 
original obligation of Guarantor and is an absolute, unconditional, continuing and irrevocable 
guaranty of payment and of performance.  All rights and remedies existing under this Guaranty 
are cumulative to, and not exclusive of, any other rights or remedies under contact or applicable 
law.  Any performance by Guarantor of the Guaranteed Obligations before the expiration of any 
applicable cure period under the ENA shall be deemed a cure of the applicable default by the 
Developer under the ENA, to the extent of such performance by Guarantor.  To the extent  the 
performance by Hines of any of the Guaranteed Obligations is expressly waived in a writing 
executed and delivered by the TJPA to the Developer, Guarantor shall have the benefit of such 
waiver; provided, no Guaranteed Obligation shall have been waived, or the performance of such 
Guaranteed Obligation excused, by any failure or delay in the enforcement of such Guaranteed 
Obligation by the TJPA. 

1.4 $2 Million Guaranty Limit.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the 
total payment obligations of Guarantor hereunder shall be limited to the sum of Two Million 
Dollars ($2,000,000) (the “Limit”).  All payments by Guarantor hereunder, excluding the 
Reimbursement Amount, shall be credited against the Limit. 

3. 

3.1 

Waivers by Guarantor 

Waivers.  Guarantor hereby waives: (a) notice of acceptance of this Guaranty; 
(b) except as expressly provided in Section 1.1, demand of payment, notice of nonperformance, 
notice of dishonor, presentation, protest, and indulgences and notices of any kind whatsoever; 
(c) all right to assert or plead any statute of limitations relating to this Guaranty (as opposed to 
with respect to the ENA, which are not waived) and Guarantor agrees that any act that tolls any 
statute of limitations applicable to the ENA will operate similarly to toll the statute of limitations 
applicable to Guarantor’s liability hereunder; (d) any right to require the TJPA to proceed against 
the Developer or any other person or entity liable to the TJPA; (e) any right to require the TJPA 
to pursue any other remedy the TJPA may have before proceeding against Guarantor; (f) any 
right to require the TJPA to apply to any default any security it may hold under the ENA; (g) any 
and all right to participate in any security now or later held by the TJPA; and (h) any defense that 
may arise by the reason of: (1) the incapacity, lack of authority, death, disability or other defense 
of the Developer or any other guarantor; (2) the revocation or repudiation of this Guaranty by 
Guarantor; (3) failure of the TJPA to file or enforce a claim against the estate (either in 
administration, bankruptcy or any other proceeding) of the Developer or any others; (4) any 
election by the TJPA in any proceeding instituted under the United States Bankruptcy Code, as 
amended (11 U.S.C. §§ 101, et seq.); (5) any borrowing or granting of a security interest under 
Section 364 of the United States Bankruptcy Code; (6) the TJPA’s election of any remedy 
against Guarantor or the Developer; (7) the TJPA’s taking, modification, or releasing of any 
collateral or guaranties, or any failure to perfect any security interest in, or the taking of or 
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failure to perfect any other action with respect to any collateral securing performance of the 
Developer’s obligations under the ENA; (8) any amendment or modification of the ENA or 
related documents, whether or not known or consented to by Guarantor; or (9) any offset by 
Guarantor against any obligation now or later owed to Guarantor by the Developer, it being the 
intention of this Guaranty that Guarantor remain liable to the full extent set forth in this Guaranty 
until the full performance by the Developer of each and every term, condition and covenant of 
the ENA to be performed by the Developer, notwithstanding any act, omission or thing which 
might otherwise operate as a legal or equitable discharge of Guarantor.  Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, Guarantor expressly waives any and all benefits under California 
Civil Code sections 2809, 2810, 2819, 2839, 2845, 2846, 2849, 2850, 2855, 2899 and 3433.  

  Without limiting the foregoing, Guarantor understands and acknowledges that if 
the TJPA exercises any rights against the Developer under the ENA or any related agreements, 
then the exercise of such rights could impair or destroy any ability that the Guarantor may have 
to seek reimbursement, contribution or indemnification from the Developer or others based on 
any right the Guarantor may have of subrogation, reimbursement, contribution or 
indemnification for any amounts paid by the Guarantor under this Guaranty.  Guarantor further 
understands and acknowledges that in the absence of this section, such potential impairment or 
destruction of Guarantor's rights, if any, may entitle Guarantor to assert a defense to this 
Guaranty based on law or in equity, including but not limited to, in the case of any real property 
security, Section 580d of the California Code of Civil Procedure as interpreted in Union Bank V. 
Gradsky, 265 Cal.App.2d 40 (1968).  By executing this Guaranty, the Guarantor freely, 
irrevocably, absolutely and unconditionally: (i) waives and relinquishes that defense and agrees 
that the Guarantor will be fully liable under this Guaranty even though the TJPA may exercise 
any right or remedy under the ENA, including any act judicially or nonjudicially against any real 
property security if and to the extent of any real property security; (ii) agrees that the Guarantor 
will not assert that defense in any action or proceeding which the TJPA may commence to 
enforce this Guaranty; (iii) acknowledges and agrees that the rights and defenses waived by the 
Guarantor under this Guaranty include any right or defense that Guarantor may have or be 
entitled to assert based on or arising out of law or equity, including, without limitation, any one 
or more of Sections 580a, 580b, 580d or 726 of the California Code of Civil Procedure; and 
(iv) waives any notice of sale or other disposition of any security. 
 
  Guarantor acknowledges and agrees that the TJPA is relying on the waivers set 
forth above in entering into the ENA, and that these waivers are a material part of the 
consideration which the TJPA receiving in connection with the ENA.  

 
3.2 Subordination of Subrogation Rights.  Until satisfaction in full of all of the 

Guaranteed Obligations, any right of subrogation on the part of Guarantor shall be in all respects 
subordinate to all rights and claims of the TJPA for all other payments or damages which shall 
be or become due and payable by the Developer under the provisions of the ENA.  Upon 
satisfaction in full of all of the Guaranteed Obligations, Guarantor shall be subrogated to the 
rights of the TJPA against the Developer with respect to the Guaranteed Obligations, and the 
TJPA agrees to take such steps as Guarantor may reasonably request to implement such 
subrogation (provided Guarantor shall pay the TJPA all costs incurred with respect thereto and 
that the TJPA shall not incur any liabilities in taking any such steps). 
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4. Consents by Guarantor 

4.1 Consents; No Discharge of Obligations.  Without releasing, discharging, 
impairing, or otherwise affecting any obligations of Guarantor under this Guaranty or the validity 
or enforceability of this Guaranty, the TJPA, by action or inaction, in its sole, absolute and 
unlimited discretion and without notice to Guarantor may: (i) compromise, settle, extend the time 
for payment or performance of all or any part of the Guaranteed Obligations; (ii) refuse or fail to 
enforce all or any portion of the TJPA’s rights, powers or remedies under any of the documents; 
and (iii) deal in all respects with the Developer as if this Guaranty were not in effect.  It is the 
intent of the parties that Guarantor shall remain liable for the payment and performance of the 
Guaranteed Obligations and all other obligations guarantied hereby, notwithstanding any act or 
thing that might otherwise operate as a legal or equitable discharge of a surety. 

4.2 Payments to Other Persons.  The TJPA shall be under no obligation to marshal 
any assets in favor of Guarantor or against, or in payment or performance of, any or all of the 
Guaranteed Obligations.  If all or any part of any payment to or for the benefit of the TJPA in 
respect of the Guaranteed Obligations is invalidated, declared to be fraudulent or preferential, set 
aside, or required for any reason to be repaid or paid over to a trustee, receiver or other person (a 
“trustee”) under any insolvency law or any other law or rule of equity (collectively, “set aside”), 
to the extent of that payment or repayment, the Guaranteed Obligations (or the part thereof) 
intended to have been satisfied shall be revived and continued in full force and effect as if that 
payment had not been made, and Guarantor shall be primarily and jointly and severally liable for 
that obligation, provided that nothing hereunder shall preclude Guarantor from obtaining a 
refund from a trustee. 

4.3 Additional Rights.  This Guaranty is in addition to, and not in substitution for or 
in reduction of, any other guaranty by Guarantor, or any obligation of Guarantor under any other 
agreement or applicable law that may now or hereafter exist in favor of the TJPA.  The liability 
of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall not be contingent upon the enforcement of any lien or 
realization upon the security, if any, the TJPA may at any time possess with respect to the 
Guaranteed Obligations.  Nothing herein shall limit the obligations of the Developer under the 
ENA. 

4.4 Recourse

4.5. 

.  The TJPA shall have the right to seek recourse against Guarantor to 
the full extent provided for in this Guaranty, which right shall be absolute and shall not in any 
way be impaired, deferred, or otherwise diminished by reason of any inability of the TJPA to 
claim any amount of such Guaranteed Obligation from Guarantor or the Developer as a result of 
bankruptcy or otherwise, including, but not limited to, any limitation on the TJPA’s claim from 
Guarantor or the Developer under section 502(b)(6) of the United States Bankruptcy Code.  No 
election to proceed in one form of action or proceeding, or against any person, or on any 
obligation, will constitute a waiver of the TJPA’s right to proceed in any form of action or 
proceeding or against other persons unless the TJPA has expressly waived that right in writing. 

Guarantor's Responsibility.  Guarantor assumes the responsibility for being and 
keeping informed of the financial condition of the Developer and any other guarantor, person or 
entity liable on, or with respect to, any of the Guaranteed Obligations, and of all other 
circumstances bearing upon the risk of nonpayment of the Guaranteed Obligations, and confirms 
that the TJPA shall have no duty to advise Guarantor of any information regarding such 
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condition or any such circumstances, whether or not materially adverse.  Guarantor waives all 
rights and defenses based on the TJPA's failure to perform any such duty. 

5. Representations and Warranties of Guarantor 

5.1 Representations and Warranties.  Guarantor represents, warrants and covenants 
that it has full power and authority to execute, deliver and perform its obligations under this 
Guaranty, and that execution, delivery, and performance has been duly authorized by all requisite 
action on its part. 

5.2 Independent Investigation.  Guarantor has performed its own independent 
investigation as to the matters covered by this Guaranty. 

6. Termination of Guaranty 

This Guaranty shall terminate on the earlier to occur of (i) sixty (60) days following the 
expiration or earlier termination of the ENA, provided that the Guaranty shall continue with 
respect to (A) claims against Guarantor hereunder that relate to the period before such expiration 
or termination and (B) any indemnity or other obligation of the Developer under the ENA that 
survives any such termination or expiration of the ENA by its terms, or (ii) the effective date of 
the Purchase Agreement (as defined in the ENA) and delivery by the Developer to the TJPA of 
the performance deposit in the amount of Ten Million Dollars ($10,000,000) as required by the 
Purchase Agreement.    

7. Notices 

A notice or communication under this Guaranty by either party to the other shall be 
sufficiently given or delivered if dispatched by hand or by registered or certified mail, postage 
prepaid, addressed as follows: 

In the case of a notice or communication to the TJPA: 

Transbay Joint Powers Authority 
201 Mission Street, Suite 1960 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Attn: Executive Director Maria Ayerdi 
Reference:  Transit Tower 
Telefacsimile: (415) 597-4615 
Telephone: (415) 597-4620 
 
With a copy to: 
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Office of the City Attorney 
Room 234, City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Attn: Charles Sullivan 
Reference:  Transit Tower 
Telefacsimile: (415) 554-4755 
Telephone: (415) 554-4735 
 
And to: 
 
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP 
396 Hayes Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Attn: Andrew W. Schwartz 
Reference:  Transit Tower 
Telefacsimile: (415) 552-5816 
Telephone: (415) 552-7272 
 

And in the case of a notice or communication sent to Guarantor: 
 

Hines Real Estate Holdings Limited Partnership 
2800 Post Oak Boulevard, Suite 4800 
Houston, Texas  77056-6118 
Attn: Hasty Johnson 
 
and to: 
 
Hines 
101 California Street, Suite 1000 
San Francisco, CA  94111 
Attn: Mr. Paul E. Paradis, Senior Vice President 
Telefacsimile: (415) 398-1442 
Telephone: (415) 982-6200 
 
With a copy to: 
 
Ellman, Burke, Hoffman & Johnson 
601 California Street, 19th

For the convenience of the parties, copies of notices may also be given by facsimile.  Any 
mailing address or facsimile number may be changed at any time by giving written notice of 
such change in the manner provided above at least ten (10) days prior to the effective date of the 

 Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94108 
Attention:  Jay Paxton 
Telefacsimile: (415) 495-7587  
Telephone:  (415) 777-2727 
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change.  All notices under this Guaranty will be deemed given, received, made or communicated 
on the date personal receipt actually occurs or, if mailed, on the delivery date or attempted 
delivery date shown on the return receipt.  A party may not give official or binding notice by 
facsimile.  The effective time of a notice shall not be affected by the receipt, prior to receipt of 
the original, of a facsimile copy of the notice. 

8. General Provisions 

8.1 Successors and Assigns.  This Guaranty shall be binding upon Guarantor, its 
permitted successors, representatives and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit of the TJPA and 
its successors and assigns; provided, however, that Guarantor may not assign or transfer its 
obligations under this Guaranty without the prior written consent of the TJPA. 

8.2 Amendments.  This Guaranty may be amended or modified only by a written 
instrument executed by the TJPA and Guarantor. 

8.3 Waivers.  No action taken pursuant to this Guaranty by the TJPA shall be deemed 
to be a waiver by that party of Guarantor’s compliance with any of the provisions hereof.  No 
waiver by the TJPA of any breach of any provision of this Guaranty shall be construed as a 
waiver of any subsequent or different breach.  No forbearance by the TJPA to seek a remedy for 
noncompliance hereunder or breach by Guarantor shall be construed as a waiver of any right or 
remedy with respect to such noncompliance or breach. 

8.4 Continuation and Survival of Covenants.  All covenants by Guarantor contained 
herein shall be deemed to be material and shall survive any termination of the ENA or portion 
thereof if the obligations thereunder have arisen and are not satisfied before such date. 

8.5 Governing Law; Selection of Forum.  This Guaranty shall be governed by and 
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California.  As part of the consideration for 
the ENA, Guarantor agrees that all actions or proceedings arising directly or indirectly under this 
Guaranty may, at the sole option of the TJPA, be litigated in courts located within the City and 
County of San Francisco, and Guarantor expressly consents to the jurisdiction of any such court, 
and consents that any service of process in such action or proceeding may be made by personal 
service upon Guarantor wherever Guarantor may then be located, or by certified or registered 
mail directed to Guarantor at the address set forth in this Guaranty for the delivery of notices. 

8.6 Merger of Prior Agreements

8.7 

.  The parties intend that this Guaranty and the ENA 
shall be the final expression of their agreement with respect to the subject matter hereof and may 
not be contradicted by evidence of any prior or contemporaneous oral or written agreements or 
understandings.  The parties further intend that this Guaranty shall constitute the complete and 
exclusive statement of its terms and that no extrinsic evidence whatsoever (including, without 
limitation, prior drafts or changes therefrom) may be introduced in any judicial, administrative or 
other legal proceeding involving this Guaranty. 

Interpretation of Guaranty.  Unless otherwise specified, whenever in this 
Guaranty reference is made to any Section, or any defined term, the reference shall be deemed to 
refer to the Section or defined term of this Guaranty.  Any reference to a Section includes all 
subsections and subparagraphs of that Section.  The use in this Guaranty of the words 
“including,” “such as” or words of similar import when following any general term, statement or 
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matter shall not be construed to limit such statement, term or matter to the specific items or 
matters, whether or not language of non-limitation, such as “without limitation” or “but not 
limited to”, or words of similar import, is used with reference thereto, but rather shall be deemed 
to refer to all other items or matters that could reasonably fall within the broadest possible scope 
of such statement, term or matter.  Any titles of the several parts and sections of this Guaranty 
are inserted for convenience of reference only and shall be disregarded in construing or 
interpreting any of its provisions.  The terms “Paragraph” and “Section” may be used 
interchangeably.  The masculine, feminine or neutral gender and the singular and plural forms 
include the others whenever the context requires.  Defined terms and variants thereof shall have 
the same definition.  References to days, months and years mean calendar days, months and 
years unless otherwise specified.  References to any law, specifically or generally, will mean the 
law as amended, supplemented or superseded from time to time.  The provisions of this Guaranty 
shall be construed as a whole according to their common meaning and not strictly for or against 
either party in order to achieve the objectives and purposes of the parties, regardless of which 
party drafted this Guaranty. 

8.8 Attorneys’ Fees and Costs.  Should any party institute any action or proceeding in 
court to enforce any provision of this Guaranty  or if any dispute arises between the parties 
hereto concerning the meaning or interpretation of any provision of this Guaranty, then the  party 
not prevailing in such dispute shall pay any and all costs and expenses incurred by the other 
party on account of such default or in enforcing or establishing its rights under this Guaranty, 
including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable Attorneys’ Fees and Costs.  Any such 
Attorneys’ Fees and Costs incurred by either party in enforcing a judgment in its favor under this 
Guaranty shall be recoverable separately from and in addition to any other amount included in 
such judgment, and such Attorneys’ Fees and Costs obligation is intended to be several from the 
other provisions of this Guaranty and to survive and not be merged into any such judgment.  For 
purposes of this Guaranty, the reasonable fees of attorneys for the TJPA shall be based on the 
fees regularly charged by private attorneys with the equivalent number of years of experience in 
the subject matter area of the law for which the TJPA’s attorneys’ services were rendered who 
practice in the City of San Francisco.  “Attorneys’ Fees and Costs” means any and all 
attorneys’ fees, costs, expenses and disbursements, including, but not limited to, expert witness 
fees and costs, travel time and associated costs, transcript preparation fees and costs, document 
copying, exhibit preparation, courier, postage, facsimile, long-distance and communications 
expenses, court costs and the costs and fees associated with any other legal, administrative or 
alternative dispute resolution proceeding, fees and costs associated with execution upon any 
judgment or order, and costs on appeal. 

8.9 Severability

8.10 

.  Invalidation of any provision of this Guaranty, or of its application 
to any person, by judgment or court order, will not affect any other provision of this Guaranty or 
its application to any other person or circumstance, and the remaining portions of this Guaranty 
will continue in full force and effect, unless enforcement of this Guaranty as invalidated would 
be unreasonable or grossly inequitable under all the circumstances or would frustrate the 
purposes of this Guaranty.   

Tangible Net Worth.  If at any time during the period this Guaranty is in effect, the 
Tangible Net Worth of Guarantor falls below Fifty Million Dollars ($50,000,000), then 
Guarantor shall notify the TJPA as soon as reasonably practicable.  Within ten (10) days after 
delivery of such notice, Guarantor shall provide the TJPA with an additional or substitute 
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guaranty in favor of the TJPA (in the form of this Guaranty) from a person or entity having a 
Tangible Net Worth of at least Fifty Million Dollars ($50,000,000).  Failure to give such notice 
shall not relieve Guarantor of its obligations hereunder, and failure to provide the additional 
guaranty(s) required will be a default hereunder.  As used herein, “Tangible Net Worth” means 
all partners and members capital as reflected in the most recently prepared balance sheet for 
Guarantor, prepared bianually in accordance with the current value basis of accounting, prepared 
in a manner consistent with statements previously provided to the TJPA, and certified as correct 
by an independent certified public accounting firm.  
 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorized, has executed and 
delivered this Guaranty as of the date first written above. 
 
 
GUARANTOR: 
 
HINES REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, 
a Texas limited partnership 
 
By: JCH Investments, Inc., its general partner 

 

 By:     
 Name: James C. Buie 
 Title: Executive Vice President 
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MEMORANDUM 

 
To: Maria Ayerdi-Kaplan, Executive Director 
 TJPA 
 
From: A. Jerry Keyser 

Keyser Marston Associates, Inc. (KMA) 
 
Date: September 23, 2008 
 
Subject: Evaluation / Recommendation of Current Hines Proposal to Purchase 

the Tower Site Following Entitlements and Without an Option Period 
 
Introduction and Recommendation  
 
Per your request, Keyser Marston Associates has evaluated the current Hines proposal 
to purchase the Tower site following entitlement and without an option period. For the 
reasons stated herein, Keyser Marston recommends that the TJPA accept the current 
Hines proposal and incorporate it as the basic terms of an Exclusive Negotiations 
Agreement (ENA) between Hines and TJPA. 
 
Background 
 
In TJPA’s Competition for the opportunity to purchase the Tower site, Hines bid a price 
of $350 million assuming (1) the City’s approval of a Tower based upon an 
approximately 1,200 foot high office building, and (2) that Hines would enter into an 
Option Agreement that would permit Hines to prelease office space in the Tower and 
arrange financing prior to Hines’ exercise of the option to purchase the Tower site. 
Based in part on that dollar bid, the TJPA selected Hines for exclusive negotiations for a 
Disposition and Development Option Agreement (Option Agreement) that would result in 
the purchase of the Tower site. 
 
In the course of negotiating an ENA as a prelude to the Option Agreement, Hines 
clarified its offer by stating that it required up to five years to have reasonable certainty 
that it could prelease at least 50% of the Tower and secure its financing following the 
completion of the entitlement process and before exercising its option to purchase the 
Tower site. Under these terms, which would minimize Hines’ financial risk, the TJPA 
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would not receive the purchase price for the Tower site until 2015. The TJPA, however, 
requires the proceeds from the sale of the Tower site in 2010 or at the latest 2011 to 
secure other financing commitments for the Transit Center and to fund construction of 
the Transit Center. 

Accordingly, TJPA staff and Hines have modified the transaction from an Option 
Agreement to a Purchase and Sale Agreement and negotiated terms requiring Hines to 
purchase the Tower site no later than 90 days following entitlements. The current Hines 
proposal is to pay $225 million cash to the TJPA at or shortly after the closing on Hines’ 
purchase of the Tower site (Closing) and allow the TJPA to participate in the future net 
operating income from the Tower for a period of 66 years. Keyser Marston Associates 
(KMA) believes that the participation should yield at least $100 million more to the TJPA 
in nominal dollars, or $10 million in 2010 dollars, for a total purchase price of $235 
million. As indicated subsequently, the payment by Hines of $235 million in 2010 is 
approximately equivalent to a payment by Hines of $350 million in 2015.  
 
Current Hines Proposal 
 
Hines’ current proposal is based on a purchase and sale with closing promptly after the 
City issues entitlements for a Tower project and the time to challenge the entitlements 
has expired. The details of the proposal are as follows.  
 
1. Closing 
 
The TJPA and Hines would enter into a binding purchase and sale agreement as soon 
as environmental review of the Tower Project is complete in the Summer/Fall of 2009. 
The Closing would occur within 90 days after final Tower Project entitlement (i.e., at end 
of appeal period, or final resolution of any appeal, or final judgment if any litigation).  
 
2. Purchase Price 

 
The total purchase price for the Tower Property would be paid in four parts: 

 
a. $160 Million Cash at Closing 

 
Hines would pay $160 million in cash to the TJPA at the Closing. If for any reason 
the Closing does not occur until after July 1, 2010, the $160 million payment would 
be escalated at the rate of return the City receives on investment of its funds, as 
published by the City Treasurer, but in no event will the annual increase be less than 
3% or more than 6% (the "City Rate"). 
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b. Net Present Value of $15 Million in Five Annual Payments 
 

Hines would pay $15 million (as increased at the City Rate after July 1, 2010), in five 
annual installments beginning on the one-year anniversary of the Closing and on 
each of the next four anniversaries (the "Additional Payments"). Hines would be 
responsible for prepaying any unpaid balance of the Additional Payments on or 
before the date that the City issues a temporary certificate of occupancy for the 
Tower. The Additional Payments would be guaranteed by a creditworthy Hines entity 
acceptable to the TJPA. The parties agree that the Additional Payments will be 
increased to ensure that the total sum paid over five years is equivalent to the net 
present value of $15 million as of the Closing.  

 
c. Up to $50 Million for the Rooftop Park Payments  
 

Hines would pay the TJPA the cost of the park on the roof of the Transit Center (the 
"Park Payments") up to $50 million. (At this time, the total cost of the park is 
expected to exceed $50 million.) The Park Payments would pay for the increased 
costs of the Transit Center resulting from the inclusion of the rooftop park and will be 
secured on the later of (i) the Closing for the Tower Property, and (ii) the dates that 
the TJPA enters into contracts for the construction of the Transit Center and park.  
The Park Payments would be guaranteed by the same creditworthy Hines entity that 
guarantees the $15 million of Additional Payments and would be secured by a letter 
of credit or deposit of funds in escrow. The Park Payments would be due at the time 
the TJPA is invoiced for park costs under its subcontracts for construction. Until 
Closing, the $50 million cap would be escalated at the City Rate for any delays in the 
Closing past July 1, 2010. The $50 million Park Payments cap would not be 
escalated further after Closing.   

 
d. NOI Participation Payments 
 

Beginning when the Tower is 80 percent leased, with rent payments having 
commenced, but not later than 10 years after Tower Project entitlements, Hines 
would pay to the TJPA 0.5% of the Tower’s annual Net Operating Income (NOI) for 
66 years (the "Participation Payment"). There would be no cap on the amount of the 
Participation Payments. In nominal dollars, the probable yield to TJPA would be at 
least $100 million. If the Tower performs well, then the TJPA’s revenue would be 
higher. Hines would have the right to prepay the projected Participation Payments, 
but (i) this right cannot be exercised before the fifth anniversary of the start of the 
payments, and (ii) the prepayment amount will be the net present value of the 
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anticipated income stream of Participation Payments for the remainder of the 66-year 
term, as determined through arbitration by three appraisers selected by the parties. 

  
In present value terms, the value of the Participation Payments (in 2010 dollars), 
would be approximately $10 million based on reasonable occupancy rates and 
projected rent and operating expense increases. The actual yield from the 
Participation Payments could be more or less depending on market conditions and 
the success of the Tower Project.  

 
In sum, TJPA staff estimates that the purchase price under the current Hines proposal is 
approximately $235 million as follows: $160 million at Closing, $15 million Additional 
Payments, $50 million for the Park Payments, and approximately $10 million (net 
present value) for the Participation Payments.  
 
3. Adjustments for Entitlements 
 
The Current Hines Proposal purchase price is based on receipt of Tower Project 
entitlements for a 1,000-foot Tower that includes 1.6 million rentable square feet of office 
space. If the final Project entitlements permit a different density, the $160 million closing 
payment, the $15 million Additional Payments, and the $50 million Park Payments cap 
(but not the Participation Payments) will be adjusted in accordance with a formula 
attached to the ENA term sheet.  
  
The current Hines proposal is summarized in Table 1 next: 
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Table 1: Current Hines Proposal 
 

    
 

Price in 
2010 

Dollars 

Per 
Rentable 

Square Feet 

Per Land 
Square 

Feet
1. Cash @ Closing (2009/10)  $160 M    
2. Five payments over subsequent five years  $15 M    
3. Payments devoted to creation of rooftop park1  $50 M2    
  Subtotal of Certain Dollars $225 M $141 $4,710
         
4.     

  

Participation payments for 66 years @ 0.5% of 
Net Operating Income (NOI) = Probable Yield to 
TJPA in 2010 Dollars $10 M $6 $210

         
  Likely Present Value of all dollars to TJPA $235 M $147 $4,920
       
1 Payments made as costs are obligated or incurred. 
2 It is recognized that $50 million of the $235 million would go to construction of the rooftop park, 
rather than “unrestricted” land sale proceeds. However, the park is a highly desirable 
community-wide amenity and is therefore a key aspect of the overall compensation package in 
the Hines offer. 

Analysis of the Current Hines Proposal 
 
This memorandum analyzes the current Hines proposal by comparing the proposed 
$235 million purchase price to a present value analysis of Hines’ original $350 million 
offer.  
 
Table 2 compares Hines’ Option and Purchase and Sale offers. The analysis takes into 
account the time value of money and the additional risk the developer takes in paying 
the purchase price immediately after obtaining entitlements for the Tower Project (2010) 
versus after the building is at least 50% leased and construction financing is arranged 
(2015). The Table illustrates the general equivalency in payments by Hines of $235 
million in 2010 vs. $350 million in 2015.  
 
The developer bears a cost to carry the $235 million purchase price, property taxes and 
other costs after land purchase. The analysis must also take into account the risk to a 
developer that the market cannot absorb enough of the 1.6 million square feet of office 
space within five years after the Tower is entitled to enable the developer to obtain 
construction financing. This carry cost, including the risk factor, accounts for the 
difference between the $235 million in 2010 versus $350 million in 2015.  
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The minimum carry cost was estimated at a combined rate of 8% to 9% of the $235 
million purchase price per year for five years. At 8.00%, the total interest/property tax 
carry and risk factor results in a value in 2015 of $345 million; a 9.00% factor yields a 
value in 2015 of $362 million. On this basis, we conclude that the $235 million payment 
in 2010 is approximately equivalent to a payment by Hines of $350 million in 2015. 
 
Table 2:  Comparison of Hines Option and Entitlement Offers 

Time Value of Money and Property Taxes / Risk Assumption 
 

Hines Offer for Land 
Payment at Entitlement; 
Hines Accepts Leasing 

Financing Risks 

Estimate of Minimum Hines 
Carrying Cost for Five Years 

through Completion of Pre-Leasing 

Total Estimated Cost to Hines with 
Five Years of Carrying Cost 
through Completion of Pre-

Leasing/ Construction Financing 

  
2010 

Interest + Taxes 
+ Risk Factor 

per Year 

Total Interest + 
Taxes + Risk 

Factor over Five 
Year Period 

  
2015 

$235 M  9.00% $127 M  $362 M  
$235 M  8.00% $110 M  $345 M 

 
The prices bid for the Tower site by the other two finalists in the Competition is a further 
indication that the $235 million purchase price offered by Hines in 2010 is a favorable 
price for the TJPA. As indicated in Table 3 below, the bids in 2007 dollars were $145 
million (Forest City) and $129 million (Rockefeller).  
 
Table 3: Forest City & Rockefeller Bid Prices During Competition  
 

  
2007 Dollars Bid 

at Competition
Per Land 

Square Feet
      
Forest City $145 M $3,026
     
Rockefeller $129 M $2,692

 
In addition, the $235 million purchase price compares favorably to the price the TJPA 
could obtain for the Tower site if it were sold on the open market. At $235 million, the 
sale equates to nearly $5,000 per square foot of land – more than double the highest 
price paid for land in San Francisco. And assuming development of 1.6 million square 
feet of office space, the purchase price of $235 million would be $147 per square foot of 
rentable office space, a price at the top of the range of office development land sales in 
San Francisco.  
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Summary and Recommendation 
 
KMA and the other TJPA real estate and financial consultants advising the TJPA on the 
Hines negotiations recommend that the TJPA incorporate the current Hines proposal as 
the basic terms of an ENA because: 
 
1. The $235 million in payments by Hines in 2010 dollars is roughly equivalent to $350 

million in 2015. 

2. The bids from other teams in the Competition indicate that it is unlikely that the TJPA 
will receive a better offer than the current Hines proposal. 

3. At nearly $5,000 per square foot of land and $147 per square foot of rentable office 
space, the purchase price of $235 million would be at the top of prices paid for office 
development land in San Francisco. 

 
4. Were the TJPA to reject the current Hines proposal and attempt to sell the Tower site 

to another developer, the resulting delay in the entitlement process would delay the 
TJPA’s receipt of the purchase price for the Tower site. The financing for the Transit 
Center, which depends on receipt of the purchase price for the Tower site in 2010, or 
at the latest 2011, could be impaired. 



  

TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 
Resolution No. ________________ 

 
WHEREAS, When Proposition H passed in 1998, the voters of San Francisco mandated that the 
TJPA implement the Transbay Transit Center Program (“Program”), including development of a 
new multi-modal Transit Center at First and Mission Streets, as rapidly as possible; and 

 
WHEREAS, Under the Cooperative Agreement among Caltrans, the TJPA, and the City and 
County of San Francisco, the TJPA is required to build the new Transit Center and begin bus 
service within eight years after Caltrans completes the West Approach to the Bay Bridge which 
is expected to be completed in 2008, and the TJPA’s failure to meet this deadline could result in 
the reversion to Caltrans of the 26 parcels Caltrans intends to transfer to the TJPA and the City 
for the Program; and 

  
WHEREAS, As part of the transfer of Caltrans properties, Caltrans will convey to the TJPA a 
portion of Parcel T, an approximate 47,000 square-foot property directly north of the new Transit 
Center fronting on Mission, Fremont, and First Streets (“Tower Property”); and 

 
WHEREAS, The TJPA plans to use the proceeds of the sale of the Tower Property and federal 
TIFIA loan proceeds for construction of the Transit Center; and      
 
WHEREAS, In 2006-2007, the TJPA held a Design and Development Competition/RFP to select 
an architect/developer team to create a unique, world class Transit Center and Tower whose 
aesthetic, functional, and technical excellence are worthy of their position as the centerpiece of 
the Transbay Redevelopment Area and the focus of bus and rail transit for San Francisco, the 
Bay Area, and the State of California; and 
 
WHEREAS, Because the Transit Center and Tower will be large and complex structures and 
should compliment each other architecturally and functionally, the TJPA proposed that the 
buildings be designed in tandem by the same architect; and 
 
WHEREAS, The RFP placed equal emphasis on the design of the Transit Center and Tower and 
the price offered to purchase or ground lease the Tower Property; and   
 
WHEREAS, In July 2007, Hines, an office developer teamed with Pelli Clark Pelli Architects, 
submitted a response to the RFP with a design for the Transit Center that included a 5.4-acre 
rooftop public park and a bid of $350 million for the right to purchase the Tower Property under 
an option agreement based upon an approximately 1,200 foot high office building containing 1.6 
million square feet of rentable floor area; and 

 
WHEREAS, In September 2007, the TJPA Board selected the Hines/Pelli team for exclusive 
negotiations with the TJPA staff to be conducted under the terms of an exclusive negotiations 
agreement ("ENA").  Under the ENA, the parties were to negotiate a term sheet for an option 
agreement for the transfer of the Tower Property to Hines; and   



  

 
WHEREAS, In April 2008, the Board approved a contract with Pelli to design the Transit Center 
and rooftop park; and 

 
WHEREAS, During negotiations for the ENA, Hines indicated that it could not obtain financing 
to purchase the Tower Property for $350 million until it was able to prelease at least 50 percent 
of the office space in the Tower, which Hines estimated would be up to five years after the 
receipt of entitlements; and 

 
WHEREAS, Under the initial Hines proposal the TJPA would not receive the Tower Property 
purchase price until as late as 2015; and 

 
WHEREAS, The TJPA is subject to legal and financial mandates that require the TJPA to 
commence construction of the Transit Center as soon as possible, but at the latest by 2010, and 
the TJPA’s existing financial plan requires that the TJPA receive the proceeds of sale of the 
Tower Property by 2010 so that the money could be used to build the Transit Center and produce 
a stream of tax increment to secure the TIFIA loan; and 
 
WHEREAS, Responding to the TJPA’s need for the proceeds of sale of the Tower Property in 
2010, and after extensive negotiations with TJPA staff, Hines proposes to enter into a purchase 
and sale agreement with the TJPA under which it would assume the added risk of purchasing the 
Tower Property within a short period after entitlements, regardless of market conditions and the 
status of Hines' preleasing commitments; and 

 
WHEREAS, Under the proposed ENA and negotiated by the Staff and Hines, Hines and the 
TJPA would negotiate the terms of a purchase and sale agreement during the exclusive 
negotiations period and enter into a final purchase and sale agreement following environmental 
review of the Tower Project, after which Hines would obtain entitlements for the Tower Project 
from the City, and Hines would be required to purchase the Tower Property within six months 
after obtaining entitlements; and 

 
WHEREAS, Under the proposed purchase and sale agreement, Hines would pay $235 million to 
the TJPA, consisting of the following: (i) $160 million in cash within 90 days following final 
Project entitlement (the "Closing"); (ii) the net present value of $15 million in five installments 
over the five years following the Closing, (iii) up to $50 million for the rooftop public park as 
and when needed by the TJPA for construction of the park; and (iv) a participation payment 
equal to 0.5% of net operating income from the Project for a period of 66 years following Project 
stabilization with an estimated net present value of $10 million.  The $160 million closing 
payment, the $15 million installment payment, and the $50 million rooftop public park 
contribution would be escalated for any Closing after July 1, 2010; and 

 
WHEREAS, The other business terms of the ENA are favorable to the Program and are most 
likely to result in the construction of a Tower Project that is architecturally distinctive, 
financially successful, and a model for transit oriented development; and 
 



  

WHEREAS, On September 29, 2008, the Board held a public hearing to allow Hines and TJPA 
staff to explain the terms of the current Hines proposal for the purchase of the Tower Property, to 
permit TJPA Board members an opportunity to ask questions of Hines and TJPA staff, and to 
provide public review and receive public discussion of the proposal.  No member of the public or 
the TJPA Board expressed opposition to any of the terms of the proposed agreement for sale of 
the Tower Property, and on that basis and because the Hines proposal is in the best interest of the 
Transbay Transit Center Program, Staff recommends that the Board approve the ENA with Hines 
based on the terms negotiated by the parties; now, therefore, be it 

 
RESOLVED, That the TJPA Board authorizes the Executive Director to execute the Transbay 
Transit Tower Exclusive Negotiations Agreement with Hines providing that: (a) the TPJA shall 
negotiate exclusively with Hines to propose the terms of a purchase and sale agreement for the 
transfer of title to the Tower Property after the City’s completion of environmental review of the 
Tower Project and the issuance of entitlements for the Tower Project to Hines; (b) the exclusive 
negotiations period will begin on the effective date of the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement 
(“ENA”) and end on the later of (i) the execution of a purchase and sale agreement, (ii) July 1, 
2010 if environmental review of the Tower Project is not complete by that date, or (iii) six 
months after the Board considers but declines to approve a purchase and sale agreement; (c) 
Hines will pay the TJPA’s costs to negotiate the purchase and sale agreement; (d) Hines will 
purchase the Tower Property within six months after the City issues entitlements for the Tower 
Project; (e) the purchase price for the Tower Property if Hines obtains entitlements for a 1,000-
foot high tower with 1.6 million gross square feet of floor area will be $235 million, which price 
will be adjusted if the height of the tower approved by the City is less than 1,000 square feet or 
the approved gross square feet of floor area of the tower is less than 1.6 million; (f) if within 18 
months after the termination of the exclusive negotiations period the TJPA indicates that it 
intends to accept an offer to purchase the Tower Property from a buyer other than Hines, Hines 
shall have a right of first refusal of the offer, and if Hines declines the offer but the TJPA sells 
the Tower Property to the third-party offeror, Hines will be entitled to the difference between the 
sale price and the price Hines offered for the property; (g) Hines may only replace Pelli Clark 
Pelli as the architect for the tower with the TJPA’s consent, which will not be unreasonably 
withheld; (h) Hines may terminate the agreement upon payment of $2 million to the TJPA; (i) 
the TJPA’s liability to Hines for breach of the ENA is limited to $2 million; (j) if the ENA is 
terminated, the TJPA has the right to buy Hines’ graphics and plans for the Tower Project at 
Hines’ cost; and (k) Hines will post a guarantee of its performance under the ENA in the sum of 
$2 million, and following the TJPA Board’s approval of a purchase and sale agreement, Hines 
will pay a nonrefundable performance deposit to the TJPA of $10 million.      
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the Transbay Joint Powers 
Authority Board of Directors at its meeting of October 21, 2008. 

  
                       
    ___________________________________ 

         Secretary, Transbay Joint Powers Authority 
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	(a) Required Coverage.  Hines, at no cost to the TJPA, shall procure and keep in effect at all times during the Exclusive Negotiation Period, as it may be extended, the following insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damages to tangible ...
	(1) Commercial general liability insurance with limits not less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) each occurrence combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including contractual liability, independent contractors, broad-form pr...
	(2) Worker’s Compensation Insurance with Employer’s Liability limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each accident for Hines employees.
	(3) Comprehensive automobile liability insurance with limits not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each occurrence combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including owned and non-owned and hired vehicles, if Hines uses au...
	(b) Term.  Should any of the required insurance be provided under a claims-made form, Hines shall maintain such coverage continuously throughout the Exclusive Negotiation Period and, without lapse, for a period of three (3) years beyond the expiration...

	(c) Aggregate Limits.  Should any of the required insurance be provided under a form of coverage that includes a general annual aggregate limit or provides that claims investigation or legal defense costs be included in such general annual aggregate l...
	(d) Endorsements.  All liability insurance policies shall be endorsed to provide the following:
	(1) Name as additional insured the TJPA and the City, but only as to matters as to which, and only to the extent to which, Hines is obligated to indemnify the TJPA and the City under Section 5.2.
	(2) That such policies are primary insurance to any other insurance available to the additional insureds, but only as to matters as to which, and to the extent to which, Hines is obligated to indemnify the TJPA and the City under Section 5.2.  Such po...
	(3) Provide thirty (30) days’ advance written notice to the TJPA of cancellation, non-renewal or reduction in coverage (or ten (10) days’ advance written notice in case of nonpayment of premium), mailed to the address for the TJPA set forth in this Ag...

	(e) Insurers.   Each insurance policy required under this Section shall be issued by an insurance company duly authorized to do business in the State of California and with a current rating of A-:VIII or better by Bests Key Rating Guide.
	(f) Evidence of Coverage.  Hines shall deliver to the TJPA certificates of insurance in form satisfactory to the TJPA, evidencing the coverage required hereunder.  Hines shall provide the TJPA with certificates thereafter at least ten (10) business da...
	(g) No Limitation on Other Obligations.  Hines’s compliance with the provisions of this Section shall in no way relieve or decrease Hines’s other obligations under this Agreement.  In addition, nothing in this Section or in Section 5.2 shall limit the...
	14.15 Non-Discrimination and Equal Benefits.
	Purchase Price.
	The Purchase Price for the Tower Property has been divided into three components as follows:
	An Initial Cash Payment of $175,000,000*, payable as and when described in clauses (i) and (ii) below.  If Closing occurs after July 1, 2010, then the Initial Cash Payment shall be increased by the amount of interest that accrues on the Initial Cash P...
	$160,000,000* (increased as provided above if Closing occurs after July 1, 2010) will be payable in cash at the Closing of the Tower Property acquisition.
	The remaining $15,000,000* (increased as provided above if Closing occurs after July 1, 2010) will be payable in five annual installment payments of $3,000,000* each (each, an “Installment Payment”) beginning on the one-year anniversary of the Closing...

	A TJPA participation of 0.5% of Net Operating Income (defined as mutually agreed by the parties and set forth in the Purchase Agreement, but which shall not include any reduction or offset for the payment of debt service or Mello Roos payments, if app...
	Contribution toward the City Park, as described in the Proposal, in the amount of the City Park Contribution (as defined in clause (i) below).
	(i) The “City Park Contribution” is defined as the incremental cost actually incurred by the TJPA to construct the City Park, as proposed in the Proposal or as actually built, that exceeds the cost that would have been incurred to instead construct a ...
	(ii) The City Park Contribution is payable as and when the TJPA is required to pay costs to third parties for the City Park pursuant to contracts or subcontracts (but before such costs are actually paid by the TJPA and reasonably in advance so that th...
	(iii) The City Park Contribution will be guaranteed at Closing by the Post Closing Payments Guarantor under the Post Closing Payments Guaranty.  In addition, to secure Hines’ obligation to pay the City Park Contribution, Hines shall at the time the TJ...
	(iv) In the event that Hines fails to pay any portion of the City Park Contribution as and when due, then (A) Hines shall be responsible for all claims, demands, losses, liabilities, damages, costs and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonab...
	(v) The TJPA will agree in the Purchase Agreement to cooperate with Hines if Hines elects, at Hines’ sole option, to satisfy all or a portion of its obligation for the City Park Contribution through the creation of a Mello-Roos District that includes ...

	The stated dollar amounts in Section 1.1 above that are indicated with an asterisk are “baseline amounts” and assume the modified Preferred Design of a Tower Project with a height of 1,000’ and a targeted building size of 1,600,000 square feet of Gros...

	Timing of Purchase Agreement Execution.  Hines shall execute the Purchase Agreement promptly after the later of (i) the date on which Hines and the TJPA staff have mutually agreed to a Purchase Agreement, and (ii) the Environmental Certification Date....
	Performance Deposit.  Hines shall pay a $10,000,000 cash Performance Deposit (which shall replace the Guaranty under the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement) upon signing the Purchase Agreement, to ensure that Hines satisfies the conditions to Closing on...
	Closing Conditions.  The Closing of the sale of the Tower Property and final delivery of possession of the Tower Property to Hines shall be conditioned upon Hines having secured all necessary Tower Project Regulatory Approvals to permit the constructi...
	Timing of Closing.  The Closing for the Tower Property shall occur, if at all, no later than ninety (90) days following the latter to occur of (i) the expiration of all applicable statute of limitations periods for challenging the EIR after the Enviro...
	Deletion of Lease Terms.  All terms in the Proposal (including the Model Term Sheet) that relate to the Ground Lease structure are deleted as non-applicable, including without limitation terms related to maintenance, operation and improvement of the T...
	References to Option Agreement.  All references to Option Agreement in the Proposal (including the Model Term Sheet) shall be deemed references to the Purchase Agreement described in the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement and this Exhibit.
	Non-Assignment.  Hines may not transfer or assign any of its rights under the Purchase Agreement other than in the same manner as Hines may assign its rights and obligations under the Exclusive Negotiations Agreement pursuant to Section 7.2 of the Exc...
	As-Is Sale.    The TJPA shall transfer the Tower Property to Hines on an as is (as of the date of the Closing), where is (as of the date of the Closing), with all faults (as of the date of the Closing) basis and without any representations or warranti...
	Closing Costs.  Hines will pay all closing costs when due, including transfer taxes, recording fees, escrow charges, and title insurance premiums.
	Mission Square.  Hines shall, at Hines’ sole cost, make improvements to Mission Square (excluding designated improvements relating to the Transit Center, which shall be the TJPA’s responsibility, at the TJPA’s sole cost) consistent with an iconic offi...
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